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ERP Future 2014

Felix Piazolo and Michael Felderer

Abstract This is the introduction of the ERP Future 2014 Research Conference
proceedings. It provides a short motivation and an overview of the topics covered
by the conference.

Keywords Enterprise systems � Enterprise resource planning � Business
processes � Business management � Business intelligence � Enterprise information
systems � Software engineering � Innovation of enterprise information systems

Lately it seems as buzzwords like Digital Business, Digital Transformation or Smart
Factory (Industry 4.0) are pushing topics related to conventional enterprise infor-
mation systems into the background. The opposite is the case since those strongly
promoted trends define a wider spectrum of requirements and very complex chal-
lenges regarding the enterprise information architecture and the involved enterprise
systems alongside the holistic value chain of an integrated business environment. To
remain successful and especially to gain competitive advantage it is necessary for
private and public owned businesses and organizations to periodically question the
appropriateness of the information technology in use. As strategic key resources to
ensure efficient and effective end-to-end business processes enterprise information
systems need to keep up with more and more important requirements such as con-
nectivity, interoperability, information integration, security, process control, pro-
cessual and technological flexibility, scalability, mass data handling and usability.

Disruptive innovations caused by the digital transformation era will strongly
affect enterprise information systems and might not just lead to innovations in this
domain but might also result in downstream disruptive innovations. This will not
just be on a technological and processual but also on a service level and will lead to
potential business model innovations. Multidimensional views on enterprise
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information systems are necessary. An outlook into the future of enterprise infor-
mation systems includes taking into account affecting parameters and their bidi-
rectional influences. At the same time it is essential to study and learn from the past
as well as to evaluate the given situation business are confronted with in the field of
enterprise information systems.

The ERP Future 2014 Research conference is a scientific platform for research
and innovation on enterprise information systems in general and specifically on core
topics like business process management, business intelligence and enterprise
resource planning systems. The event also addresses businesses developing,
implementing and intensively using enterprise information systems since they will
benefit directly from the research results and represent respectively are providing the
object of investigation. To master the future challenges of enterprise information
systems comprehensively, the ERP Future Research conference, as since 2012 [1, 2],
accepted contributions with a business as well as an IT focus to consider enterprise
information systems from various viewpoints. This combination of business and IT
aspects is a unique characteristic of the conference that resulted in several valuable
contributions with high theoretical as well as practical impact. Revised versions of
these conference contributions are collected in the present proceedings of the ERP
Future 2014 Research conference entitled ‘Multidimensional Views on Enterprise
Information Systems’.

The critical success factors [3] and configuration methods [4] for ERP imple-
mentation projects are analyzed and evaluated by first two contributions. Specific
adoptions of ERP systems within small and medium enterprises are presented in
addition [5]. Furthermore, an essential challenge of planning accuracy in ERP
solutions, the input data, is addressed by one contribution [6].

Looking at the potential benefits of social software as a permanent input to
ensure adequate business process management in ERP systems is discussed [7]. An
approach to handle heterogeneous and unstructured business data to improve
business processes is also presented [8]. Another contribution goes beyond classical
knowledge work domains by analyzing knowledge-intensive business processes in
farming. This prepares the basis for the requirements definition concerning amongst
other things the IT support [9].

As optimization challenges in planning activities happen to be relevant in
enterprise information systems in general it is discussed if SAP HANA is useful for
optimization [10]. Modeling constructs that allow to model ‘event-perspective’
business rule semantics in a declarative way [11] and a concept towards productive
enterprise systems testing is presented [12].

As the usability of software is one of the major actual and future requirements
one contribution measures ERP usability from a user’s perspective comparing
different ERP solutions in use [13].

Instead of using business intelligence (BI) solutions solely as reporting tools the
essential task of BI is to provide and identify information on the reasons for the
presented results in classical reports. In a case study the impact of SAP HANA on
BI strategy formulation is presented [14].

2 F. Piazolo and M. Felderer



Finally, a concept of contract based planning in the public sector is presented
and it is shown how this potential governmental planning method can be supported
by ERP systems [15].

We thank all authors for their valuable contributions and the program committee
members for their reviews. We hope that the collection of papers in the proceedings
is interesting for the individual reader and enriching for the scientific community as
well as for the industrial and business application.

Special thanks go to Manfred Vogt of the Vorarlberg University of Applied
Sciences and his colleagues for their commitment and cooperativeness to host the
ERP Future 2014 Research conference, Kurt Promberger and Christoph Weiss for
initializing the ERP Future conferences in 2009, ACM German Chapter for sup-
porting the conference, SIS Consulting as the premium sponsor and last but not
least Andreas Hagn as the project manager and all members of the ERP Future 2014
team who enabled us to carry out such a successful and valuable conference.

Thank you,
Felix Piazolo, Michael Felderer
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Part I
Critical Success Factors of ERP Systems



Critical Success Factors for ERP
Projects in Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises—The Perspective of Selected
ERP System Vendors

Christian Leyh

Abstract The aim of our study was to provide a contribution to the research field
of the critical success factors (CSFs) of ERP projects, with specific focus on smaller
enterprises (SMEs). Therefore, we conducted a systematic literature review in order
to update the existing reviews of CSFs. On the basis of that review, we led several
interviews with ERP consultants experienced with ERP implementations in SMEs.
As a result, we showed that all factors found in the literature also affected the
success of ERP projects in SMEs. However, within those projects, technological
factors gained much more importance compared to the factors that most influence
the success of larger ERP projects. For SMEs, factors like the Organizational fit of
the ERP system as well as ERP system tests were even more important than Top
management support or Project management, which were the most important fac-
tors for large-scale companies.

Keywords ERP systems � Critical success factors � CSF � SME

1 Introduction

Today’s enterprises are faced with the globalization of markets and fast changes in
the economy. In order to cope with these conditions, the use of technology, as well
as information and communication systems is almost mandatory. Specifically, the
adoption of enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems as standardized systems
that encompass the activities of entire enterprises has become an important factor
for today’s businesses. The demand for ERP applications has increased for several
reasons, including competitive pressure to become low-cost producers, expectations
of revenue growth, and the desire to re-engineer businesses to respond to market
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challenges. A properly selected and implemented ERP system offers several ben-
efits, such as considerable reductions in inventory costs, raw material costs, lead
time for customers, production time, and production [1–4]. Therefore, the majority
of enterprises around the world use ERP systems. For example, according to a
survey conducted in Germany from 2010 to 2011, ERP systems are used in more
than 92 % of all German industrial enterprises [5].

Due to the saturation of ERP markets targeting large-scale enterprises, ERP
system manufacturers today are also now concentrating on the growing market of
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) [3, 6]. This has resulted in a highly
fragmented ERP market and a great diffusion of ERP systems throughout enter-
prises of nearly every industry and every size [7–9]. Due to the strong demand and
the high fragmentation of the market, there are many ERP systems with different
technologies and philosophies available on the market. This multitude of software
manufacturers, vendors, and systems implies that enterprises that use or want to use
ERP systems must strive to find the “right” software as well as to be aware of the
factors that influence the success of the implementation project.

The implementation of an information system (e.g., an ERP system) is a complex
and time-consuming project during which companies face great opportunities, but at
the same time also face enormous risks. To take advantage of the potential oppor-
tunities rather than get caught by the risks of these implementation projects, it is
essential to focus on those factors that support a successful implementation of an
information system [10, 11]. Being aware of these factors, a company can positively
influence the success of the implementation project and effectively minimize the
project’s risks [10]. Recalling these so-called critical success factors (CSFs) is of
high importance whenever a new system is to be adopted and implemented, or a
running system needs to be upgraded or replaced. Errors during the selection,
implementation, or maintenance of ERP systems, wrong implementation approa-
ches, and ERP systems that do not fit the requirements of the enterprise can all cause
financial disadvantages or disasters, perhaps even leading to insolvencies. Several
examples of such negative scenarios can be found in the literature (e.g., [12, 13]).
SMEs must be especially aware of the CSFs since they lack the financial, material,
and personnel resources of larger companies. Thus, they are under greater pressure to
implement and run ERP systems without failure and as smoothly as possible.

These critical success factors have already been considered in numerous sci-
entific publications. Several case studies, surveys, and literature reviews have
already been conducted by different researchers (e.g., [4, 14–16]). However, the
existing ERP system success factor research has focused mostly on the selection
and implementation of ERP systems in large enterprises. Less attention has been
paid to the implementation projects in SMEs, despite the fact that research focusing
on CSFs in smaller companies has been recommended in the research community
for several years (e.g., [17, 18]).

Therefore, the aim of our study was to focus on the implementation of ERP
systems in SMEs, especially focusing on the differences in CSFs of larger ERP
projects and smaller projects. Prior to this study, we conducted a systematic liter-
ature review in order to update the existing reviews of CSFs. On the basis of the

8 C. Leyh



CSFs identified, we conducted multiple interviews with German ERP consultants
with specific experience in smaller ERP projects to obtain insights into the simi-
larities and differences in CSFs for ERP system implementations in SMEs. Overall,
our study was driven by the following research question:

Q1: What similarities and differences exist between critical success factors for ERP
implementation projects in larger and smaller enterprises?

Therefore, the paper is structured as follows. The next section gives a short
overview of the later discussed and important CSFs before the following section
deals with the results of our literature review. There, we will point out which factors
are the most important and which factors seem to have little influence on the
success of an ERP implementation project. Next, our data collection methodology
is described before the results of the interviews are presented and the research
question is answered. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary of the results
and discusses the limitations of our study.

2 Critical Success Factors Identified

A CSF for ERP projects has been defined by [15] as a reference to any condition or
element that was deemed necessary in order for the ERP implementation to be
successful. To provide a comprehensive understanding of the different CSFs and
their concepts, they are described in this section before presenting the research
methodology and discussing the results. However, only the most important and
later-on discussed factors are described subsequently. The detailed definitions of the
other CSFs can be found in [7, 19].

Balanced project team: In general, a project team consists of at least two
persons working together for a common goal whereby each team member has
defined responsibilities and functions [20]. The characteristics of the team members
should complement each other, on their experience, their knowledge as well as their
soft skills [21]. For an ERP implementation it is important to have a solid, core
implementation team that is comprised of the organization’s best and brightest
individuals [15]. These team members should be assigned to the project on a
fulltime basis. Only then they can fully concentrate on the project and are not
disturbed or distracted with their daily business [22].

Change management: Change management involves early participation of all
persons affected by a change process in order to reduce resistance against these
changes. An important component is adequate training especially of the
IT-department as well as an early communication of the changes to provide
employees with an opportunity to react [23]. Change management strategies are
responsible for handling the enterprise-wide cultural and structural changes.
Therefore, it is necessary to train and educate the employees in various ways.
Thereby, change management not only aims towards preventing rejection and
supporting acceptance. Moreover, its goal is making employees understand and

Critical Success Factors for ERP Projects … 9



want the changes. Integrating the employees early in the planning and implemen-
tation process is important to achieve this understanding. Also, during the user
training sessions a support team should be available in order to clarify and answer
questions regarding the new processes and function. Furthermore, an additional
evaluation with the end users should be accomplished after the “go live” to uncover
problems and to avoid discords [24].

ERP system configuration: Since the initial ERP system version is based on best
practices, a configuration or adaption of the system according to business processes
is necessary in every ERP implementation project. Hence, as far as possible, the
company should try to adopt the processes and options built into the ERP, rather than
seek to modify the ERP [25]. Following [26], the more strongly the original ERP
software is modified (e.g., even beyond the “normal” configuration) the smaller the
chance is for a successful implementation project. Hence, a good business vision is
helpful because it reduces the effort of capturing the functionality of the ERP
business model and therefore minimizes the effort needed for the configuration [25].
Again, extensive system modifications will not only cause implementation prob-
lems, but also harm system maintenance. Therefore, fewer adjustments reduce the
effort of integrating new versions, releases or updates [24].

ERP system tests: In ERP implementation, “go live” on the system without
adequate and planned system testing may lead to an organizational disaster. Tests
and validation of an ERP system is necessary to ensure that the system works
technically correct and that the business process configurations were done in the
right way [27]. Therefore testing and simulation exercises for both, the whole
system and separate parts/functions, have to be performed during and in the final
stages of the implementation process [15, 28].

Organizational fit of the ERP system: The fact that the organizational fit of an
ERP system should be examined and considered comprehensively before its
implementation sounds logical. Nevertheless, ERP manufacturers often try to create
blind confidence in their ERP package even if the organizational fit is obviously
low. In [26] is empirically examined the extent to which the implementation success
of an ERP system depends on the fit between the company and the ERP system and
found that the adaptation and configuration effort negatively correlates with the
implementation success. Therefore, the careful selection of an ERP system with
consideration of its company specific organizational fit, such as company size or
industry sector, is essential. Thus, appropriate ERP system selection is an important
factor in the effort to ensure a good fit between the company and the ERP system.

Project management: Project management refers to the ongoing management
of the implementation plan [15]. The implementation of an ERP system is a unique
procedure that requires enterprise-wide project management. Therefore, it involves
the planning stages, the allocation of responsibilities, the definition of milestones
and critical paths, training and human resource planning, and the determination of
measures of success [23, 29]. This enables fast decisions and guarantees that such
decisions are made by the “right” company members. Furthermore, continuous
project management allows focus to remain on the important aspects of the ERP
implementation and ensures that timelines and schedules are met [23]. Within
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project management, comprehensive documentation of the tasks, responsibilities,
and goals is indispensable for the success of an ERP implementation [17].

Top management support and involvement: Top management support and
involvement is one of the most important success factors for an ERP implemen-
tation [14]. Committed leadership at the top management level is the basis for the
continuous accomplishment of every project [15]. Thus, innovations, in particular
new technologies, are more quickly accepted by employees if these innovations are
promoted by top management. Before the project starts, top management has to
identify the peculiarities and challenges of the planned ERP implementation. Since
many decisions that have to be made during the project can affect the whole
enterprise, these decisions will need the acceptance and the commitment of the
senior managers and often can only be made by them [30]. The commitment of top
management is important in order for the allocation of necessary resources, quick
and effective decision making, solutions of conflicts that need enterprise-wide
acceptance, and supporting cooperation from all different departments [28].

User training: Missing or inadequate end user training is often a reason for
failures in the implementation of new software. The main goal of end user training
is to provide an effective understanding of the new business processes and appli-
cations as well as the new workflows that are created by the ERP implementation.
Therefore, establishing a suitable plan for the employees’ training is important [28].
Furthermore, during such an extensive project, management must determine which
employee is the best fit for which position or for which application of the new
software. This strongly depends on the employee’s already acquired knowledge
and/or additional training courses [31].

3 Literature Review of Critical Success Factors

In order to identify these factors that affect the success or failure of ERP projects,
several case studies, surveys, and literature reviews have already been conducted by
a number of researchers (e.g., [4, 15, 16, 24–26]).

However, most of the literature reviews cannot be reproduced, because descrip-
tions of the review methods and procedures are lacking. Some researchers have
pointed out the limitations of literature review articles, specifically noting that they
lack methodological rigor [32]. Therefore, in order to update the existing reviews by
including current ERP literature, we conducted a literature review by systematically
reviewing articles in five different databases as well as papers drawn from several
international conference proceedings. More specifically, we conducted two separate
literature reviews according to the same search procedures and steps. The first was
performed in mid-2010 [7, 19]. Since we identified 20 or more papers published each
year, it was essential for us to update this review every 2 or 3 years. Therefore, we
conducted the second review in mid-2013. The overall procedure for the literature
review will not be part of this paper. It is described in detail in [7, 19, 33].
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We identified 320 papers that referred to CSFs of ERP projects. These papers
were reviewed again in depth in order to determine the various concepts associated
with CSFs. For each paper, the CSFs were captured along with the publication year,
the type of data collection used, and the companies (i.e., the number and size) from
which the CSFs were derived. All 320 papers were published between 1998 and
mid-2013. Table 1 shows the distribution of the papers by publication year. As is
shown, most of the papers were published between 2006 and 2013.

Since 2004, each year around 20 papers and since 2009 each year around 30
papers or more papers about CSFs have been published. Therefore, it can be argued
that a review every 2 or 3 years is reasonable in order to update the results of
previously performed literature reviews, especially when considering the rapidly
evolving technology and the changing system availability like the
“Software-as-a-Service”-concept or ERP systems provided in the cloud.

Overall, 31 factors influencing the success of ERP system implementation were
identified. Figure 1 shows the results of our review, i.e., the CSFs identified, their
ranks and each factor’s total number of occurrences in the reviewed papers. Top
management support and involvement, Project management, and User training are
the three most-named factors, with each being mentioned in more than 160 articles.
Therefore, the factor Top management support and involvement is the outstanding
rank #1 referred to in more than 200 papers. As mentioned above, we will not
describe each factor and its concepts in detail in this paper. However, to provide a
full understanding of the different CSFs and their concepts, we describe all 31
factors in [19] as well as the top eight factors again in more detail in [7].

Regarding the form of data collection, it must be stated that the papers consist of
144 single or multiple case studies, 118 surveys and 58 literature reviews or articles
where CSFs are derived from the chosen literature.

In most previous literature reviews, the CSFs were grouped without as much
attention to detail; therefore, a lower number of CSFs was used (e.g., [4, 15]).
However, we took a different approach in our review. For the 31 factors, we used a
larger number of categories than other researchers, as we expected the resulting
distribution to offer more insight. If broader definitions for some CSFs might be
needed at a later time, further aggregation of the categories is still possible.
Comparing these results with other literature reviews (e.g., [15]), the top five factors
are obviously similar, with only the ranked positions differing. Due to our large

Table 1 Paper distribution Year Papers Year Papers

2013 30 2005 15

2012 31 2004 20

2011 39 2003 11

2010 37 2002 11

2009 42 2001 5

2008 22 2000 5

2007 24 1999 3

2006 24 1998 1
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literature base, the total numbers of observed mentions are much higher. Therefore,
the differences in the CSF frequencies are much higher as well, making the dis-
tinctions in the significance of the factors clearer.

Concerning the company size during review 1 (conducted in mid-2010), only 12
papers explicitly focus on small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), mostly
within single or multiple case studies. Within the review update (conducted in
mid-2013), 25 articles dealt with SMEs explicitly. In some surveys, SMEs are
included and analyzed as well, but they are a minority in these surveys. Therefore,
deriving CSFs which are important for SMEs is difficult and can be seen as still
lacking in the CSF research.

Within these 37 papers focusing on SMEs, Top management support and
involvement (mentioned in 25 articles), Project management (mentioned in 25
articles) as well as User training (mentioned in 22 articles) are again the most
frequently named factors for ERP projects in smaller enterprises (see Fig. 2).

However, the differences in the CSF frequencies are only minimal and may be
related to the small number of identified papers. Therefore, deriving CSFs that are
important for SMEs is difficult due to the small number of studies focusing solely
on them. This clearly is a research gap in the ERP CSF research area. Therefore, our
study focuses on this gap. We investigated these CSFs by interviewing
German ERP consultants with specific experience in smaller ERP projects. The
results will be part of the next sections.

Fig. 1 Literature review—CSFs in rank order based on frequency of appearance in analyzed
literature
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4 Critical Success Factors for SMEs’ ERP Projects

4.1 Study Design—Data Collection Methodology

To gain an understanding of the differences in the CSFs for ERP system projects in
large-scale enterprises and SMEs, we used a qualitative exploratory approach
within German ERP system vendors.

The units of analysis in our study are the ERP projects for SMEs that the ERP
consultants have performed so far in their career. For the data collection, we con-
ducted several interviews with ERP consultants from German ERP system vendors
to identify the factors that they determined to be relevant for the projects’ success.

Therefore, we interviewed ten ERP consultants from six ERP system vendors.
Table 5 in the Appendix gives an overview of the interviewed ERP consultants.
Among the ERP consultants, we were able to interview some consultants with
longtime experience in more than 100 ERP projects as well as some consultants
who had been working in this field for only a few years and had experience with
fewer than 10 ERP projects (see Table 5).

To gain a deep and detailed view of the consultants’ experiences, we chose direct
structured interviews as our method of data collection. The interviews were con-
ducted in retrospect to the ERP projects between April and July 2013. The inter-
views were designed as partially standardized interviews using open to semi-open

Fig. 2 Literature review—CSFs of ERP projects in SMEs
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questions as initial starting points for the conversation. Both personal (face-to-face)
interviews, as well as telephone interviews, were conducted by the author. An
interview guideline was developed, based on the questions of [34], who conducted
a similar study, as well as on the basis of one of our previous CSF studies that had
another focus [35]. We changed the questions to align with our identified CSFs (see
Fig. 1) to ensure that all of the factors were discussed in the interviews. The
interview guideline consisted of 52 main questions with further sub-questions
which referred to the 31 identified CSFs. These questions were formulated in an
open way so that it would be possible to identify “new” CSFs which were not
resulting from the literature review. This questionnaire was sent to interviewees
before the interviews took place to allow them to prepare for their interviews.

For a better analysis of the results, we recorded all interviews (the interviews
typically took between 70 and 180 min) and transcribed them afterwards (resulting in
about 250 pages of written text). As a first step, non-verbal and para-linguistic ele-
ments and other elements that were not relevant to the study were excluded.
Afterwards, to evaluate the CSFs, the interviews were analyzed with reference to each
CSF question block. We matched the answers and statements of the interviewees to
the respective factor. Then, each CSF was ranked according to a three-tier scale
(2-very important factor; 1-important factor; 0-less/non-important factor), and, for a
finer classification, according to a five-tier scale (4-very important factor; 3-important
factor; 2-factor was seen as relevant; 1-factor was mentioned but not seen as being
very relevant; 0-factor was not seen as relevant or important/factor was not mentioned
at all). This rating was done regarding the respective statements of the interviewees.
We used these two scales to gain a preliminary understanding of whether differences
would occur by using a finer/more detailed scale. Here, the five-tier-scale could be
seen as more appropriate for determining the importance of the factors. After setting
up this ranking of CSFs, we discussed the factor rating with other researchers in this
field to reduce the subjectivity of the rating. Finally, this procedure resulted in a
ranking of all 31 CSFs according to the interviewees’ statements and answers.

4.2 Results of the Interviews

For each interview, a ranking of the critical success factors was set up by the author.
A final ranking was created including all interviews and all individual rankings (see
Table 2). As shown, the most important factors for ERP implementation projects in
small and medium-sized companies according to our study are ERP system tests and
Organizational fit of the ERP system with more than 30 out of a possible 40 points.
Also, no further factors could be identified during the interviews. Each of the 31
factors stemming from the literature review was mentioned by at least one inter-
viewee. However, the factors Organizational structure, Troubleshooting and
Interdepartmental cooperation were in fact mentioned by some interviewees but
these factors were not seen as really important. They were rated with less than five
out of 40 possible points.
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Neither of the two most important factors were part of the top 5 within the
ranking of the literature review (see Table 3). The factor ERP system tests was not
even part of the top 20 within the literature review (see Figs. 1 and 2). Also,
Organizational fit of the ERP system has gained more importance, according to our
interviewees. The importance of both factors indicates that SMEs are forced to find
the right ERP system that fits their needs and to test the system properly before the
Go-Live. As mentioned in the first section, due to their lack of the financial,
material, and personnel resources compared to larger companies’, failures during or

Table 2 CSFs according the five-tier-scale rating

Rank Factor Factor
rating

Rank Factor Factor
rating

1 Organizational fit of the ERP
system

31 17 External consultants 18

ERP system tests 31 Involvement of end-users
and stakeholders

18

3 Balanced project team 28 Data accuracy 18

Project management 28 20 Organizational culture 17

5 Change management 27 21 Vendor relationship and
support

15

6 Clear goals and objectives 26 Vendor’s tools and
implementation methods

15

Communication 26 23 Project champion 13

8 Top management support and
involvement

25 Environment 13

User training 25 Knowledge management 13

10 ERP system configuration 24 Skills, knowledge, and
expertise

13

11 Use of a steering committee 23 27 IT structure and legacy
systems

11

12 Company’s strategy/strategy
fit

22 28 Business process
reengineering

10

13 Monitoring and performance
measurement

20 29 Troubleshooting 4

14 Available resources 19 30 Organizational structure 1

Project team
leadership/empowered
decision makers

19 31 Interdepartmental
cooperation

0

ERP system
acceptance/resistance

19

4-very important factor; 3-important factor; 2-factor was seen as relevant; 1-factor was mentioned
but not seen as being very relevant; 0-factor was not seen as relevant or important/factor was not
mentioned at all) / maximum possible rating on basis of 10 interviews = 40
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after the Go-Live can easily cause financial disadvantages or disasters, perhaps even
leading to the insolvency of such small companies. Therefore, this is supported by
the importance of the top two factors in our study.

Reasons for this can also be seen in the highly fragmented ERP system market as
well as in the increasing multitude of software manufacturers and ERP systems.
Enterprises are facing more and more difficulties in identifying the best fitting ERP
system. Therefore, more emphasis is laid on the selection of the “right” ERP system
with a high Organizational fit of the ERP system. This also supports the statement
that SMEs strongly depend on ERP systems that fit their needs even more than large
companies may. SMEs cannot afford to be restricted by stiff ERP processes;
moreover, it is important that the system is adapted according to their own pro-
cesses. This can also be seen by looking at Business process reengineering. This
factor was part of the top 10 in the literature review (see Figs. 1 and 2) but is ranked
at #28 in our study with only 10 out of 40 possible points (see Table 2). Here, SMEs
seek more to adapt the system than to change the business processes.

To categorize critical success factors, in [25] a matrix scheme is suggested. Here,
the authors consider the tactical or strategic direction of the CSFs and divide them
into organizational and technological factors. Thus, tactical CSFs rather relate to
short-term aspects and goals of the system implementation project itself, whereby
strategic factors aim towards long-term impacts of activities with strong connec-
tions to the development of the organization in relation to mission, vision and core
competencies of the business activity. Considering the technological and organi-
zational character of the CSFs, the specificity and significance of technological
factors are strongly dependent on the ERP systems themselves, whereas organi-
zational factors focus on corporate culture and its environment with its specific
processes and structures [25, 36, 37]. Table 4 gives an overview of the catego-
rization of the identified CSFs in our study with a focus on their ranking.

We oriented the classification and categorization of the factors according to [36,
37]. The factors of the top 10 are highlighted. It is shown that only a few CSFs (six
out of 31) are technological factors whereas more than 50 % of the factors (17 out

Table 3 Comparison of the top five factors

Rank Results of the literature
review (all company sizes)

Results of the literature
review (only SMEs)

Factors from the
interviews

1 Top management support and
involvement

Top management support
and involvement

Organizational fit of
the ERP system

ERP system tests

2 Project management Project management

3 User training User training Balanced project
team

Project management

4 Change management Balanced project team

Change management

5 Balanced project team Change management
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of 31) are organizational factors with a strategic characteristic. Though the top 10
factors are spread out among all four categories, most of them are part of the
organizational category. Remarkably, the two most important factors are part of the
technological view. This supports the statement above that the technological aspects
of ERP projects and their impact on the enterprises are considered more important
for SMEs than for larger companies. However, smaller enterprises and ERP ven-
dors should consider both the organizational and technological aspects when
implementing an ERP system.

Table 4 Categorization of CSFs (Model adapted from [25, 36, 37])

Strategic Tactical

Organizational Critical Success Factors Rank Critical Success Factors Rank
Balanced project team 3 Project management 3
Change management 5 Communication 6
Clear goals and objectives 6 User training 8
Top management support
and involvement

8 Monitoring/measurement
of performance

13

Use of a steering committee 11 External consultants 17

Company’s strategy/strategy fit 12 Skills, knowledge and
expertise

23

Available resources 14 Troubleshooting 29

Project team
leadership/empowered decision
makers

14 Interdepartmental
cooperation

31

ERP system
acceptance/resistance

14

Involvement of end-users and
stakeholders

17

Organizational culture 20

Vendor relationship and
support

21

Project champion 23

Environment 23

Knowledge management 23

Business process reengineering 28

Organizational structure 30

Technological Organizational fit of the ERP
system

1 ERP system tests 1

ERP system configuration 10 Data accuracy 17

Vendor’s tools and
implementation methods

21

IT structure and legacy
systems

27
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5 Conclusion and Limitations

The aim of our study was to gain insight into the research field of CSFs for ERP
implementation projects, with a focus on ERP projects in small and medium-sized
enterprises. Research in the field of ERP system projects and their CSFs provides
valuable information that may enhance the degree to which an organization’s
implementation project succeeds [15]. As a first step, we carried out a systematic
literature review to identify CSFs and to update existing reviews. Our review turned
up a variety of papers, i.e., case studies, surveys, and literature reviews, focusing on
CSFs. All in all, we identified 320 relevant papers dealing with CSFs of ERP
system projects. From these existing studies, we derived 31 different CSFs (see
Fig. 1). Most of the identified papers and studies focus on large companies. Small
and medium-sized enterprises are—if included at all—usually underrepresented in
quantitative studies. Studies exclusively focusing on SMEs are rare. We identified
37 of the 320 articles with this explicit focus. These are only nearly 12 % of all
published papers with a focus on CSF. Even if research focusing on CSFs in
smaller companies has been recommended in the research community for several
years (e.g., [17, 18]), our reviews reveal that SMEs are still not the primary focus of
CSF research. Therefore, this can still be seen as a clear lack of research.

To this end, we set up a study with a specific SME focus. We conducted several
interviews with ERP consultants experienced with ERP implementations in SMEs.
Using a guideline consisting of 52 initial questions about CSFs, we conducted ten
interviews. We found that all 31 factors found in the literature review were men-
tioned by at least one interviewee, and therefore all 31 factors also somehow affect
the success of the ERP system projects in SMEs, except the factor
Interdepartmental cooperation that was mentioned by some interviewees but not
seen as relevant for ERP projects in SMEs. However, contrary to the ranking
resulting from the literature review, we identified factors with a more technological
focus being important for those ERP projects. Here, the factors ERP system tests
and Organizational fit of the ERP system as the most important factors as well as
ERP system configuration that is also part of the top 10 factors refer to more
technological aspects. Hence, factors with an organizational characteristic could
also be identified as part of the top 5 factors in our study (Balanced project team,
Project management, and Change management).

Regarding the research question, our study could show that most of the factors
which influence the success of ERP system implementation projects in large-scale
enterprises also have influence on ERP projects in SMEs. We could not identify any
further factors that were not already referred to in the literature. However, we could
show that the importance of the factors differs a lot and that SMEs and also the ERP
manufacturers have to be aware of these differences in the factors’ characteristics,
focusing also on technological aspects of the ERP implementations rather than
focusing mainly on the organizational factors, as they are more important for the
large-scale companies.
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A few limitations of our study must be mentioned as well. For our literature
review, we are aware that we cannot be certain that we have identified all relevant
papers published in journals and conferences since we made a specific selection of
five databases and five international conferences. Therefore, journals not included
in our databases and the proceedings from other conferences might also provide
relevant articles. Another limitation is the coding of the CSFs. We tried to reduce
any subjectivity by formulating coding rules and by discussing the coding of the
CSFs with several independent researchers. However, other researchers may code
the CSFs in other ways. For the interview study, the interviews conducted and data
evaluated represent only an investigation of sample ERP projects in SMEs based on
the experiences of the ERP consultants. These results are limited to the specifics of
these projects. In light of this, we will conduct further case studies and some larger
surveys to broaden the results of this investigation.

Appendix

Table 5 Overview of the ERP consultants and their experience

ERP
manufacturer

ERP
consultant

ERP consultant since Experience with ERP projects

Manufacturer 1 Consultant 1 Active in the ERP
business for more than
30 years

Carried out more than 100
ERP projects

Manufacturer 2 Consultant 2 User support and project
support for three years

Carried out three ERP
projects

Manufacturer 3 Consultant 3 ERP consultant since
2008

Carried out eight ERP
projects

Consultant 4 ERP consultant and Head
of project management
for Manufacturer 3 since
2013

More than 30 years of
experience with ERP topics
and ERP projects as
employee of several SMEs

Manufacturer 4 Consultant 5 ERP consultant for
Manufacturer 4 since
2011

More than 30 years of
experience with ERP topics
and ERP projects as
employee of several SMEs
and other ERP manufacturers

Consultant 6 ERP consultant since
2000; by now Head of
Branch Office for
Manufacturer 4

Carried out seven ERP
projects; by now as Head of
Branch Office support for 50
parallel ERP projects

Manufacturer 5 Consultant 7 ERP consultant for more
than 16 years

Carried out more than 100
ERP projects

Consultant 8 ERP consultant for more
than 13 years

Carried out around 130 ERP
projects

Manufacturer 6 Consultant 9 ERP consultant for
several years

Carried out several ERP
projects (detailed number was
not stated)

Consultant 10 ERP consultant since
2010

Carried out five ERP projects
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Are New Configuration Methods ‘the Key’
to Shorter ERP Implementations?

Wolfgang Ortner and Georg Krenn

Abstract Are cloud-based business platforms faster to implement in small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)? The aim of this contribution is to evaluate new
configuration methods and its effects on ERP projects. Therefore, experiences of
several implementations of the cloud-based business platform SAP Business
ByDesign in SMEs are collected and analyzed. This applied research paper shows
concrete product-related configuration features and its effects on the real companies
of the case studies conducted. The outcome is seen as recommendation for com-
panies in comparable situations, but is not representative and not directly trans-
ferable to other products. Nevertheless, the question of (new) accelerators for ERP
implementations is examined in general.

Keywords ERP implementation � Configuration � Implementation time

1 Introduction

In recent years also Enterprise Resource Planning systems (ERP systems) were
fundamentally influenced by major trends in information technology (IT) and
technological enhancements [1, 2]. Trends seen across many ERP systems cover
mobility, cloud computing, integration, social collaboration and improved user
interfaces [1]. Besides the well-known ‘mega trends’, new and innovative
approaches were also made regarding the self-enablement of users, the provisioning
of integrated ‘end-to-end’ process scenarios and integral and highly standardized
implementation configuration methodologies [3]. Although end users normally will
not see the configuration area of an ERP system, in this contribution, we focus on
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this specific product innovation, because we see this mechanism as a possible
crucial element to reduce ERP implementation times—an issue that was known as
‘top problem area’ in the 1990s ERP research [4]. Therefore, this issue is regarded
as highly relevant for small and medium-sized enterprises.

To answer the research question, whether the integral configuration method has
positive effects on ERP implementation times, this product innovation is presented
in the context of ERP implementation and its relevant factors of success. To get a
better understanding of this new method, the differences to the traditional way of
customizing are indicated. To gain experiences using that mechanism of configu-
ration and also to learn about effects on the organization using the new standardized
implementation method, we collected data out of case studies based on real ERP
implementations. All cases are described according to the overall relevant factors of
success of an ERP implementation [5].

1.1 Does a Modern Configuration Reduce
the Implementation Time of ERP?

Within this contribution it is examined whether modern configuration methods of
ERP systems really simplify the customization and, hence, reduce implementation
times and configuration efforts in ERP implementation projects. Based on case
studies of the implementation of the on demand solution SAP Business ByDesign
in SMEs the configuration methodology is analyzed according to the following
questions:

• How does the new integral configuration contribute to ERP implementation
projects?

• Analyze and discuss the effects on ERP implementations especially for small
and medium sized enterprises.

1.2 Methodology

In order to create a measurement scheme for analyzing the different case studies the
integral method of business configuration, its specific approach and components are
outlined first. The measurement scheme then is used to describe and evaluate the
different implementations in real companies—general critical factors of success are
derived. As result it is shown, that there is huge positive impact for implementations
as well as for future change projects that finally could lead to improved flexibility in
ERP use.
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2 ERP Implementations in Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises

2.1 History of Customizing and Implementation

Analyzing the market and use of business information systems at the end of the first
decade of the 21st century we have to state, that in bigger companies Enterprise
Resource Planning systems have become a ‘quasi standard’. Standard software
packages, which integrate value and material flow based on real-time transactions
cover a wide range of companies’ functions and hierarchical levels [6–8].

Conceptually, these systems follow two major visions: the vision of having
business administrative consistent data through integration of data, functions and
methods [9] that were discussed for example in the “Kölner Integrationsmodell”
[10] or in concepts like “Architecture of Integrated Information Systems” (ARIS;
[11]). And, on the other hand, the vision of having one system for all types of
company. Hypothesis of that idea is the independence of the structure of a business
from its content. These business information systems provide highly configurable
process scenarios that were stored in a process library or ‘reference model’ [12].
During the implementation of the software, the customizing has to ensure, that the
company’s requirements are met.

It was the process of customizing and the implementation projects themselves
that lead to many problems and discussions. Because of the extensive options to
configure these systems, the overall complexity became extremely high. It took
years to become expert in a module and because of technical progress and changes
of releases, experts could only master the parameterization of one or a few modules.
Projects of ERP implementation tended to exceed time and budget and were crit-
ically discussed in literature (i.e. [13, 14]).

Reto v. Arb, who conducted a study analyzing software implementations of SAP
R/3, found out that the complexity of the system, release changes and also the lack
of know-how of external consultants were among the top problem issues, when
implementing the ERP system [4]. Especially the technical issues could be posi-
tively influenced by the new method of configuring that has been released with on
demand solutions like SAP’s Business ByDesign: less complexity through the
integrated business-oriented configuration, no more updating effort for the customer
through the software as a service (SaaS) model. Breaking these classical problem
areas could lead to shorter and easier implementations and could therefore be
relevant for small and medium sized enterprises. In this context it has to be stated,
that it was never the technical area alone that led to problems and/or discussions in
ERP implementations. Other factors of success have been determined through
different research activities and address also the management and organizational
aspects of an ERP implementation. Gerhardter’s literature research shows, these
factors in an overview [15].
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The factors of success of a classical ERP implementation show, that the orga-
nizational and managerial area still has to be addressed during an ERP imple-
mentation. Beside the technical improvements of the new configuration method,
which is an integral part of the system, the whole process of implementation is
supported with project management tools. In the next paragraph the
business-oriented configuration method are introduced and discussed with reference
to the findings of literature research.

2.2 Business-Oriented ERP Configuration

In contrast to traditional ERP configuration an integral business oriented configu-
ration allows users to adjust and configure the system and its behavior without
requiring any technical know-how [5].

In this contribution the ‘business configuration’ of SAP Business ByDesign is
analyzed. The goal is to give a concrete example on how a business-oriented
configuration works and supports the critical factors of success of an ERP imple-
mentation. The description given is based on the analysis of a reference system in
combination with the explanations given by Hufgard/Krüger [3].

The process of configuration follows a step-by-step procedure, defined according
to the implementation project management method SAP Launch, which is used
universally across all SaaS implementations of SAP [21].

The methodology consist of four phases with partly overlapping tasks and
milestones (see Fig. 4). The first phase (‘prepare’) includes tasks like the definition
of goals, main concepts for the business processes, the scope to be implemented and
the organizational structure to be reflected in the system. The phase model itself and
the phase of defining goals and the organizational involvement of the management
already address at least three factors of success mentioned in Table 1. Followed by
the ‘realize’ phase focusing on the fine-tuning of the system, possible
customer-specific developments, integration scenarios and the data migration are
addressed. The main goal is to get an accepted configuration of the system. The
configuration is tested in the ‘verify’ phase. The system is prepared for go-live and
the cutover is thoroughly planned. At the end a go-live readiness is achieved and
the cutover is executed in the ‘launch’ phase [3, 21].

While the milestones are tightly linked to the phases some of the tasks overlap
phases (see Fig. 4). Especially the key user enablement is seen as a continuous tasks
with different focus areas along the project. This addresses the success factor of user
involvement in Table 1. The data migration stream starts in an earlier phase and
eventually finishes during the verification phase of the system [3, 21].

With the phase model, which is visualized in Fig. 1, the business-oriented
configuration described includes a project management method that combines the
implementation project’s tasks seamlessly with a time frame needed for a safe
Go-Live procedure. The whole configuration process follows a logical sequence of
tasks. This means, that earlier steps of configuration influence the dependent tasks
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and activities. This is a major difference to the classical customizing method, where
the consistency of parameters had to be ensured mainly by the person entering the
parameters.

The configuration is started by defining ‘the scope of the implementation’. This
‘scoping’ is used to select countries, business areas and processes for the imple-
mentation which are then configured by answering ‘yes’ or ‘no’ questions to
enable/disable specific elements of the system. These elements and their structure
are part of the ‘Business Adaption Catalog’ (BAC) which contains the functional
capabilities of the solution and ensures a continuous adaption to scope and behavior
of the solution throughout its lifecycle.

Based on the selected scope and the answers to the business questions an ‘ac-
tivity list’ is maintained containing tasks regarding the detailed system configura-
tion (‘fine-tuning’), ‘data migration’, ‘integration’ and ‘extension aspects’, ‘project
management’ and ‘go-live activities’. Changes in the scoping are directly reflected
in the activity list by adding or removing tasks. The configuration comprises both
parts into an ‘implementation project’ which defines the functional content of the
system and its behavior along business processes. The implementation project (see
Fig. 2) is used as a project management instrument reflecting scoping decisions,
giving an overview of open and finished tasks in the activity list and showing the
implementation status in a milestone overview.

The implementation project in Fig. 2 shows the selected country (Austria) and
business areas such as marketing, sales, service and e.g. cash flow management. The
areas include elements arranged in a hierarchical order. For example, the business
area of sales includes the business topics ‘account and activity management’,

Fig. 1 Launch implementation methodology: phases, tasks and milestones (© SAP AG) [21]
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‘product and service portfolio’, ‘new businesses, ‘selling products and services’,’
‘customer invoicing’ and ‘sales planning’. The topic ‘new business’ is further
divided into the options ‘lead management’, ‘opportunities’, ‘sales quotes’, ‘com-
munication for new business’ and ‘analysis for new business’which contain relevant
questions. Each business area, topic, option and question in the BAC has a general
description, states its relevance and shows its dependency to other elements. The
selection of one element might therefore result in automatic selection of dependent
elements by the system. This ensures an always consistent business configuration. If
consistency rules require a specific element it is added with a standardized config-
uration and does not require the user to check the configuration. The scoping
influences the activity list, the views within configuration elements of the activity
list, backend configurations, access to functional areas in the system and the process
control.

The organizational structure of the implementing enterprise is configured in the
system via an organizational chart which reflects the hierarchical structure of
companies, residences, profit and cost centers and functional responsibilities (e.g.
sales organizations). This structure is an important basis for further configuration
activities especially regarding process control (e.g. approval processes) as well as
accounting and finance.

Fig. 2 Screenshot of an implementation project overview (© SAP AG)
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The ‘fine-tuning’ as part of the activity list holds tasks with a graphical con-
figuration dialog and a documentation. Although these tasks enable system con-
figuration without any technical IT background, they require a certain business
know-how and understanding regarding the effects on the system behavior in
business processes. The tasks range from obligatory tasks mainly in finance and
accounting, for instance the complex account determination, to optional tasks
allowing changes in the behavior of the system, e.g. payment strategies (see Fig. 3),
and also cover simple additions to the master data such as payment terms or special
academic titles (Fig. 4).

An implementation project is carried out in a test environment, allowing test
cases with actual business documents to be conducted. This also enables data
migration into the test system to ensure the correctness of the data on top of the
consistency checks performed in the migration assistant. Eventually, the configu-
ration is completed in the test environment and the data migration files are released
for the productive environment.

The configuration in the test environment is part of a ‘solution profile’ which
contains the selections in the BAC and the configured tasks of the activity lists.
When moving from test to a productive environment, the solution profile is applied
to the productive system. Apart from a few task elements that require a configu-
ration directly in the productive environment, all scoping decisions and configu-
ration elements are retrieved automatically from the solution profile. The data
migration with verified spreadsheets into the productive environment is another task
in the go-live preparations.

Fig. 3 A screenshot of the BAC showing an opportunity related question (© SAP AG)
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After go-live the implementation project is closed as the configuration is con-
sidered finished. This results in a locked BAC but leaves fine-tuning elements such
as the chart of accounts open for changes during productive use. In case adaptions
to the BAC are required, the system offers the possibility to create a new imple-
mentation project that allows changes to be configured and applied either directly in
the productive environment or with prior testing in a test environment.

Based on observations and description of the implementation methodology and
the configuration in this chapter, the business-oriented configuration can be seen as
a helpful contribution to ERP implementation projects. It enables a seamless con-
nection between system configuration and project management phases and steps.
Thus, it positively addresses several essential factors of success of a classical ERP
implementation which suggest an expectation of shorter ERP implementation times.

Furthermore, the simplicity of the configuration and its elements from an IT
perspective will also have positive effects on implementations for small and mid-
sized companies as IT expertise is no longer required.

The following chapter analyses if these positive effects can actually be observed
in real world projects. The chapter contains descriptions of specific implementation
projects in small and midsized companies that implemented the cloud solution SAP
Business ByDesign. The case studies try to show the implementation methodology
as well as how the configuration was performed. Based on these case studies
conclusions are drawn to investigate the effects further. This qualitative method was
chosen as a quantitative analysis was not possible at the time of this paper. The
results have a descriptive character but allow perceptions on the effectiveness of the
business-oriented configuration methodology.

Fig. 4 Configuration task regarding payment strategies in fine-tuning (© SAP AG)
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3 Business Cases Overview

Each of the case studies describes a specific implementation project of SAP
Business ByDesign following the ‘Launch’ implementation methodology for SaaS
products. Although being outlined in the same structure, each project shows its own
characteristics as shown in Table 2.

3.1 Photaic AG

The photaic AG was founded in 2012 and focuses on decentralised power supply
solutions. Its business includes the development of the solutions and the operation
of a Pan-European distribution network with electricians and specialised partners.

The fast growing corporation had about ten employees and realized a sales
volume of about one million Euro in the year 2013 with a distribution network of
roughly ten sales representatives as well as various partners including electricians
and wholesales partners.

Reasons for ERP

The existing IT infrastructure did not support the business processes of photaic and
resulted in manual, partly handwritten, documents used to track orders along the

Table 2 Overview of the case studies in this paper

Especcino medpro photaic

Employees 10 employees 35 employees 10 employees and 10
distribution partners

Sales volume 1 mio EUR 12 mio EUR 1 mio EUR

Industry Retail, coffee and
tea

Retail, healthcare Retail, renewable energy

Project start 01.09.2011 01.09.2012 01.09.2013

Go-live 01.01.2012 01.01.2013 07.01.2014

Implemented
business
scenarios

Owner/executive,
purchasing,
accounting/finance,
sales and marketing

Owner/executive,
purchasing,
accounting/finance,
sales and marketing

Owner/executive,
purchasing,
accounting/finance, sales
and marketing, service
and support

Users 10 users 20 users 20 users

Implementation
efforta

Medium High Little

a The implementation effort is derived from the sum of consultancy days by external partners
during the implementation project. (little <= 50 days, medium <= 75 days, high > 75 days)
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fulfilment process. The service business, which started to evolve in 2013, relied on
information from the order fulfilment process which was stored either in office
documents or on paper and were not accessible when needed on short notice. With
the growing business volume the requirements exceeded the capabilities of the
existing solutions and photaic started looking for an integrated system.

The corporation decided to use SAP Business ByDesign because

• the implementation partner promised a fast implementation,
• the solutions is on-demand and due to this required no investments in IT

infrastructure,
• all processes could be run in one integrated system equipped with in-memory

technology providing enhanced and real-time reporting.

The Implementation Project at Photaic AG

To photaic and its management team it was very important that the go-live was on
the 1st of January 2014. This date was clearly communicated and agreed upon with
the implementation partner before the project started.

Project team.
Each party selected a project leader who was responsible for project manage-

ment on their respective side. Photaic also nominated key users for the areas of
order fulfilment, sales, procurement, after sales and services, accounting and con-
trolling. The key users and the project leader remained in the daily business and
compensated additional project work with overtime as far as necessary.
A successful implementation was also part of their compensation relevant agree-
ments of objectives. Additional workforce to assist in time-intensive work packages
such as the data migration was provided by a third-party contractor.

System configuration.
The system scoping was done by the implementation partner based on the

negotiated tender offer and an associated ‘requirements workshop’. The fine-tuning
of the system was carried out mainly by the key-users themselves after having
participated in business area specific workshops held by the implementation part-
ner. In general the workshops lasted for half a day and enabled key users to do
configurations in their field of expertise based on their knowledge of the processes
in the corporation and the input from the implementation partner. In case of
questions the implementation partner was available and took a guiding role in this
phase. A few complex configuration elements regarding the business processes in
the system were done by the implementation partner.

Key users were able to configure master data for business partners, payment
terms and sales master data such as customer groups and so on. The setup of the
chart of accounts was mainly outsourced to the contractor as the capacities of the
account key user were consumed by the daily business.
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Data migration and go-live.
Despite an underestimated effort in data clean-up the data migration hardly

interfered with neither the project plan nor the daily business of photaic as it was
almost completely carried out by the contractor and only required coordinating
activities from photaic. Apart from an agreed upon delay of one week due to an
enterprise wide vacation period the project was on schedule and photaic had the
go-live on the 7th of January 2014.

Key Learnings from the Implementation Project

Key users were able to compensate the additional implementation efforts to the
daily business with overtime because of the assistance provided by the third-party
contractor. This led to an increased coordination effort in general and a loss of
know-how once the contractor was gone. This was especially hurtful in accounting
as the key user changed after the go-live causing efforts of two additional days to
train the new key user by the implementation partner.

The methodology used in this project addressed several success factors for ERP
implementation. The workshops to perform the configuration by the key users
resulted in a high level of involvement. Also, key users were able to provide
additional background info and training to other users. The project-oriented
methodology assisted in the planning and management of the project itself and also
required an early involvement of the top management to define goals, scope and the
organizational structure. The tight coupling between configuration and project
management enabled a detailed progress analysis and allowed photaic to effectively
outsource configuration elements and the data migration in case of capacity
shortages. Due to the low technical know-how required to perform these tasks, the
third-party contractor was able to perform tasks without any training efforts.
Especially the data migration via office spreadsheets and a data import assistant
including data quality checks proofed to be very beneficial in this process.

3.2 Medpro HandelsGmbH

The medpro HandelsGmbH is specialised in selling pharmaceutical products and
dietary supplements. Their customer base ranges from pharmacies and doctors to
consumers. They mainly operate in Austria and Germany.
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The headquarters is located in Austria and medpro is operating a subsidiary in
Germany. The enterprise had about 35 employees and achieved a sales volume of
over 12 million EUR in 2013.

Reasons for ERP

Medpro was running a customer-specific legacy system which could be maintained
only by one employee. The system lacked in reporting functionality due to missing
integration into controlling and accounting. Cost transparency including stock
prices of products and shipments costs were not available. Furthermore, the system
was not seen as safe basis for the future development of the enterprise. Medpro
decided to replace the legacy system with SAP Business ByDesign due to

• the software-as-a-service model,
• the continuous development of the solution by the software provider and the

outlook towards new features enabling new business models for medpro in
future releases,

• the streamline integration of their intercompany business processes,
• an integrated reporting accomplishing cost transparency along the business

processes of medpro,
• the scalability of the system for future enhancements and integrations with

third-party systems.

The Implementation Project at Medpro

Project team.
The project team consisted of three parties: medpro itself, an SAP partner and an

external implementation partner company. The project leadership was equally
distributed between medpro and the external implementation partner. As imple-
mentation style a go live assistance package was conducted, enabling a close
cooperation between the medpro and the implementation partner while the SAP
partner acted in a more supportive role.

System configuration.
The functional requirements were defined in workshops with the key users from

procurement, sales, operations, logistics and finance. The bottom-up approach and
early involvement of key users ensured the commitment from employees and
department leaders. As key users were also responsible for system tests medpro
ensured the quality of the implemented business processes. The scoping and
complex configurations such as intercompany processes were mainly carried out by
the implementation partner while the key users could implement business related
configuration elements. Prior to the configuration key users attended specific
workshops enabling them to do the business related configuration in the system.
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Data migration and go-live.
The project timeline was tackled by a redesign of the complex drop-shipping

process and a high amount of data for migration. The effort for data clean-up was
underestimated and caused a delay of two weeks in the schedule. Effective con-
figuration by key users and the implementation partner combined with overtime
could later compensate the delay of the data migration and medpro could go live
with SAP Business ByDesign as planned on the 1st of January 2013 after an
intensive testing phase by the key users.

Key Learnings from the Implementation Project

The parties involved defined objectives early in the project and used the task-driven
implementation methodology to distribute the tasks among them. The implemen-
tation partner could use their business know-how to transform functional require-
ments from key users into the system configuration. This was mainly possible
because the configuration did not require technical know-how and enabled medpro
to choose a consultancy they trusted. Furthermore, early involvement of key users
in requirement definition workshops and further configuration steps ensured a high
commitment and acceptance for the solution. This cooperative aspect of the
implementation methodology was also welcomed by the top management. The
close cooperation between key users and implementation partner proved especially
helpful during the test phase when configuration adjustments became necessary.
Due to the configuration workshops key users had a better understanding of the
system and upcoming issues were quickly resolved.

Although the data migration was underestimated, the ‘import assistant’ allowed
key users to verify the consistency of their data and revealed quality problems
before the data was migrated into the system. As key users could resolve issues by
themselves in the office spreadsheet documents, the delay was kept low. The tight
implementation schedule challenged the project management and required a strict
planning of the configuration which was achieved by an early scheduling of the key
user workshops required by the implementation methodology. A strong reuse of
standardized processes especially for the drop-shipping process addressed another
success factor of ERP implementation by reengineering the process close to the
system standard.

3.3 Especcino GmbH

“Enjoy the daily work” is the key philosophy of the Especcino GmbH which is the
leading provider of coffee equipment and services for offices in Austria. They offer
equipment, coffee and tea as packaged solutions for offices and restaurants.

The organization had about ten employees and achieved a sales volume of
roughly one million Euro in 2012.
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Reasons for ERP

The company grew over the past years due to increasing demand and success while
the IT infrastructure was not adapted for business volume and number of transac-
tions. This led to a mismatch between processes and IT which became more and
more painful in daily business. Financial reporting was limited due to a lack of
detailed transaction data and had a significant delay as data was not captured when
the transaction happened. This also affected the warehouse management which
often led to stock shortfalls or too high stock levels.

Especcino decided to implement SAP Business ByDesign because

• the solution integrated their business processes in one system,
• no new IT infrastructure was required,
• the solution enabled inventory optimization,
• financial key figures were available in real time and increased transparency of

the business processes.

The Implementation Project at Especcino

Project team.
Especcino hired an external project leader to manage the project from the cus-

tomer side while the implementation partner also provided a project manager. Other
project members represented the management team of Especcino as well as key
users and the tax adviser. The implementation was conducted in a coaching
approach in which the implementation partner provided expert know-how to the
external consultant and Especcino itself.

System configuration.
The external consultant and the implementation partner used the scoping tools to

configure the system based on the requirements of Especcino. The implementation
partner also conducted a prototype to discuss different ways of how to implement
business processes with the customer. The configuration was mainly performed
remotely in combination with on-site workshops with the users. The key users were
responsible for easier business related configurations while the external consultant
focused on process related fine-tuning activities. The designed solution was based
on the standardized processes in the system to avoid customer-specific development
efforts.

Data migration and go-live.
The data extraction from legacy systems and the data clearing were an intensive

work stream along the implementation project. The actual migration with office
spreadsheets, however, was not considered as an issue. The project was well
planned and minor shifts in timelines counterbalanced with others. Before
Especcino went live acceptance tests were performed by the users following test
protocols and checklists. Eventually Especcino could go live as planned on the 1st
of January 2012.
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Key learnings from the implementation project.
The parties identified the close orientation on the standard processes as a key

success factor for the implementation. Additionally, the external consultant proofed
to be valuable by configuring business requirements from the customer into the
system with the help of the implementation partner. The intensive involvement of
the management through workshops also resulted in a clear commitment and
secured a positive relationship with the tax adviser.

Key users were involved early in workshops and prototype assessment which
facilitated them to perform in-depth integration tests based on test protocols before
the go-live. Furthermore, data migration was seen not as a technical issue due to
easy-to-use office spreadsheets. However, this tool could not improve the data
quality and the unstructured form of data from the legacy systems.

Staying as close to standardized processes as possible enabled the training of the
key users to be held with the learning content in the system itself and therefore did
not require customized training efforts. The on-demand aspect of the system
allowed the external consultant the implementation partner to work remotely and
hence resulted in significant cost reductions due to saved travel costs.

According to the project leaders the implementation methodology and the
built-in project-oriented aspects of the configuration highly contributed to the
successful project management. In general at least four success factors listed in
Table 1 were addressed in the implementation project.

This case study concludes this chapter which showed ERP implementations in
small and midsized enterprises with a business-oriented configuration and the
appropriate implementation methodology. The findings encourage positive effects
of this innovation which are outlined and summarized in the conclusion.

4 Conclusion

Innovative ERP systems offer a new configuration methodology with a strong
business orientation and claim to reduce implementation times. Traditionally,
customizing led to many problems due to its high complexity and required a high
level of expertise in different modules. Critical success factors of classical ERP
implementations also show that organizational and managerial aspects have to be
addressed during such projects.

An implementation and configuration methodology with a strong business ori-
entation can be used to implement SAP Business ByDesign. The implementation
comprises a phase model from a project management perspective combined with a
business-oriented configuration that uses a ‘Business Adaption Catalog’ to define
functional capacities and system behaviour. The configuration is performed in the
system on an ‘implementation project’ by answering business questions in com-
bination with completing guided tasks which also incorporate aspects of project
management. In theory, the configuration methodology should contribute to
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decrease implementation times as it addresses several critical success factors of
ERP implementations.

The following tables shows that this assumptions on theory were confirmed in a
qualitative analysis of implementation case studies and pointed out positive effects
of a business configuration methodology on the critical success factors. The (‘+’)
symbol indicates that the mentioned positive effects were observed in a case study
and were related to the introduced concept of a business configuration. In case
either the effect or a clear correlation were not identified, the sign (‘*’) was used.

As Table 3 indicates the key challenges in ERP implementation are shifting as
innovative configuration methodologies emerge. The configuration of an ERP
system is aligned with project management and can be executed faster than before
even without IT expertise. The processes are closer to standard which reduces
flexibility for the enterprises but also promotes the use of standardized support
processes. The standardization also lowers complexity and hence implementation
projects require less specialized consultants. These findings suggest ERP systems
are becoming more attractive to small and midsized enterprises as shorter and less
complex implementations reduce the risks for these organizations.

Since the number of overall implementations of SaaS systems like SAP’s
Business byDesign is still small, the method of qualitative analysis seems to be

Table 3 Effects on critical success factors of ERP implementation

Critical success
factor

Positive effects observed in case studies M P E

Involvement and
training of users

Workshops are used to involve key users early and
also to take over some configuration tasks

+ + +

Project management System configuration includes project management
activities

+ + +

Commitment of top
management

Top management is involved early * * +

Clearly formulated
project objectives

Implementation methodology requires a definition of
the objectives and the scope in the beginning

* * *

Method of
implementation
approach

The approach follows a SaaS implementation
methodology

+ + +

Technical
requirements

No IT expertise is needed due to a business-oriented
configuration. Infrastructure is required due to an on
demand system

+ + +

Risk of consultancy Simpler configuration reduces the risk of consultancy *+ + *+

Reorganization of
business processes

Less customization and high reuse of standard
business processes but flexibility is limited

* * +

Time and resource
management

Resources can be used more flexible and hence
support tight schedules

* + *

Contract drafting Early scope definitions could benefit the contract
drafting process

* * *

aM, P and E refer to the case studies (medpro, photaic, and Especcino)
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appropriate for first research activities in this field. In future, further quantitative
research on ERP SaaS implementations should be conducted to analyze overall
effects on ERP implementations and to prove the applicability of Enterprise
Resource Planning systems for small and medium enterprises.
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1 Introduction

Even if small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) already leverage IT to sustain in
global markets, business applications continuously gain importance [1]. SME are
different from large enterprises in many aspects. For example, it is significantly
harder for them to gather equity or loans [2]. The scarcity of financial as well as
personal resources render them special [2]. Furthermore, they are delineated by
their operative focus [3]. The vast majority of SME is driven by entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurs are people that invest their own money, take a personal risk and are
mostly liable for business operations [4]. These three aspects are required by many
SME definitions such as the ones of the Institut für Mittelstandsforschung (IfM) ind
Bonn or the one of the European Commission.

Due to the substantial difference between SME and large enterprises the body of
knowledge on the successful adoption and implementation of business applications
in large enterprises cannot directly be applied to SME. Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) applications have generally acknowledges as something like the
blueprint of complex business applications. The abstract requirement of such sys-
tems is to maintain business operations by supporting the horizontal business
processes in one integrated business application. Although ERP are commonly
referred to as “standard applications” their implementation usually qualify very
complex projects.

Whereas the research on ERP systems, their adoption and the success factors of
their implementation in large enterprises has been fueling academia since the early
1980s, research on its adoption in SME is still relatively scarce. This paper con-
tributes to the body of knowledge in two ways. First it summarizes the research on
ERP-system adoption and links that to the smaller portion of it that explicitly deals
with SME. Second it contrasts the general findings with a single case scenario of an
ERP implementation recently conducted with a small entrepreneurial SME in
southern Germany.

2 Research Method and Paper Flow

Within this contribution a literature meta-study is being conducted [5]. For that
purpose the body of knowledge on ERP-implementation success in large enterprises
and SME is being revised and harmonized firstly. Secondly a case study of an
ERP-implementation in an entrepreneurial SME in southern Germany is being
thoroughly analyzed with regards to this consolidated perspective. The case study
results are being used to challenge this actual body of knowledge. Finally as
summary of findings together with an outlook on future research objectives rounds
the paper up.
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3 On the History of IT Success

During the late 1970s and early 1980s it became evident that capital expenditures
on information technology (IT) had largely grown. Together with the increased
expenditures the question on the factors framing their success arose. The term
critical success factors (CSF) first appeared in an article by Rockart [6]. During the
late 1980s and the early 1990s scientist, such as Brynjolfsson [7], became aware of
the fact that expenditures on IT did not have the direct impact on productivity they
had previously expected.

Brynjolfsson argued that this “productivity paradox” most probably existed
because improvements could in most cases only be measured indirectly. In this
context qualitative improvements such as better running and new business pro-
cesses were mentioned. Often these improvement were only visible after a certain
time delay. Brynjolfssons interpretation of the productivity paradox was mostly
accepted amongst scholars across the world.

This time falls in conjunction with the success of standard applications such as
SAP’s famous R/3 system. Further on scientist rather focused on indirect quality
measures linked to new businesses processes as well as improved efficiency of
existing business processes while applying IT [8]. Ongoing efforts to standardize
IT, such as for example standard enterprise resource planning systems, let Carr to
argue on the evaporated differentiation potential of IT in its famous 2003 article
entitled “IT doesn’t matter” [9].

4 Success Framing Conditions of ERP Adoption

As already mentioned implementation of ERP-systems is known as one of the most
critical IT endeavors of enterprises. This fact does not differ amongst large enter-
prises and SME [10]. Whereas large enterprises usually invest up to several -even
hundreds of- millions into adoption and maintenance of ERP-systems, SME usually
invest between several thousands and more than 100,000 Euro. Snider et al. claim
that the investment into ERP-adoption were between 0.4 and 3.0 % of the annual
turn over [11]. Owing to the German SME structure this would make up an average
45,000 Euro investment [12]. To both company types a failure would cause a
substantial thread, however. This is because in both cases the sheer amount of
money invested, relative to the annual turnover, is usually large.

In order to to facilitate our research we searched for high-quality journal pub-
lications and conference proceedings that had both keywords “ERP” and “SME” in
either their title, abstract or keywords. After a first cleaning iteration we found the
following eight papers relevant for our research [10, 11, 13–18]. After reading them
entirely we added further papers to our investigation. For that purpose we mostly
considered publications on ERP adoption from the larger body of enterprise
adoption as they were linked in one of the initial papers. By doing so we came up
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with following additional references [19–23]. The total set of analyzed papers
together with its authors and the applied research method is shown in Table 1.

By reviewing the aforementioned body of knowledge we identified three major
research objectives. One research objective is the critical success factors shaping
ERP-adoption [11, 13, 14, 19], another is investigating the inherent risk [10, 13, 19]
and the third is concerned with the procedures of ERP-adoption [16, 18, 19]. Last
but not least we found interesting meta information on the ERP-adoption especially
from those publications that conducted case study based research [13, 15, 19].

4.1 Critical Success Factors

Motwani et al. [19] found out that the following factors were relevant success
factors for the investigated cases:

• Change Management
• Planning and execution
• Project Management
• Processes and system integrity
• Business plan and vision
• Collaboration between vendor and customer
• Project monitoring

Deltour showed that external help as well as the individual capabilities of the
external provider were relevant for project success [13]. Deltour also found
change management to be relevant for project success. He further pointed out that
the shorter the projects were the more successful they were [13]. In that sense the

Table 1 Papers analyzed throughout this research

Author(s) Applied research method(s) SME specific

Motwani et al. [19] Case Study Research No

Moon [21] Literature Review No

Aloini et al. [20] Literature Review No

Skok and Legge [22] Case Study Research No

Fisher et al. [23] Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) No

Deltour [13] Quantiative Research Yes

Snider et al. [11] Case Study Research Yes

Zach [14] Case Study Research Yes

Huq and Shah [15] Case Study Research Yes

Hustad and Olsen [16] Case Study Research Yes

Loh and Koh [17] Literature Review and Interviews Yes

Malhotra and Temponi [18] Literature Review Yes

Poba-Nzaou and Raymond [10] Case Study Research Yes
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duration of the project is a success factor. Snider et al. distinguish success factors
in different project phases, namely the pre-planning, the implementation and the
project post-analysis phase [11]. Additionally to the aforementioned factors the
authors found

• Strategic vision
• ERP fit
• Top management support
• Communication
• Business process optimization
• Training
• Internal implementation resource
• Performance measurement

relevant for project success. Zach complements the body of knowledge on success
factors by stating that, due to the lack of strategic vision, rather short term system
and information quality outcomes played a more important role than individual or
organizational outcomes. In that sense ERP-systems had more often been employed
to get rid of legacy systems, than as a result of strategic vision [14]. This is well in
line with the generally observed lack of strategic planning within SME [24].

4.2 Risk

Poba-Nzaou and Raymond conducted a multiple case study on risk classification
and risk management with ERP-adopting SME. The authors classified risk into one
of seven risk dimensions as follows:

• Organizational risk
• Technological risk
• Business risk
• Financial risk
• Contractual risk
• Entrepreneurial risk
• Legal risk

By investigating the means of risk mitigation, the authors found out, that SME
adhered to certain principles, policies and practices. For instance, all the four
investigated cases made sure that the system was properly adapted to the organi-
zation (not vice versa). This principle has been found to reduce organizational as
well as business risk. End-user involvement was also employed by all four cases
and found to have positive effect on mitigating the same risk dimensions [10].
Aloini et al. by conducting a comprehensive literature analysis found 19 relevant
risks in total [20]. The most often cited ones together with the project phase in
which the appear are shown in Table 2.
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4.3 Planning Methodology

Hustad and Olsen did an in-depth single case analysis of a Norwegian retail
company and found out that the SME had applied an elaborated planning
methodology coming up with six potential implementation candidates. Unlike most
cases that we have seen so far, the entrepreneur in case of Hustad and Olsen’s
research was very eager to learn more about the ERP market and participated in a
topic-related annual conference for several years.

The entrepreneur was very concerned about the information asymmetry that
exists between vendor and customer. The authors stated that consultancy (especially
independent from the vendor/integrator) is very important throughout the entire
planning as well as the project implementation phase [16]. This finding is well in
line with the claims of Skok and Legge [22]. However, as Hustad and Olsen further
found out consultants often follow their own plans framing an agency problem
between the customer and the consultant.

Malhotra and Temponi put together an ERP framework consisting of 6
consecutive steps as follows [18]:

• Program team structure
• Implementation strategy
• Transition technique
• Database conversion strategy
• Risk management strategy
• Change management strategy

The authors state a heavyweight program team structure would be most
suitable for SME’s because the project manager can combine the role of the pro-
jects’ major advocate (i.e. project champion [19]) and cover the change manager
role simultaneously [18]. The authors further suggest a partner implementation
strategy since this would allow an optimal split of responsibilities. As for the

Table 2 Top 10 risks encountered in ERP-adoption projects according to Aloini et al. [20]

Risk Life cycle phase

Inadequate ERP selection Concept/selection

Ineffective strategic thinking and planning strategic Concept/strategic planning

Ineffective project management techniques Implementation/deployment

Bad managerial conduction Concept/strategic planning

Inadequate change management Implementation/integration

Inadequate training and instruction Implementation/integration

Poor project team skills Concept/selection

Inadequate BPR Concept/strategic planning

Low top management involvement Concept/strategic planning

Low key user involvement Concept/selection
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transition technique the authors suggest a phased implementation since that leaves
time also to supply chain partners to develop necessary interfaces [18].

Due to the complexity and budget constraints, manual database transition is
suggested to be the most efficient strategy for SME, because data cleaning and
training can be done underway and it is generally recognized to be cheaper. As for
risk mitigation a well elaborated selection process, including a careful analysis of
alternatives, should be conducted according to the authors. Finally, a clear vision,
together with a strong internal project champion and proper communication, assures
the appropriate change management.

5 Case Study

We conducted a case study within a small entrepreneurial company. The case study
took place between the last quarter of 2013 and ended quite recently before writing
this paper. The company is a young entrepreneurial company. It started its operation
in mid-2011 with a team of three people and grew quite rapidly throughout 2012
and 2013 to actually reach a headcount of roughly 35 employees. It quite recently
surpassed the annual forecasted turnover of 10 Mio. Euro. The company since its
inception extensively uses open source software and cloud computing.

After initially starting with private equity, the company received three rounds of
venture capital (VC) funding; first, from a group of peers that contributed own
equity, and more recently from a well-known family office. The company offers
around 10,000 different products in five categories. Its focus group is young women
between 18 and 35 years of age. The company operates a special-interest shop and
belongs to the food industry.

5.1 Outset of the Project

The company since its inception had already used a Software as a Service (SaaS)
based ERP-system named Actindo. Actindo has been named the ERP-system of the
year 2012 by the Potsdam located Center of Enterprise Research. Actindo as a SaaS
offering has a few compelling advantages, which likely make it a reasonable choice
for small trading companies. Some of these advantages are:

• Small monthly fee, starting at 29 Euro per month
• Web-based user interface (based on ExtJS, improves accessibility)
• Almost no investment for setup and customizing
• Out-of-the box integration with marketplaces such as eBay and Amazon
• Paypal and banking integration
• TÜV-certification
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In the setup of our case study Actindo has been used together with Magento.
Magento is an e-commerce solution and as such the initially most important system
of an e-commerce startup. Therefore Magento holds the primary product catalog, the
availability on stock and the most important base data (i.e. customer data) as well as
all the most important transactional data (orders, invoices). What e-commerce
applications are traditionally bad at/not made for, is the baseline requirements of
transaction logic required to keep the general ledger and legal accounting in good
shape as well as the downstream supply chain and order fulfillment.

Also business reporting and stock management is not a well known strength of
e-commerce platforms such as Magento. At the time the company was relatively
small (with just a few to 100 orders a day) the transactional data (i.e. order lines)
and base data (i.e. customer data) was replicated into Actindo in order to keep the
general ledger there and produce the invoices. Since Actindo is a SaaS cloud
offering, the only viable solution to do so, was to upgrade Actindo to the largest
available package (priced at around 500 Euro a month), because the maximum
amount of web service calls required this.

Even tough that had been done, the interface remained problematic and a single
point of failure. The data could only be replicated from Magento to Actindo by
manually invoking the replication, since Actindo did not provide a solution to run
this task automatically.

5.2 Major Pain Points

Even in set-ups were strategic planning is more elaborated than concluded in lit-
erature, and also in the majority of cases we have investigated over the years
switching cost may prohibit the change of ERP-systems [25]. The project that we
have investigated is no exception. Throughout the year 2013, as the company grew
rapidly and reached on average more than 500 sales per day, it became obvious that
the interface between Actindo and Magento had become a substantial threat.

Not only that the interface was not capable of delivering the estimated transac-
tional performance and scaling expectations, there were simply some required
functions that did not work. For example, a full and valid log offinancial transactions
could not be obtained from the user interface in a consistent way. This fundamental
requirement of a standard ERP-system accounted for multiple iterations with the
support team and their direct database access. It was more than obvious that Actindo
was not made for this kind of individual flexibility requirements.

For example the customer operates three different stock locations and wanted to
instantiate a constraint-based picking logic. Actindo does not provide any method
to do so. Due to its nature of a multi-tenant, SaaS-based Cloud Offering,
customer-specific changes were mostly out of scope of Actindo’s strategy. Even a
direct link between the entrepreneur of the customer and the CEO of Actindo did
not provide an acceptable and timely solution. The aforementioned issues, however,
just demarcate the tip of the iceberg.
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5.3 System Alternatives

Even if good practice in large enterprises and also seen as major risk in literature
(see Table 2) an elaborated selection process had not been conducted in order to
select the new ERP-system to go with. Instead, the entrepreneur favored and open
source based approach. This was mostly the case because the flexibility that
Magento offered throughout the growth phase of the company, combined with the
solution competence of the implementation partner, had always been superior to
what the entrepreneur heard from other e-commerce ventures in the area.

In order to be able to compare system alternatives the venture capital company in
preparation of the board decision asked a local system integrator of ABAS for a first
quotation. This was more considered the threshold investment than a viable solu-
tion, because it did not go into detail with process analysis and requirements
engineering. After all the solution the entrepreneur favored was based on open
source software.

Amongst various other open source ERP-solutions such as Apache OFBiz,
Adempiere and Openbravo, OpenERP or Odoo as it is now named has gained the
most momentum, recently. With more than 2 million users and over 500 imple-
mentation partners across the globe1 it reached the largest market penetration
amongst the open source based solutions. OpenERP S.A. the company behind
Odoo has earned prices from technology analysts such as Ernst & Young and
Deloitte in 2012 and 2013.2 Moreover various success stories have already proven
the capability to integrate Odoo with Magento.3

Last but not least the implementation partner of the company had considerable
experience with Odoo implementations, which was seen as a very important factor
by both the VC and the entrepreneur and became at least a subjective decision
criteria, hence.

5.4 Project Conditions

At the beginning of the migration project the implementation partner and the
entrepreneur set together to discuss potential alternative scenarios to replace the
existing ERP-system. It was clear to both parties that Actindo was no longer
capable to scale and did not deliver the required grade of flexibility for future
growth. For both partners it was also clear, however, that this project could only be
succeeding, if both would take joint responsibility in terms of transparent planning,
budgeting and risk.

1see http://www.odoo.com for details.
2see https://www.odoo.com/blog/odoo-news-5/post/three-awards-for-openerp-in-2013-139 for
details.
3see http://odoo-magento-connector.com/.
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Referring to risk it was moreover clear that failure to deliver would have caused
substantial threats to the entrepreneurs’ as well as the implementation partners’
well-going. Both unanimously agreed that the project could not contain any risk
buffer (in terms of budget) and any non-necessary (i.e. nice-to-have) features. Both
partners also agreed that this project could only be initiated due to prior experience
and based on a solid long-term partnership that connected the partners. The entire
project was hence framed by strong entrepreneurial will on both sides and not by
well-balanced cost/risk analysis considerations and/or contracts.

5.5 Requirements Gathering

Throughout the planning of the project, requirements engineering was done pri-
marily by asking key users on their requirements with regards to their daily work.
This structured gathering process was done by supervising key users while con-
ducting their daily business using Actindo and letting them also focus on the
weaknesses of the system handling.

This task was mostly done by the entrepreneur himself. During the project
kick-off meeting it had been decided to prepare visual models of the main business
processes. These were modeled as business process modeling notation represen-
tations (BPMN) using the on-line modeling toolkit at http://www.draw.io. An
example of this work is shown in Fig. 1.

In several iterations, containing a full two-day workshop the planning team
(principal consultant, development leader, entrepreneur) together came up with a

Fig. 1 Pre-cash order processing BPMN-model
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list of 70 fundamental requirements. The project plan was subsequently divided into
the following three major phases:

• Phase 0: Project planning (3 milestones)
• Phase 1: Implementation Core Features (16 milestones, 64 requirements)
• Phase 2: Implementation Extensions (6 milestones)

5.6 Implementation

Phase 0 contained all planning and modeling activities, that needed to take place in
preparation for implementing the core features (Phase 1). Phase 2 contained major
extensions that are primarily focusing on fully automating the supply chain. The
main development and implementation phase took place between February 2014
and August 2014 (end of Phase 1).

The project had been estimated at roughly 1200 man hours (including project
management and developer testing activities). The amount of work actually spent
until the day of the migration was almost 1600 man hours. The overspending of more
than 30 % was primarily caused by the fact that some of the Phase 2 features had
been already implemented in Phase 1 in order to achieve a higher grade of
automation earlier in the project. Additionally diverse marketing activities caused a
significantly higher workload at the customer side. This in turn resulted in signifi-
cantly less user testing (that was planned to be entirely done by the customers staff).

Less user testing and training activities caused significant communication
overheads and nearly doubled efforts in some particular implementation activities. It
also delayed the migration by more than a month.

6 Interpretation of Case Findings and Outlook

During the case investigation of this case study Phase 0 and Phase 1 have been
performed successfully. Additionally some of the automation features have been
already implemented in Phase 1. Since Phase 2 mostly contained improvements that
were focusing on faster returns, they were not entirely required and planned to be
implemented for the initial migration. Even if previously known and determined as
being very risky, change management and training were neither added on the
project road map nor were these items budgeted. Testing, according to the plan, was
planned to be almost entirely done by the customers’ own employees which in the
end needed significant support by the implementation partner in terms of skill and
human resources. This was all decided, because the project had to fulfill all Phase 1
requirements under a certain, more political, budget constraint.

Even if some intended (additional features, functional changes) as well as
unintended changes (testing activities, change management) to the project roadmap
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caused a 33 % overspending for Phase 0 and Phase 1, the project up to this point
was unanimously seen as a success. It is one of the largest reported ERP-migration
projects from an entry-scale SaaS cloud offering to the leading open source
ERP-system Odoo (formerly known as OpenERP).4 More than 100,000 customer
data sets, 15,000 product data sets (including supplier information) and more than
200,000 sale orders have been migrated from Actindo to Odoo on Friday, 29th of
August 2014. The entire data migration process took more than three full days of
processing.5 Thanks to good design, migration planning and testing the migration
procedure itself has been started asynchronously the Wednesday before the actual
migration date (i.e. migration of end user operations). Odoo is on full operation
since day one. The project team did not experience any critical downtime,
impacting the main business of the customer. Several hundreds of sale orders are
processed per day since that time. Due to the advanced picking logic and payment
clearance6 an automation grade larger than 95 % has been achieved. More than one
full-time equivalent (FTE) is saved since than. Also Sunday work is no longer
necessary.

In summary our case provided evidence, that the following factors derived from
literature indeed seemed to play an important role towards project success:

• Project champion
• The collaboration between the implementation partner and the customer
• Thorough planning and good project management
• Full commitment of all involved parties

We also found support that the following items were indeed major risks:

• Wrong/inadequate change management
• Inadequate training and instruction
• Low key user involvement (even if experienced primarily within the imple-

mentation phase)

Additional to the investigated literature we found the following issues to be very
important:

• The degree of flexibility that is provided by open source software
• Community code and support as an important source of innovation, discussion

and solution speed (this played a major role in solving problems with
brutto/netto pricing differences of the two involved major systems)

• Poor specification of legacy applications and interfaces
• Inadequate user acceptance and end-to-end testing
• Inadequate/not existing load scenario and scaling test (this was left out for

budgeting constraints as well)

4see www.odoo.com for details.
5from the first historic customer dataset to the most recent sale order.
6feature from Phase 2 that was already implemented in Phase 1.
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Especially with regard to the findings of Poba-Nzaou and Raymond [10], we
found that open source software, since it can be changed in literally any imaginable
way, might mitigate the organizational as well as business risk dimension signifi-
cantly. However, this “changeability” might cause for higher maintenance cost in
later phases of the project life cycle or the requirement to disclose even the most
competitive changes to the public space (due to the specific copy-left constraints of
certain Open Source licenses, such as the GPL).

This paper, to our best knowledge, is the only single case analysis of an
ERP-migration project from a SaaS-based cloud offering to a hosted open source
ERP-solution. The projects’ framing conditions are somewhat special and might
call for idiosyncrasy therefore. First, not every good and potentially well-fitting
ERP-system is open source software or delivered as SaaS-based Cloud offering.
The majority indeed are on-premise proprietary ERP-Solutions such as SAP,
Navision, Sage etc. Second the fact that Actindo isn’t the only SaaS offering and its
bad interface capability was not compared with other SaaS solutions does not allow
generic claims in favor or against Cloud SaaS offerings.

However, we are confident that our case, while supporting many findings from
already existing literature unveiled additional and potentially very important find-
ings. For example we believe that inadequate user acceptance and end-to-end
testing and poor specification of legacy applications might become much more
important for SME in the future since ever more users and legacy applications need
to be connected throughout the ERP-projects of SME. This to our point of view is
inevitable owing to the ever faster pace of global market change.
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Challenge Detailed Planning in ERP

Norbert Obermayr

Abstract Each ERP-system plans very carefully, but determinate software plans
with inaccurate data. The result is doubtful. This paper shows on why planning
results are not very useful and how to manage uncertain data. Many companies use
a capacity-planning with time-units in seconds, but the input-data only allows
statements in hours. Future ERP-systems have to combine a learning process
organisation with a personal leadership organisation to optimize the planning results
and to achieve market close.

Keywords Deterministic planning under uncertainty � Data management � Unsafe
to incorrect data � Learning processes

1 Introduction

The efficiency of a production company and therefore its competitiveness is deter-
mined in large part on the quality of the planning. Manufacturing planning and shop
floor control are key functions of an ERP system. The functionality of the software
can be adapted very well to the operational processes; data processing and thus also
to the predictability of individual processes, however, depend on the data quality.
Any software can reach just as good results as well the input data are. This paper
mainly focuses on the input data and the impact is to be set when plan and reality
diverge. The further remarks are always based on the focus of detailed planning.

The data for production planning is related to product- and production-data and
also to order data. The product data are defined on the article master and the bill of
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material no later than the time of order—apart from short-term changes in the phase
of order. Depending on customer impact the standard products are long-term fixed
data. For custom products, the data are often developed only after the order is
placed. But at the time of detailed planning are primarily the product data in the
form of master data and parts lists available.

The production data relate on the one hand to the specific production of an article
in the form of work plans and on the other hand to the manufacturing system. The
work plan provides information on what is to be produced as and where, and how
long is the scheduled occupancy time. The information on the production system
would provide information on the availability and performance. Although pro-
duction data for the planning of each workshop control are critical, so still it must
be noted that in many companies, these data are often just very inaccurate. The
further implementation shall be addressed to the importance of the production data
in the production planning and shop floor control.

The other planning data for the controller are determined by the customer on the
order or on the production program. The order data are described on the product,
the quantity and the delivery date. The contract value is true for the control no
determining factor, but also gives information on material and labor inputs.
Depending on the product and market the variance of the contract value may vary.
The smaller the variance the easier is the ability to plan for the company. It becomes
difficult for companies with very high variance because both the optimal supply of
materials management as well as the optimal output suffer through a constant
capacity utilization of the high variance.

2 Production Planning

The function of production planning is divided into sub-functions scheduling and
capacity planning. The scheduling determines which shop order at what time and on
what resources (workplace) is to be made (Fig. 1).

Capacity planning calculates the required occupation period for each workplace,
and compares these capacity requirements in relation to the capacity stock. The data
required for these functions come from the production master data, specifically
from the workplace data, from the factory calendar, from the bill of material and the
operation chart in connection with the order data (Fig. 2).

What are the challenges to the production planning? The main logistical key data
is the delivery dependability. This ratio indicates how many orders were actually
delivered to the agreed delivery date. The prerequisite for this is that at the time of
production planning on the one hand the capacity situation is known and also that
the processes and process times were correctly assessed. Here already are the first
issues: the capacity requirements and thus the capacity utilization is determined by
the target times of operations. A second problem is the scheduling. The occupancy
time (scale bar in the Gantt chart) is determined by the schedule time. The temporal
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Fig. 1 Sequencing in detailed planning

Fig. 2 Sequencing and capacity planning using the example of a control panel
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sequence of operations is determined in many systems, using a running time factor.1

This in turn is a function of the schedule time.
The delivery reliability depends in turn on the production cycle time. The longer

the productions lead time the more jobs are at the same time in the
workshop. According to the laws of the load-oriented manufacturing control the
delivery reliability worsens while capacity utilization keeps constant.

The production main data are largely constant or are usually reviewed and
redefined once a year. These include the availability (efficiency) and the average
performance factor. The product configuration is determined deterministically in the
bill of material and will only occur if an article is not available and must be
replaced. The planning sheet indicates the individual operations for parts production
and subassemblies as well as for final assembly. An analysis of the work plans can
often be found that plan and reality differ considerable. These differences make the
production planners hard time.

3 Problems at Operations Scheduling

A planning sheet (the movement data area) is divided into operations; the individual
data fields in a record are:

• Operation number
• Description of operation
• Workplace/cost center (e.g. complemented with machine group)
• Setup-time
• Planned time (unit time tU)
• Production resources and tools (tool, device, CNC program number)

An operation usually consists of several operations and manufacturing steps.
A step “setup” and a second step “production” are per operation—if both happen—
provided as standard. Take the example of “turning a shaft”: The individual steps
may be:

• Setup of several tools
• Setup of tensioning means
• Face turning
• Center drilling
• Turn the outer diameter
• Turning shaft shoulders 1 to n

In the example as shown are beside two setup-steps still 4 to n manufacturing
operations cited. For each step personal and workplace-related schedule times are to
create. A function “schedule time calculation” is only in very few ERP systems

1RTF = (∑running time/∑loading time)WP.
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available. The plan time determination therefore usually takes place outside of an
ERP system using Excel spreadsheet or by means of planned value tables. In rare
cases, software for the planning period determination is used.

The practical experience shows that scheduled times stored in the planning sheet
has a deviation of up to 200 %. But if these times are the basis for the scheduling,
then the quality of the planning depends on the quality of the scheduled times. The
problems of incorrect scheduling and incorrect capacity planning intensify expo-
nentially; experienced workshop managers rely on their own experiences, rather
than the detailed planning.

3.1 The Meaning of “Real” Target Times

Planning times differ from the actual times; this is normal within tolerable limits.
However, do two fundamental questions:

• Why deviates from the schedule time of the actual time?

– Is the scheduled time “wrong”? Or
– Is in the work the respective performance level compared to the normal

performance rate exceeded or not reached?

• What is different from this?

– Are the mean values of the deviations too long, and how steep or flat is the
distribution curve?

– Are the mean values of the deviations too short, and how steep or flat is the
distribution curve? (Fig. 3)

Schedule time to short; low variance Schedule time to long; higher variance

Fig. 3 Examples of distribution curves at inaccurate planned times
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The plan will set a time based on normal capacity. Depending on the type of
production and, depending on the guide, the actual performance to differ (measured
as the related performance period value = time degree or as individual performance
value = performance factor) of the normal workload. Additional performance in
many ERP systems is taken into account in the form of a stored average perfor-
mance factor. Reduced services are either a question of missing skills or lack of
power will, and thus a question of leadership.

In many cases, the plan time calculation is inaccurate. It can be observed that
within a company, the times either generally is rather too long or—which is the case
more often—are too short. What are the consequences of inaccurate schedule
times? (Fig. 4).

The more different the mean of the planned times from the mean of the actual
times and the shallower the distribution curve of deviations the harder it is to plan
ahead. It is expressed ultimately in the parameters of capacity utilization and
timeliness (prompt delivery) from (Fig. 5):

An essential requirement in detailed planning is therefore the quality of the
planning data. Not infrequently ERP systems work with minute units, while the
accuracy of the planned times can be measured even in hour units. A study by a
German consultancy firm shows that only 5 % of all scheduled times lie in a range
of inaccuracy ≤ 10 % (Fig. 6).

Fig. 4 Impact of inaccurate schedule times
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Fig. 5 Delivery reliability and capacity utilization as a function of time schedule deviations

Fig. 6 Distribution curve of the discrepancies
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Schedule Times Mostly Too Short

In general, to plan short times have the effect that the individual operations ulti-
mately can actually take longer than planned. This shifts the next step to give this
more time. This shift is extended from operation to operation. Ultimately need to be
done in overtime or subcontracting to maintain the planning individual operations.
Both are associated with additional costs (Fig. 7).

Schedule Times Mostly Too Long

Generally too long planned times have the effect that—not always available or not
yet available for subsequent jobs—depending on the load factor. This can result in
assignment gaps that have a reduction in capacity utilization as a result. If it comes
to large gaps before in practice that they are filled with other orders. Depending on
the availability of such contracts as it can but be shifts of the scheduled jobs
(Fig. 8).

3.2 The Importance of Complete Processes

In each production process and a number of logistical tasks must be completed in
addition to the value adding work. Very often these tasks are performed by the
operators of the machines. The times required for these tasks “go in”, they are often
not taken into account. This essential process steps are not planned; the effect is the
same as that of too short (because not planned) scheduled times (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7 Schedule times mostly too short
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Depending on the manufacturing system, the number of non-value-adding
productive time represents a very high percentage. The problem of the complete
manufacturing process planning is that very often there is a discrepancy between
the theoretical planning, carried out by a planner working in the office, and the
operational reality. As in the workshops—if at all—only start and end times will be
covered by the coats of the workshop orders also created no possibility for detecting
complete sequences. This is also where no learning effect and the incomplete
process planning is prolonged.

Fig. 8 Schedule times mostly too long

Fig. 9 Distribution of time units (example)
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Even in companies with individual production there are standard recurring
sequences with similar process steps. The task that arises from this is that the
probability of occurrence and also how long it takes is recorded and must be
provided for detailed planning. The conventional methods in the ERP systems are
not sufficient (Fig. 10).

Incomplete scheduled processes have a similar effect as processes to plan short
times. Unplanned operations must be inserted; then cause the displacement of the
subsequent work with the already known effects.

3.3 The Importance of Proper Capacitance Values

The theoretical capacity is reduced by many more or less predictable events on
available capacity. But even this capacity is often not available for production
operations when unplanned downtime and production losses and additional
expenses take away part of the available capacity (Fig. 11).

The workshop orders are assigned to individual workstations with their sched-
uled times. The inaccuracy of the order time now is superimposed on the inaccuracy
of the capacitance values. The result is that the quality of the detailed planning can
vary depending on the data accuracy to uselessness. Then it does not help when the
best planning algorithms are mapped into the software.

Fig. 10 Individual process steps are not planned
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4 Interim Conclusion

The quality of the detailed planning depends to a degree on the quality of the whole
process with the “right” to budget time and actual available capacity. Would it be
enough if these 3 conditions were fully met? Not at all. For it is in manufacturing
operations to socio-technical systems; that is, man is an elusive deterministic factor.
A “right” time plan for the employee “Huber” must be no “right” time plan for the
employee “Smith”. It depends on the ability of the employee and also on its
disposition. Therefore, the plan times refer to a so-called “standard output”; this
means that a skilled person can carry out the work over a long period of time. The
actual time taken individually relative to budgeted time determines the level of
performance.

This is yet another facet added: the level of performance than individual per-
formance value for each procedure or time degree as an average over all ratios.
Depending on the leadership of the enterprise shows that at a defined benefit plan
management, the times can be achieved to a greater extent than if this is not the
case. This also their specific environment plays a significant role. The factors
influencing the management and the environment can be difficult displayed in one
software. Maybe Fuzzy Logic can to offer a solution.

Achieving a high quality map data is not only a technical issue, but is also
influenced by individual circumstances and is a matter of management.

Fig. 11 Value-added production time and theoretical production time
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5 What Can Solutions for More Effective Planning
Data Be?

The assignment of units of capacity is determined by the process steps (operations)
and the time required. Thus, the solution in the complete planning of all tasks must
be both content and time. It is on the one hand a technical and on the other hand a
personal-related (sociological) task.

5.1 Technical Solutions

The planned time consist of the machine running time (times for the immediate
value-adding activities) and nonproductive time. The machine running times are
determined mainly technologically and can therefore relatively simple mathematical
calculation method for using different processing methods (turning, milling, dril-
ling, welding, etc.) can be determined. Nonproductive time are composed of many
small percentages of time for individual manipulation. MTM (Method Time
Measurement) has already many years ago trying to break them down into indi-
vidual handling activities and assign a value for each of these activities. The same
applies to systems of predetermined times (SVZ). Some companies have created
scheduled times from time recording and from schedule time catalogs.

Some companies attract the target times of operations currently performed by
detecting the start and end time, and thus calculate the used time. The problem with
this form of time determination on the one hand that it is not necessarily the same
process steps have to be included—Pick e.g. tool—and then the individual per-
formance (keyword performance level) is not involved.

The boundaries of a technical plan time calculations are required therefor effort.
The development of methods known as MTM, SVZ, different calculation method in
conjunction with a manufacturing family education (keyword shape key by Opitz),
but also the use of existing CAD data and their transfer to CAP system contribute to
the improvement of the plan term quality. For more complex structures can be
determined by a multiple influencing variables (MER) rapid and sufficiently
accurate planning times.

5.2 Socio-Technical Solutions

Technical solutions alone have the disadvantage that the man should be disre-
garded. But this does not influence the leadership or the person in itself and not its
environment are included in the considerations. The practitioner knows but how
leadership affects the led and its environment. The question arises therefore as
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follows: Can be found a system that takes into account the complete capture of all
processes the personal influences?

Learning Control ERP-Systems

Operational performance processes also in custom manufacturing usually largely
constant process steps (process elements). The production of the individual parts
and assemblies can in fact be summarized in so-called manufacturing families; and
for these processes are similar. These process steps can be defined similar to the
time elements in MTM or systems of predetermined times once.

Operating data is now installed in many manufacturing operations. It is, how-
ever, coupled through the workshop order to the work plan. In addition, there are
few detectable time elements, which have nothing to do with a workshop order.

However covers all process steps both in content as well as the time required for
it, so can be used in a learning system after a sufficient amount of data a “true flow”
are defined, which then can be placed further planning is based.

Overcome Limitations of a Self-learning System

The boundaries of a learning process design system lie in the definition of the
required for the individual process steps times. Although the detection time is
generally not a problem; the problem is that no acquisition system can tell which
performance level the task was executed. For the PDM system the recorded time is
the fact.

Performance levels differ within a person of his current disposition, and espe-
cially from person to person due to different abilities and different drives. It
therefore needs not only the collection of quantitative data and the qualitative
detection, i.e., performance standards for data. This can be done for example by the
production manager (master). Because these individuals, however, cannot follow all
the steps of all persons and even then estimate the respective level of performance
must be content with the periodic acquisition of sufficient level of performance data
for each employee. Again, an error occurs or inaccuracy; However, these are suf-
ficiently accurate and therefore sufficient.

6 Summary

The quality of the detailed planning is determined on the one hand from the
“correct” sequence and the other hand of the “right” planned times. The impact of
poor data quality includes decreased productivity and poorer delivery reliability.

A solution to these shortcomings is partly in determining proper planning times
with the aid of suitable systems—add-in or add-on solutions, including stand-alone
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possible—and to recognize recurring process steps on the other hand in learning
ERP systems that are capable of and this presented in a holistic process.

Ultimately, the quality and usefulness of an ERP system is not showing in the
planning accuracy, but in the compliance of planning and implementation.
One-minute planning simulates a spurious accuracy, if the differences in reality
reach a factor of 10 to even 100 of the planning unit.
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Potential Benefits of Using Social Software
in ERP-Based Business Process
Management

Lars Brehm and Rainer Schmidt

Abstract Today, design and improvement of ERP-based business processes are
important tasks, requiring quick responses to changed requirements. Furthermore,
as many as possible stakeholders should be involved in order to create innovative
solutions. Social software has received a lot of attention, because of its capability to
unearth new potentials for innovation and collaboration. In this paper we analyze,
how social software can support the design and improvement of business processes
in the ERP life cycle—with a focus on later phases. We also examine, which
mechanisms of social software are most beneficial in which phase of the ERP life
cycle. Future research can investigate the usage of social software based on the
identified areas in more detail.

1 Introduction

The design of business processes gains management attention just during the initial
implementation of the ERP system or in transformational phases, like mergers and
acquisitions, carve-outs or business model changes. In the remaining time the
business processes should be performed according to the defined design. The
continuous improvement of business processes “coded” in the ERP system occurs
often only on a reactive basis and is not managed as a priority. Nevertheless, users
of the ERP system often spot areas for improvements in their daily execution of
business processes, but are reluctant to pass their ideas on. The procedures for
participation in business process improvements might be too complex, the change
processes too restrictive or too unclear.
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Identifying means for establishing a proactive, more bottom-up organized
improvement of business processes in the context of ERP-systems would be rather
beneficial. At the same time, Social software [1] often called Web 2.0 has received a
lot of attention, because of its capability to unearth new potentials for innovation
and collaboration.

Therefore, in this paper, we analyze the following research question: How can
social software support the design and improvement of business processes in the
ERP life cycle—with a focus on later phases? As benefits of the support of social
software in the ERP-based Business Process Management (BPM) we see increased
productivity, higher output with same costs or same output with less costs, as well
as, higher flexibility for future changes in a business process by increased simpli-
fication in the process design and/or the corresponding ERP system configuration.
The conclusions in this paper are drawn from the extensive experience of the
authors in the industry applying ERP-based BPM resp. the academic field of BPM
and social software as well as discussions with the colleagues in the field.

The paper proceeds as follows: First, the requirements of business process
management in an ERP-context are analyzed. Then social software is introduced
and potential effects on business process management in general are identified.
After this, the related work is described. Then the application of social software in
the ERP life cycle is investigated. Further sections cover limitations and future
research. Finally, a conclusion is given.

2 Business Process Management in the ERP-Life Cycle

The activities of Business process management differ substantially across the dif-
ferent phases of the life cycle of ERP systems in enterprises. Before the BPM
activities are discussed in more details the often cited model by [2] will be pre-
sented to explain the different phases of the ERP-life cycle.

2.1 ERP-Life Cycle Phases

Markus and Tanis [2, p. 190] separates four phases reaching from the phase “project
chartering” to the phase “Onward and upward”. Figure 1 provides an overview
about the phases.

The “Chartering” phase contains several activities like preparing the business
case for the ERP system adoption, the ERP vendor selection, the decision on the
project and the set-up of the project organization.

The “Project” phase is the one generally associated with an ERP system, i.e. the
implementation of an ERP system in the adopting enterprise until the system and
the end users are “up and running”. This configuration and rollout are a major
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undertaking requiring high efforts and putting the company under high risks. The
majority of the research about ERP systems is linked to this phase. Typical
activities in this phase are project management, business process reengineering
resp. definition, system integration, configuration and adjustment, data conversion,
training, testing and change management.

After the going life until “normal operation” has been achieved, this phase is
called “Shakedown”. The intention of the implementation project is to minimize
this phase and the related impact.

The phase “onwards and upwards”, also called post-go-live or post-
implementation phase, “encompasses the ongoing maintenance and enhancement
of the ERP system and relevant business processes. Typical activities include
maintaining the system, supporting user, continuous process improvement, and
upgrading to new software releases [3, p. 9].

Additionally, [4, p. 239] proposes an additional phase called “transformation”,
which is linked to introduction of new business models or major changes in cus-
tomer structure. Similar effects on the ERP system can be experienced with mergers
and acquisitions or carve-outs. For a further discussion on the different phases see
also [5].

2.2 Typical BPM Activities in the Phases

The activities in the ERP life cycle are associated with activities from the Business
Process Management lifecycle [6]. A business process management system (BPMS)

Fig. 1 Phases in ERP life cycle [2, p. 189]
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[7] is a software system that supports the management of business processes. It
consists of one or several integrated tools for handling the business process lifecycle.
Most business process lifecycles contain the following phases. During the design
phase the business process, a model of the business process using approaches such as
the Business Process Modeling Notation BPMN [8] or ARIS [9]. Using the for-
malized process model an implementation is done. Two basic approaches exist. The
use of process engines originates from the Workflow Management Coalition
(WfMC) reference model [10]. In this approach, the business process model is
interpreted, and process instances are created by the process engine. Sometimes, the
business process model is transformed into a more execution friendly representation.
A notable example is the transformation of the Business Processes Execution
Language into BPEL [11]. The second approach is the creation of a materialized
process representation that is used for building process instances. The approach can
be implemented using composite applications. Composite applications are sets of
connected and specialized software components [12]. Sometimes the deployment of
the business process is done in a separate phase. After deployment, the business
process is in the operation phase. During the operation phase, process instances are
created. They represent concrete business transactions such as selling goods. Data
representing the execution of the business process instances is collected for later
analysis. In the optimization phase, the data logged during the operation phase is
analyzed in order to find possible improvements. The operation and optimization
phase may overlap. That means, the analysis of logging data may already start during
the operation phase.

The implementation and usage of an ERP system fall clearly into the second
approach. The definition in [13] describes this as “hard-coded processes”. These
hard-coded business processes are based on processes alternatives predefined by the
vendor as well as the adaptation during the “project phase” with configuration and
adjustments by the implementing company and involved third party partners like
implementation consultants.

Typical BPM activities in the ERP life cycle phases are: In the “Chartering”
phase mainly lists of the relevant processes and high-level process maps are
developed or utilized for the ERP vendor selection and project set-up.

During the “Project” phase substantial efforts are utilized to either perform a
business process reengineering (BPR) in combination with the ERP system adop-
tion or to analyze, describe, model and (partially) improve resp. adjust the existing
processes in order to be able to implement these within the ERP system. In some
cases, the documentation and modeling of the processes are performed using a
model notation language and supported by a BPM system for managing the doc-
umentation and the models. However, often just regular word processing, spread-
sheets or presentation/visualization software without a specific model notation
language is used.

The aim in the “Shakedown” phase is to shorten this phase as much as possible,
so typical BPM activities are “bug-fixing” to the earlier defined processes with a
parallel adjustment of the process documentation, which not always also occur.
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In the phase “onwards and upwards” the benefits from the new system should be
realized. This phase lasts up to several decades (with maybe some transformational
phases in between). The benefits are realized by performing the business processes
according to the defined design. In this phase incidents, like wrong postings or
software errors occur which hinders the successful execution of a business process.
These incidents need to be corrected. Companies often utilize the ITIL framework
for providing the required support to the business users. Besides errors fixing, there
is also the need for smaller or larger process changes resp. adjustments, which
might be required due to legal changes, new customers, products or process vari-
ants. Requests for change is also part of the ITIL framework, but is often linked to
administrative burden. This is one reason for the fact that business users of the ERP
system often spot areas for improvements in their daily execution of business
processes, but are reluctant to pass on their ideas. Additionally, the corresponding
update of the process descriptions and models are often not consistently performed.
So in a nutshell, the continuous improvement of business processes “coded” in the
ERP system occurs often only on a reactive basis and is not managed as a priority.

In the “Transformation” phase, which is linked to disruptive business events,
substantial business process changes are often required. These changes are typically
quite time critical and therefore involvement of business users are limited as well as
the continuous update of process documentation and models.

3 Using Social Software in Business Process Management

In [1] three issues are identified that hamper the broad use of business process
management. The model-reality divide is the loss of synchronization between the
business process model and business process implementation. Because many
stakeholders are not involved properly into the process design and evolution, they
ignore the formal process definition as soon as possible. The lack of information
fusioning is caused by the imposed definition of terms. The terms used in process
models are not developed collaboratively. Instead, the different usages of terms in
different parts of an organization are not dissolved. Furthermore, a lack of orga-
nizational integration creates a threshold for information exchange causing a loss
innovative potential in business process management.

Social Software [1] is considered as an important means to overcome
information-pass-on-barriers and foster process innovation. Social software pro-
vides four mechanisms: social production [14], weak ties [15], value-co-creation
and egalitarian decision processes [16]. Social production inverses the top-down
planning of changes and replaces it with a bottom-up approach. Thus, the areas for
business process improvement are not primarily identified by top management but
initiated by the users. Social software also leverages weak ties for spotting indi-
viduals owning important knowledge. Value-co-creation replaces the tayloristic
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organization of business process reengineering by a cooperative approach. This
allows integrating contributions of users hitherto ignored. Egalitarian decision
processes replace expert-based decisions and leverage the wisdom of the crowd.

Social Software is related to a number of other approaches Social media com-
bines social production and weak ties. Social networks establish weak ties [17] and
allow collective decisions. The uses of social software within enterprises is called
Enterprise 2.0 [18] When social software is used in a business context, this is called
social business.

In the following, the effects of social software on business process management
in ERP-contexts shall be discussed.

3.1 Social Production

Social production [14] abstains from the tayloristic top-down planning. Instead, the
stakeholders decide on their own, whether they contribute. Thus, not a manager
decides about production and its management, but the stakeholders. Social pro-
duction is based on the idea, that the creation of innovation artifacts can be more
successful by planning and organizing production collaboratively in a bottom up
manner. In this way, social production breaks with classical concepts such as
taylorism [19] that plan and organize production in a top-down manner. Before
social software, it was very difficult to implement social production because the
collaborative planning and organization tasks could not be handled properly.

In [1] social production is decomposed into a number of sub-ordinated concepts:
community defined taxonomies, optimistic access policies, continuous information
fusioning and aggregation and a quickly rotating improvement cycle.

The use of social production has far-reaching consequences on all phases of
BPM lifecycle. Before, the design of business process had been strongly
expert-driven. Experts in BPM such as external management consultants were hired
to design business processes. However, this approach was criticized due to the
following reasons. First, the knowledge and opinions of many stakeholders were
not used in this way. The lack of involvement of many stakeholders implied, that it
was not possible to convince the stakeholders to adopt the business processes
designed by the experts. Often, shortly after the end of the business process project,
the old processes were re-established.

Applying social production to BPM means that all artifacts are created with the
involvement of as many stakeholders as possible. E.g. using social software, the
business process model is created by the collaborative effort of all stakeholders, i.e.
the stakeholders themselves are empowered to design the process.

Social production can be applied to other artifacts as well, e.g., the definition of
performance indicators can be done collaboratively. In this way, it is possible to
define a set of performance indicators that is much more tailored to the needs of the
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organization. Furthermore, the equilibrium between the need for data and the effort
to collect the data can be meet more precisely.

3.2 Collective Decisions

Collective decisions are created by combining independently made decisions of
individuals. Examples of collective decisions are votings but also prediction mar-
kets [20]. By integrating a huge number of opinions, collective decisions [21] are
capable to reduce errors in a statistical manner. Collective decisions provide sta-
tistically better results than experts [16]. There may be some experts delivering
better results. However, it is not possible to identify the experts that will do so in the
future.

The use of collective decisions changes business process management signifi-
cantly. Instead of following the orders of a superior manager or expert, a large
group of individuals has to be involved in the decision procedure. This may need
preparatory steps and may last longer than the simple transmission of an order.
Collective decisions may not deliver a valid result on the first attempt. Instead,
repeated voting may be necessary to get a decision. It is even possible, that no
decisions are made.

3.3 Weak Ties

Weak Ties [15] are relations between persons not implied by their organizational
affiliation. Weak ties enable the sharing of competencies and experiences in
organizations across departmental boundaries. Social software fosters the creation
of weak ties by the possibility to establish relations asynchronously and without the
need to be in the same places. Furthermore, social software enables the individual to
create weak ties deliberately. Before social software, weak ties were created by
incident, such as during waiting in the queue of the employees’ restaurant. The
collaboration following the initiation of weak ties does not necessarily have to
happen in software. Capturing weak ties is a supplement to organizational modeling
that is contained in many business process modeling tools such as ARIS [9]. These
may capture the hierarchical relationships of persons and their role in processes.
However, they do not capture contacts created in social networks, competencies etc.

The use of weak ties in the BPM lifecycle changes the dichotomist organization
model of traditional BPM. Integrating weak ties, a person is no longer either
involved or not. Instead, weak ties of different types may exist. In this way, it is
possible to integrate experts for a certain kind of process tasks distributed to dif-
ferent organizational units. Evaluating the weak ties between them helps to solve
problems more thoroughly.
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3.4 Value Co-creation

Value co-creation [22] overcomes the strict separation of the producer and the
consumer of goods and services. The consumer of goods and services participates
actively in the design and creation of goods and services by providing ideas,
suggestion, criticism etc. In this way value co-creation breaks with Taylorism [19]
and Fordism [23].

Value co-creation influences business process management in the way that the
formerly strictly separated roles of producer and consumer of business process
models, e.g. expert and user, are dissolved. Instead, the business user is enabled to
provide contributions to the design of the business process. By this means, the
creative capabilities of the business process participants can be fully exploited.

4 Related Work

In [24] the positive effects of weak ties, social production and collective decisions
to social software and business process management are described in detail. E.g.
Social software helps to overcome the model-reality-divide and avoid the loss of
innovations. Social software also surmounts the information-pass-on threshold and
enables information fusion using a number of mechanisms. Participation of users is
eased and change processes are facilitated. Possible changes are made participants
for all stakeholders. Information fusion is enabled by a user-defined ontology and
the egalitarian inclusion of all stakeholders. In [25] it is shown, how weak ties,
social production and collective decisions provide the prerequisites for agile busi-
ness process management. Collective decisions and weak ties foster the organiza-
tional integration of all stakeholders. The semantic integration is provided by social
production. The responsiveness of business process management is significantly
increased by social production either. In [1] it is shown, that by applying weak ties,
collective decisions, social production and value co-creation a number of issues in
present business process management can be solved.

5 Applying Social Software to ERP Life Cycle Phases

Applying the principles of social software to conventional BPM, a number
of consequences arise as previously discussed in [24, 25]. First, the definitions of
business processes (build time) are not done by experts but with the involvement of
all stakeholders. Then the participants of the business process (at the run time) are
not limited to execute well-defined rules that are implemented in business process
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models; this allows the creation of weak ties. Third, decisions formerly made by
individuals are replaced by collective decisions. In summary, social software allows
BPM (at the build and the run time) to stop using waterfall approaches in business
process modeling and development. They also liberate us from the use of
silo-driven approaches both for business process development and for business
process execution. To overcome many of the described shortcomings in the busi-
ness process management in the ERP life cycle we expect that the usage of social
software is beneficial in the following described areas.

5.1 Project Chartering

Project chartering, includes several activities like preparing the business case for the
ERP system adoption, the ERP vendor selection, the decision on the project and the
set-up of the project organization.

The definition of the business case as well as high level process maps is a
complex take that should consider the input of many different stakeholders.
Therefore, social production would be very helpful for defining the business case.
Project chartering also contains a number of decision tasks that can be supported by
collective decision mechanisms of social software. The set-up of the project
organization should not only consider hierarchical considerations but also
competency-based ones such as represented in weak-ties.

5.2 Project Configuration and Rollout

The “Project” phase embraces the implementation of an ERP system until the
system and the end users are operational. Social software could be used to sup-
plement the standard project organization and tools in order to collect additional
information about the status, the progress and possible issues during implementa-
tion. Also collective decision mechanisms may be helpful to tackle complex
problems during implementation. In this phase the use of social software is of
course useful to analyze, describe, model, improve or adjust the business processes
by utilizing social production and collective decision-making.

5.3 Shakedown

After the going life until “normal operation” has been achieved, this phase is called
“Shakedown”. The intention of the implementation project is to minimize this phase
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and the related impact. Social software may be helpful to identify quickly and
prioritize hot spots of process execution issues.

5.4 Onward and Upward

This phase covers the post-go-live or post-implementation phase. During this phase,
maintenance of the system, supporting user, continuous process improvement, and
upgrading to new software releases is performed [3, p. 9].

To handle user requests, events, incident etc. it may be helpful to apply pro-
cesses and concepts known from ITIL [26]. Consequently, these processes can be
supported by social software as described above.

For the phase “onwards and upwards” one major aim is to utilize the knowledge
and expertise of the business users, which have to perform their daily tasks with the
support of the ERP system. To reduce the burden to run through a formal ITIL
request or communicate with some kind of super user an easy participation in social
production and collective decisions like rating, voting, tagging or commenting on
process improvement potentials would be useful. This functionality should be
directly accessible within an ERP transaction (i.e. one-click functionality). By
seeing other users’ social content weak ties within the enterprise can be detected by
the users and be used to address issues and questions linked more indirectly with
the hard-coded processes like interpretation of standard operating procedures for
certain business processes.

A second aim is to reduce the model-reality-divide, which increases normally in
this phase. A starting point is an easy link between the ERP system transactions and
the process documentation and models. For capturing the business users’ knowl-
edge about the “real” process execution functionalities like in Wikis, which enables
easy (text) changes as well as tracking and comparison of the adjustments, should
be available for the process documentation and the models.

A third aim is to increase the mutual understanding of the cross-department,
cross-country, cross-division interaction in the business processes. Missing or
wrong information in one step of the process may lead to major issues in a “far
away” downstream step of the process. The social content associated with the
process can help to identify the relevant business users, create direct communica-
tion and mutual understanding.

5.5 Transformation

The phase transformation is similar to the project configuration and rollout, but
requires quicker execution. Therefore, the same social BPM activities as in the
project phase can be utilized.
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5.6 Link to Mechanisms of Social Software

During the ERP life cycle, there are numerous areas for the potentially beneficial
use of social software in the ERP-based BPM as shown in the previous sections. To
summarize, how this use of social software link back to the mechanisms of social
software, the Table 1 provides an overview.

6 Limitations

The proposed usage of social software in the ERP-based BPM needs to be further
analyzed regarding the usage in companies—as described in the following chapter.
For the above shown application of social software we assumed companies of larger
size with several decentralized departments and locations, likely in several coun-
tries. For smaller companies the application of social software might be different.

7 Topics for Future Research

As a next step for researcher, which are investigating the social software usage in
ERP-based BPM, we suggest to analyze the here presented areas of potential usage
with the provided latest software functionality of the ERP software vendors or 3rd
providers. This includes also special add-on software components of the software
vendors (e.g. SAP StreamWork or SAP Jam). Additionally, the analysis of specific
social software usage of ERP using companies, which might be mesh ups of
software components and services of several vendors and/or even open source
solutions in the proposed areas, is an interesting research area.

Future research will try to leverage social content for identifying relevant pat-
terns and identify improvement potentials in combination with “classical” process
mining [27] that analyzes process execution logs. A further challenge to be
addressed by future research is the issue, which objects should the created social

Table 1 Usage of social software in ERP lifecycle phases

Social
production

Collective
decisions

Weak
ties

Value
co-creation

Project chartering x x x

Project configuration and
rollout

x x

Shakedown x

Onward and upward x x x x

Transformation x x
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content be linked to—ERP system transactions, process model activities, ITIL
request or other documentation objects. This is for example important for correct
filtering for the users to get just “relevant” information in their news stream.
Furthermore, compliance and security concerns are a topic for research because the
social content generated by users across the company and maybe involve third
parties (like application maintenance outsourcing service providers).

8 Conclusion

Social Software can provide substantial benefits to the different phases of business
process management in the ERP life cycle as described in this article. This applies
especially to the “project” phase and the “onward and upward” phase. In the
“onward and upward” phase social BPM activities and social software provide an
extra benefit for the enterprise by overcoming the information-pass-on-barrier and
fostering process innovation while management attention to business process
improvement is reduced.

Additionally, social business process management has also the potential to
reduce the mismatch of a companies’ business process models with the in reality
performed processes—the model-reality-divide.
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Creating Event Logs from Heterogeneous,
Unstructured Business Data
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Abstract Efficient processes give companies the edge required to prevail in global
competition. Processes can have a high impact on important factors like product
and service quality as well as overall economic efficiency. Hence process
improvement plays an increasingly important role in many companies. The first step
in process improvement and analysis is understanding the process. While a number
of process analysis tools are available, these tools can only analyze processes for
which log data (e.g. generated by BPM systems) exists. This paper introduces a tool
that allows users to collect and structure traces from undocumented processes like
workarounds or improvised processes in order to generate log files. The tool sup-
ports query specific ad-hoc exchange of ontologies in order to extract information
from unstructured documents containing process traces as well as data extraction
components for common databases. It thus bridges the gap between process traces
in unstructured, heterogenous documents and process analysis software.
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1 Introduction

In many companies, some processes like workarounds or adaptations to unexpected
events do exist without knowledge of the management. They have not been planned
and are not documented. Employees do execute certain tasks intuitively as they
think it is correct. Often they stick to a certain order and always fulfill a set of tasks
in the same manner. They even might have found a very efficient way of execution.
However, since there is no documentation, it is almost impossible to define key
performance indicators. Hence it is neither possible to measure the efficiency nor to
improve such a hidden process. In order to do so, the process with all its facets must
be discovered and documented, best in a standardized process model like an EPC.
In a highly digitized company, it might be possible to discover such a process by
analyzing the data stored in the company’s databases, file storages or mail servers.
If there is data that is produced by a certain task of process and then used by the
next task of that process, the data could serve as a trace to reproduce the processes
steps and their connection. In literature there are hardly any methods which are able
to fulfill operations which figure out data sets that can describe a whole process.
Various approaches range from analyzing transaction logs [1] to building event
based data warehouses [2]. While the first type of approaches are simple to
implement but are limited to data being stored in one heterogeneous system, more
complex approaches are often too difficult to implement, since they need a highly
customized solution. One idea is to use ETL-tools like they are used in classical BI
in order to receive data from a database that belongs to a process. This data can then
be used by the ETL task to receive data from another database. Such a job would
represent a process consisting of two tasks which produce data in the particular
database. However, ETL tools are designed for huge data sets. They often lack the
abilities to make investigations on single data rows and do only work well on
structured data like databases. Our approach describes a similar way to discover
processes but with the difference that it is designed to investigate a single process
execution’s trace by simply searching for and analyzing the data it created and used.
In a second step, our software provides methods to expand the specific queries in a
way that other executions of the process are found and checked for conformance
automatically. The final output of our software is an XML-document containing
information about the investigated process executions, extended by semantic
information describing the process. It can be shown that this structure is func-
tionally equivalent to an event log as it is used by Process Discovery algorithms.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section we
discuss related work. Then we will show the limitations of an ETL-based approach
and introduce our software and how it works. We will proof the equality of our
softwares output compared to an event log and will demonstrate how to transform
that output into a classic event log that can be read by Process Discovery algo-
rithms. This step of transformation is important since it connects a multi-source data
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analysis of both structured and unstructured data as it is done with our software to
classic Process Discovery as it is used in process mining. The paper will conclude
with the discussions of the system’s role in process analysis.

2 User Story

Imagine Mr. Miller, a business consultant hired by a manufacturing company that
has problems with their complaint handling at a specific problem. In order to find
out what is going wrong, Mr. Miller has to know what the process of handling
customer complaints looks like. Since there is no documentation and no one is
aware of a real process but is simply doing his or her job to the best of knowledge,
Mr. Miller has to discover the process that probably is behind the complaint
handling.

He starts questioning the members of the hotline team. Those note down com-
plaints in the CRM system of the company and link it with the particular customer.
Mr Miller can proof that by querying the CRM database and looking for complaints
that he takes as an example. For each of these complaints, a serial number of the
broken product is attached. He decides to use that serial numbers and looks into the
database of the goods receiving department, to check if the broken product has been
send back to the company. Thus, the serial number serves as a business key and
links the data from one source to another.

Mr. Miller now has reconstructed two steps of the customer complaint handling
process: Registering the complaint and receiving and inventory the broken product.
This way he can reconstruct the whole process step by step using questionnaires
and example data. When he is finished he might want to test if all complaints follow
the same process. So he has to reconstruct all the steps for several executions of the
process, starting with the entries in the CRM database. He might also want to verify
steps of the process that generate unstructured data. A step to inform the customer
for example could produce a letter that is stored on the file system of the company.
Unstructured data is usually quite more challenging. For efficiently searching in
unstructured data it might be necessary not only to search for a certain word but also
to look out for synonyms or hyponyms in a certain context. Especially when
verifying the reconstructed process with other executions, it might be unsatisfying
to always look out manually for corresponding unstructured data.

3 Related Work

Our work is settled in the field of Process Mining that is a part of Business Process
Management. One task of Process Mining, Process Discovery, deals with the cre-
ation of Process Models for describing and documenting business processes.
Creating Process Models can either be performed manually or by using Process
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Discovery algorithms [1, 3–7]. These algorithms take event logs as an input and
process them to create the model. PROM is an Open Source collection of Process
Mining tools that provides various Process Discovery algorithms. Our work focuses
on generating event logs that can be loaded into and processed by the PROM
software [8].

In this paper we address the problem of creating the event log to be used by a
certain discovery algorithm. Usually this log data is being gained directly or
indirectly from digital information systems that are used by an agent who performs
an undiscovered process [9]. Since business companies often have heterogeneous
structures, especially those which have grown very fast or through corporate
merges, it is difficult to extract this data. It might be distributed over various
databases or simply be stored in unstructured formats on file- or mail-servers. One
idea is to use log-files that are originally created for debugging and maintenance
purposes: In [6] the logs of a subversion system are used to create an event log
describing the software development process which a development team uses to
implement their software. A second approach is simply to use the features of a
workflow management system to gain the log [10]. A third idea is to use an event-
data warehouse. Such a warehouse is structured like a classic warehouse used for
Business Intelligence, but it tracks event data for example generated through the
daily work of a mail-order company with their mail tracking system. Those three
approaches are quite good for a certain purpose, but they all do lack in different
things. Most approaches described in literature do only work in a homogeneous
environment and only with structured data. They are not capable of creating logs
that contain data from various systems. Business Processes which affect several
databases can’t be recognized completely by them.

4 Why not Use ETL?

The usage of ETL tools to track events, by building up an event data warehouse
(see [11]) or in smaller environments simply a data mart or csv output does not have
the disadvantage of being limited to homogeneous environments. One of the main
purpose of ETL is to connect data from various, heterogeneous systems and inte-
grate it into a specified output.

Other than transporting data for Business Intelligence needs, which almost solely
derives from structured sources like databases, business processes often generate
unstructured data like e-mails or word files. ETL tools are limited to structured data
by design. State of the art ETL software like Talend Data Integration or
Microsoft SSIS are not even able to read from an unstructured source. So it is
hardly possible to find information or a trace of a hidden process in an unstructured
document, using ETL.

In order to run Process Discovery on a hidden process, it is necessary to use the
data created by that process as validation. If there is a step in the process in which a
letter is send to a customer, than there must exist a document for that letter
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somewhere in the company’s network. If it is also possible to find ten additional
letters that do all look similar (e.g. having the same keywords like ‘claim’ or
‘return’), then the process has probably been executed ten times and in ten different
contexts with that step. In order to use this information in an event log, the analyst
trying to discover the process has to analyze the data, try to find such a letter,
identify key words and then validate if there exist similar letters to identify other
examples of hidden process. For each of those letters, the key information has to be
extracted in order to serve as an identification for that instance and to help identify
further steps of that process. ETL tools can hardly support users in this task. Their
abilities to work with single data sets, visualize and analyze them, are limited and
not very comfortable. ETL environments have options to view data just for
debugging purposes not to work with the data as a key element to fulfill the task of
data extraction.

On the left side of Fig. 1 the ETL tool Talend Open Studio has been used to
validate the first two steps of the example use case. The job looks technical, hard to
understand for someone who is not a developer. Queries to unstructured compo-
nents can not be covered and the result of the job shown in the example does not
generate an event log but simply prints out the found data. In order to use it for
Process Discovery additional transformations which make the job even more
complex would be necessary.

5 Process Explorer

Our idea was to design and create a tool that is capable of supporting a consultant or
a business analyst in the Process Discovery task as described in the example use
case. Our tool is designed similar to classic ETL tools on purpose. The basic idea of
retrieving data from various data structures is the same and our target group is
familiar with these tools.

On the right side of Fig. 1 a screenshot of the application is shown. The two
steps in the red area are semantically equal to the whole Talend ETL process on the
left side. The process is being designed in a graph based user interface. Components
can be configured to retrieve data from the source systems. A connector is a

Fig. 1 Comparison between a talend open studio process (left) and our Process Explorer
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directed edge that copies data from a source component to a target component. In
the example use case, the fist component could access the CRM system and get the
serial numbers of the products for which complaints are open. The connector copies
these serial numbers to a second component, which then can use the serial number
as a business key to look for corresponding information either in another database
or on a file server. If there is exactly one corresponding result, this should be the
one which was generated in that specific process execution of that complaint. If
there is no result or even more than one, this could be a hint on a mistake during the
process execution (assuming that the query used to search in the data source is
correct). In this case our tool highlights the component in which the query returns
an unsatisfying result and the user has to analyze the data for that specific
execution.

Because of the need to make detail analysis of certain process executions and its
corresponding data, our tool does not behave like an ETL tool and processes many
different data sets at a time. It only processes one process execution at a time—each
execution in an individual tab. This makes it much easier for the user to analyze
how a specific execution behaves and if it is a good representative of the process to
be discovered or if it is incorrect. The graphs’ structure is not as technical as the one
in an ETL tool.

5.1 Searching in Unstructured Documents

Furthermore, our tool can also find information in unstructured documents. In our
prototype we provide a component that is capable of handling all basic document
types like doc, docx, rtf or odt. Information items stored in unstructured files are
neither that easily processable like structured ones, nor is a search in unstructured
documents that easy, since natural language is being used.

In order to address the problem of searching information we used a full text
search based on elasticsearch and provided different kinds of search methods. First
of all, simply searching for a a set of words. Second, searching for a regex pattern
and last but not least, searching for a word and all of it’s synonyms.

In order to be able to search for a synonym we developed a search engine, that
combines the elasticsearch with a triple store to create ad-hoc ontologies for a
certain context. We could for example create an ontology describing the semantics
of a company’s structure. This enables our search component to answer queries like
‘Find all documents on the company’s file server, which are signed by someone that
works in the same department like Mr. Miller’. This feature is important for solving
problems when searching in a domain where natural language is used and when
trying to find different executions of processes automatically. A business analyst
might know because of his examinations that a certain document has been gener-
ated by Mr. Miller in the complaint case number 4711, but he does not know if
documents of the other complaint cases he wants to use for process re-engineering
have also been written by Mr. Miller. Probably they haven’t been. Using such an
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ad-hoc ontology enables a business analyst to search for all members of a business
domain without knowledge of all its members. Using predefined ontologies for the
English language could help finding documents in which the terminology is not
well-defined and may vary from author to author.

6 Connection to Process Discovery

In literature [9, 12], the field of Process Discovery finishes with the creation of a
process model. The graph designed in our application so far is not a standardized
process model like an EPC or a petri-net. It is rather a trace of the process which has
been uncovered by the data (the data is a footprint in that metaphor). What our tool
does is actually a step before Process Discovery as being illustrated in Fig. 2. It
takes the trace of a process, adds semantic information like a description of the
activity and creates an event log as an output, which can serve as an input for a
Process Discovery algorithm.

The proof that the graph designed by our tool is compatible to an event log has
been introduced in detail in our recent work, see citation number [13]. What the
user actually does is creating an event log that is simply designed as a graph and the
generalization to all executions. Therefore one basic element of our tool is to
convert an event log into a format that is compatible with the PROM framework in
order to apply it on a Process Discovery algorithm. The export feature simply
iterates through the graph and creates a csv output. For each process execution
stored in the graph an ordered list is being generated. Each row in this list represents
one event, with the name of the activity, an optional description and an optional

Fig. 2 Process Discovery
using our approach (left)
verses the classic approach
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timestamp. The whole workflow of reengineering a process using Process
Discovery (e.g. using Nitro and PROM) and our Process Explorer to create a
process trace representing an event log, can be seen in Fig. 3: A business analyst
uses our tool while talking to the people executing the process to create a trace out
of the data provided by operative systems. He exports the trace into a csv list, which
then can be used by state of the art process mining/Process Discovery software.

7 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we introduced a software to be used as a tool supporting process
reengineering by using heterogeneous business data. We have shown that the tool
plays a role in Process Mining and its output can serve as input for Process
Discovery algorithms. In a follow up project the implemented prototype has to be
improved and tested using more advanced ontologies for querying unstructured
documents in a complex business environment. Beside domain specific ontologies
based on company specific structures, ontologies used to improve querying natural
languages like synonym registers could be integrated and used.
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Knowledge-intensive Business
Processes—A Case Study for Disease
Management in Farming
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Abstract Knowledge-intensive business processes (KIBPs) are strongly connected
with knowledge work (KW). Thus, the definition of KW determines the relevant
area of KIBPs. KW characteristics such as rather unstructured processes,
user-driven, relying on knowledge, need for flexibility, adaptability, creativity and
autonomy of knowledge workers are also associated with KIBPs. However, several
authors argue based on their empirical findings that KW often also involves pre-
defined, repetitive tasks besides a lot of creative work. Furthermore, latest trends
put more emphasis on the practice of knowing. Based on our understanding of KW,
we study a farming business process, which is not regarded as a typical KW
domain. However, when looking at the details, many KIBP characteristics can be
identified. Based on a use case dealing with disease management, particularly plant
protection, in farming, we evaluate our understanding of KIBPs and thus, prepare
the basis for the requirements definition concerning supporting models and methods
with respect to adequate IT support.
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1 Introduction

Knowledge work (KW), defined by Peter F. Drucker in 1959 [1] to distinguish this
kind of work from manual work, has been considered as elitist within the working
area for years. There has been a heavy increase in KW during the past decades
[1, 2]. Still, no common understanding of the term KW has been developed so far.
Today, the focus of KW seems to shift towards knowledge in (or at) work [3] and
the practice of knowing [4].

Business process management (BPM), with its focus on standardizing and
improving business processes, provides important input for building process-aware
information systems (PAIS). The stronger focus on KW, demands these PAIS to
support a new kind of processes, so-called knowledge intensive business processes
(KIBPs), where knowledge is a key factor.

Within the ongoing project CLAFIS (Crop, Livestock and Forests Integrated
System for Intelligent Automation) [5], we are dealing with knowledge processing
and knowledge management in the context of business processes in sustainable
production in farms and forests. Farming is not the traditional domain of knowledge
work, but still the question arises, if business processes in farms today are potential
KIBPs. As the answer to this question has deep impact on the supporting IT system,
we study a key use case in farming, the disease management process, in particular
plant protection, concerning important characteristics of KIBPs. The results pre-
sented here, also include considerations concerning the implementation of a suitable
process-aware information system (PAIS) with explicit support for knowledge
management.

In the following section we give a brief overview of the current state of the art
concerning relevant concepts such as BPM, knowledge management (KM), KW
and KIBPs. The use case disease management with focus on plant protection is
described in Sect 3. Section 4 provides a set of characteristics to determine if it can
be regarded as KIBP and the results of our case study. Section 5 concludes this
paper, by also taking considerations concerning the design of a supporting IT
system into account.

2 Related Work

In the following, we will highlight some of the most important aspects within the
context of knowledge intensive business processes (KIBPs), such as business
process management (BPM), knowledge work (KW), and knowledge management
(KM) and knowledge processing (KP).
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2.1 Business Process Management

BPM has been established in the tradition of workflow systems. However, the term
business process does not imply a certain level of process structure or predictability.
Weske [6] defines business process as “… a set of activities that are performed in
coordination in an organizational and technical environment. These activities
jointly realize a business goal. Each business process is enacted by a single orga-
nization, but it may interact with business processes performed by other organi-
zations”. There are no constraints concerning the structure, predictability or
coordination of the activities.

However, BPM is often associated with well-structured, activity-centric, highly
predictable, thus, predefinable processes with a high number of repetitions, where
automation pays off. The activity-centric process execution focuses on routing
(“what should be done” [7]) and clearly separates between build-time (models) and
run-time (instances).

The rising interest in KW demands more flexibility and adaptability of processes,
which requires new or at least extended models and methods for building the sup-
porting process-aware information systems (PAIS). The focus is more on “what can
be done” [7], leaving decisions and detailed planning to the user. Extending the
traditional activity-centric approach to provide more flexibility is one of the pro-
posed responses in theory and practice. Furthermore, declarative models (rule-based,
constraint-based) are used to provide a higher level of flexibility than traditional
activity-centric approaches [8, 9]. To reduce the number of potential enactments,
Jiménez-Ramírez et al. [10] propose multi-objective optimization of enactment
plans, before generating configurable imperative business process models from the
constraint-based specifications (in the SDeclare language). However, these
approaches are still focusing on the control flow and only slightly touch the data
perspective.

A higher level of flexibility is often associated with data-driven activation of
process activities, where the key driver for the process is no longer a predefined
control flow, but the availability of data. This data-centric view is applied in
approaches such as case management [11, 12] or object-aware processes [13].

2.2 Knowledge Management and Knowledge Processing

Research and practice are dealing with KM already for decades, but still neither a
common concept of KM nor of knowledge exists.

Even though a common understanding of knowledge lacks, some characteristics
seem to be common ground such as the distinction between tacit and explicit
knowledge (cp. [14, 15]) or personal, organizational (community), and public
knowledge, revealing who knows it. While tacit knowledge is bound to the
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knowing subject, explicit knowledge can be coded and stored as well as transferred
as data.

KM is a multidisciplinary field, with important perspectives from business,
cognitive/knowledge science, and process/technology [16]. Many definitions of
KM share common elements [16–19] such as: (1) coordinating people, technology,
processes and organizational structure; (2) knowledge life cycle: acquiring, creat-
ing, sharing, applying knowledge and evaluating the outcome; (3) fostering con-
tinuous individual and organizational learning.

The basic aim of KM is an effective and efficient use of knowledge to accom-
plish advantages for the organization by creating business value [16, 20].

KM is rather human-centric, i.e., people are strongly involved as knowledge
carriers, but also in documenting, exchanging, communicating and generating
knowledge. Thus, the information used is rather coarse-grained, e.g., documents.
To communicate, knowledge needs to be transformed to data and backwards. As
humans develop different mental models, it cannot be guaranteed that a knowledge
object with person A has the same meaning and impact with person B (cp. [20, 21]).
This has also to be considered with IT systems for KM support.

IT systems are strongly increasing in importance for adequate support in KM,
e.g., enterprise content management systems (EMS), communication and collabo-
ration, but also for exploiting fine-grained information sources (e.g., structured and
semi-structured data) with knowledge-based methods (see KP below). The tools can
be grouped into four categories, integrating different KM-related functions within
the knowledge life cycle: (1) knowledge access: provide access to explicit
knowledge that can be shared and transferred; (2) semantic mapping: information
presentation, analysis, and decision making; e.g., ontology tools to organize
information and knowledge by groups and schemata; (3) knowledge extraction:
support structured queries and replies to help mining text and data by interpreting
relations among different elements and documents to achieve structured and more
articulated answers; (4) collaboration: enable teams to globally share dedicated
spaces for managing, editing and publishing materials, live discussions and inter-
actions, and maintaining a repository of materials associated with every step of the
process.

KP has some interference with KM. From an IT point of view KP is mostly
understood as an aggregation of representing, exploring, searching and reasoning,
but also acquiring, integrating and communicating electronic knowledge artifacts.
Depending on the representation (non-structured, semi-structured and structured), a
different set of methodologies is applied, e.g., the rule-based approach [22].

Still, much of the available knowledge in organizations is not used. Often too
much information is collected in reserve, leading to an information overflow [16].
Furthermore, finding the right artifacts empirically proved to take up to 2 hours a
day for knowledge workers [23]. Thus, neither effectiveness nor efficiency demands
are currently sufficiently met.
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2.3 Knowledge Work and Knowledge in Work

In the following, we discuss the terms knowledge work and knowledge in work. The
term knowledge work has been introduced in 1959 by Peter F. Drucker [1] to
distinguish it from manual work. This traditional concept of knowledge work is
heavily influenced by the underlying type of work and worker. Thus, technical,
scientific, or professional work is typically associated with it. This kind of work is
widely characterized by knowledge as the main asset to create goods and services. It
is goal-oriented, rarely predictable, human-driven, and focusing on complex
problem solving and the generation of ideas, often demanding a high level of
creativity, autonomy and reliability of the knowledge workers (cp. [4, 23–26]).
Knowledge workers are typically professionals, technicians such as engineers,
scientists, managers, architects, or lawyers, with a high educational level, who work
individually and apply theoretical and analytical knowledge, which they acquired
through formal education [26, 27].

Terms such as knowledge respectively knowledgeability in work [3, 28] or the
practice of knowing [4] are used to describe the current, more comprehensive
understanding in the scientific community. Informal education, communicative
knowledge, experience, or using organizational as well as external knowledge are
missing in the classical view [4, 29]. Knowledge workers not only consume and
produce knowledge, but are continuously learning and teaching, strongly based on
tacit knowledge. It not only concerns the personal but also the organizational level.
Nonaka [15] characterizes knowledge work as “… a way of behaving, indeed a way
of being…”. Research on knowledge work is by far not complete, there even seems
to be currently a new wave of effort in the community.

2.4 Knowledge-intensive Business Processes

Knowledge is intensively involved with knowledge-intensive business processes
(KIBPs). Process participants as well as the process owners are knowledge workers,
in some cases they are even the same person.

KIBPs are often characterized to be slightly structured, supporting complex
work [24] (e.g., planning, interpretation, judgment), the control flow is driven by
user decisions or the availability of certain data (conditions), process instance is
evolving during runtime, e.g., by adding new activities. Thus, KIBPs exhibit the
characteristics of KW such as human-driven, rarely predictable, support for a high
level of creativity and autonomy, including much freedom at runtime to adjust the
process to the current needs, etc. (cp. Sect 2.3). Even though adaptability, flexi-
bility, and creativity are typically associated with KIBPs, Marjanovic [30] shows
that there are processes which are very-well structured, routine, and
knowledge-intensive at the same time. Further, Isik et al. [25] reveal that
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characteristics such as predictability and eligibility for automation are not suitable
to differentiate between KIBPs and non-KIBPs.

Even though KIBPs implicitly rely on knowledge, they are not explicitly inte-
grated with KM. Already 10 to 15 years ago there has been a process-oriented focus
within the KM community [31–35], based on the activity-centric paradigm. But,
none of these approaches became widely accepted; neither in research nor in
practice.

Still, to achieve effectiveness and efficiency in using knowledge, the knowledge
base needs to be put into the context of the organization’s goals and business
processes. Furthermore, process knowledge is deeply embedded in the process itself
[18] and knowledge workers typically need specific knowledge to perform
process-related tasks rather than determining the sequence of these tasks [25].

Before going into details about relevant characteristics of KIBPs, we describe the
use case, which is the basis for our further study.

3 Use Case in Farming

Farming today has nothing in common with the perfect idyll often pushed in
commercials. Farming, especially with large agricultural enterprises, is strongly
relying on computers for management and production tasks. For instance, farm
management information systems (FMIS) or farm tractors equipped with
GPS-based precision agricultural technology, allowing for precise automated work
in the fields [36] are common.

As farming is a complex set of different business processes, we only deal with a
small detail here. In the following, we describe the farming scenario we take as the
basis for our further discussion—the disease management process, particularly plant
protection. We concentrate on this scenario of how to manage a potential disease
with an agricultural estate to study in how far we can talk about knowledge work
(KW) and knowledge-intensive business processes (KIBP) and thus, the potential
role of IT systems.

3.1 Overview of the Disease Management Scenario

The disease management scenario with focus on plant protection describes how
farmers can be supported with managing pest, general risks, and invisible threat.
Farmer knowledge from different sources needs to be integrated to provide adequate
decision support. This knowledge base should not only be open for an individual
farmer, but for a community of farmers and other interest groups. Thus, also the
question of security, whom to provide which information, etc. is important.
Furthermore, besides access to an integrated information platform and decision
support by IT systems, communication and collaboration with external experts
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(e.g., governmental organizations) and peers (i.e., other farmers, the farmer shares
information, experience, and even provides dedicated access to individual farming
IT services) need to be regarded. At the core of the plant protection scenario is the
Plant Disease Forecast Service (PDFS), a core component that will be prototyped
throughout the current project.

Actors involved. The disease management process focusses on the individual
farmer, who needs to prevent diseases by choosing the right means (seed, spraying,
tillage method, etc.), but also to react to upcoming threats to minimize damage. The
farmer is supported by IT services/systems, which can be used to manage farm
specific information (e.g., soil quality, plants, seeding date, plants of previous
years), but also information from outside such as weather predictions, legal sources,
manufacturers, retailers, or other farmers within the community.

Activities. Many activities of a contemporary farmer are supported by IT sys-
tems. There are typically many different planning, performing, documenting,
monitoring (automated as well as human observations) and evaluation activities,
with an increasing amount of IT supported communication and collaboration with
other farmers (esp. peers), scouts and external experts. The decision sub process we
are studying here is strongly based on different data and information sources, a
decision support system, as well as communication and collaboration support.
Thus, the business process also contains many service tasks, esp. to extract
knowledge from different data and information sources, which the farmer controls
by setting parameters in the planning phase or providing additional information
sources. Then, the farmer checks the results and decides how to proceed and
provides feedback to the system. Collaboration and communication can be part of
all of these tasks, too.

Information and knowledge sources. To take decisions, the farmer needs many
information and knowledge sources. There are public or community specific
sources such as legal and label-specific constraints, regulations that need to be
considered as well as private/individual information from the FMIS (farm man-
agement information system). Furthermore, advisory services (e.g., weather fore-
cast, weather alert), information services (e.g., market analyses, farm advisory,
government, labels, fertilizer and seed providers, machine manufacturers), numer-
ous farm-specific sensors for humidity, rainfall, temperature, or wind and obser-
vations on the fields, e.g., after some specific events such as a storm, are used (see
Fig. 1). The information is provided in structured, unstructured, or semi-structured
data, locally, in a community cloud or on the Web. Furthermore, the data varies
from historical data such as planting history to continuous sensor measures.

These sources will be also used by the knowledge service (KS) to extract new
insights, perform reasoning, or to provide the users the right documents. Thus, this
business process is characterized by the use of different, highly specialized infor-
mation and knowledge sources to support adequate decisions for plant protection.
However, human interpretation not only of the results provided by services (e.g.,
the risk predication from DSS), but also of the situation on site is needed. The
farmer takes observations, documents them in various forms (e.g., notes, pictures,
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voice recording, film, or additional mobile sensors), includes this into the individual
decisions and provides feedback for improving future decision processes.

Not only taking decisions, but also monitoring and evaluating the results is
important in knowledge generation. This monitoring process captures different
kinds of data, information and knowledge (e.g., sensor data, weather data, expe-
riences, interpretation and evaluation of results).

Events. Numerous, different kinds of events may occur during farming business
processes. Providing specific support (e.g., advice, best practices) of how to deal
with these events should improve the overall outcome. However, this is extremely
complex, as farming is very specific to the individual situation (e.g., soil, landscape,
humidity, seed, fertilizer, machines, weather, as well as knowledge and experience
of the farmer). Furthermore, not all events can be anticipated. Examples for internal
events are: problem on the field detected by the farmer, sensor indicates issue, or an
engine trouble. External events can concern weather forecast, unexpected legal
changes, or current weather conditions.

3.2 Process Model for Plant Protection

The process model in Fig. 2 only describes a high-level view. Thus, this model in
BPMN notation does imply an activity-centric approach within our current project.
It should only give an impression of the logical ordering of related tasks.

An instance of this business process can be initiated in different ways. Either, the
farmer receives some critical observation (by a scout, peer, expert, team member in
the fields), manually starts the process (for the current situation or calculates a
forecast), or the regular risk calculation by the Decision Support System
(DSS) indicates a risk and thus, initiates the farmer’s risk handling process. Then
the farmer has to check the results, i.e., study the calculated risk, and if anticipated
necessary, consult the data and information stores, knowledge resources, commu-
nicate with peers, scouts, external experts, etc., ask team members in the fields for

Fig. 1 Information and knowledge resources relevant within the plant protection scenario
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additional observations, collaborate with peers, e.g., by jointly studying the results
and sources (by offering peers access to selected parts of the individual IT system
(s)) and eventually recalculate the risk (not shown in Fig. 2 to keep it simple for this
paper) after changing parameters and/or updating input sources. After sufficiently
checking the risk assessment, the farmer has to decide, if protection is necessary or
not. If necessary, the adequate sub process is initiated to determine and process the
appropriate protection, monitor the process (by sensors, observations, etc.) and
evaluate the outcome.

Much of the needed data is collected on a regular basis, but there are also
additional information sources that are involved on demand, e.g., an inventory
control on the fields after a storm.

3.3 Further Considerations

The process described above is only an excerpt of one business process within the
complex farming business. It is an idealized model, where prespecified, automated
processes (at least to a large extent) seem to be the obvious next step. However,
reality is rarely ideal. Thus, when it comes to IT support, not only the idealized
process model needs to be regarded, but rather the whole typically iterative plan-
ning and disposition process, often turned upside down by internal or external
events, which cannot be completely anticipated in advance.

As IT has already entered the world of farming, the amount of available data is
heavily rising. Besides different general information services, many sensors are now
placed in the fields, on different machines and other equipment throughout the
farms. The use of knowledge-based systems will heavily increase, to deal with this
large amount of information. Many more aspects can be taken into account by these
systems, but still the farmers are the experts within their domain and much of their
tacit knowledge has to be integrated into the decisions as well. Thus, there is also
the question of how to best use these systems and fit them with the individual ways
of work. There is not the one farming business process, as there are numerous facts
that influence farming processes, be it differences in soil, weather conditions,
availability of seed, fertilizer, machines, but also legal constraints, requirements by
the market, certain labels, etc. Still, much knowledge is embedded in the process of
performing. Business process models help to abstract, to make this knowledge
available for a larger target group. These systems must not be a burden for the
farmers, but easing their work concerning time, complexity, exploiting large
amounts of available data, communication, and collaboration. Integrating these
systems in a work-centric way is an important aspect.
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4 Case Study

Our case study is based on the disease management use case with special focus on
plant protection described in the previous section. In the further, we will outline the
schema for studying the characteristics of KIBPs based on the state of the art
described in Sect. 2 and then discuss the assessment of each characteristic in detail.

4.1 Characteristics of KIBPs

The following nine characteristics, shortly described in Table 1, have been iden-
tified based on the state of the art described in Sect. 2, to study KIBPs in detail.

In the following section we will present an overview of the assessment results for
the disease management process based on the nine characteristics above.

Table 1 Characteristics of KIBPs with short description

Characteristics Short description

Flexibility Flexibility concerns anticipated changes of the process
instance. These can be considered when starting a process
(e.g., variants) or during runtime (e.g., optional tasks). During
design time the appropriate model has to be built. Also
coarse-grained models allow for more flexibility, but less
process support and controlling

Adaptability Adaptability is about unanticipated runtime changes, evolving
process instances, etc.

Activation of task Describes the typical activation of tasks, e.g., activity-oriented,
data-driven, or user-driven

Communication and
collaboration

Expresses how important communication and collaboration are
within the process, the kind and number of partners involved
and to what extent

Creativity Shows the aspects concerning which creativity is needed, e.g.,
design time and/or runtime process planning, interaction (see
communication and collaboration), or performing the tasks

Autonomy Describes the extent of autonomy of the actor concerning the
process and the concrete tasks to accomplish

Work characteristics
concerning knowledge

Combines several aspects such as type of work, use,
production, sharing of knowledge, and expertise

Information and knowledge
artifacts

Describes the kind of artifacts used, their origin, owner, as well
as the transmission and storage media

Context Identifies the relevant aspects within the process context, their
extent, influence, and which actors are concerned
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4.2 Discussion of the Characteristics with Our Use Case

In the following, the different aspects for assessing each of the characteristics
concerning the disease management process are summarized.

Flexibility. Regarding the farming scenario, there is a well-established
high-level process (i.e., coarse-grained), which determines the logical ordering of
high-level tasks. There are many situations which can be handled with “standard
procedures”, which have been adjusted to the specifics of the individual farm.
Furthermore, disease management requires a long-term planning of the plant pro-
tection products and treatments, as they are typically acquired in autumn the year
before, due to lower prices. Thus, the basic conditions can be already predefined to
a certain extent, which allows for flexibly choosing the suitable alternative when
managing the disease. However, this is not always sufficient and adaptability means
are needed.

Adaptability. The disease management process is very complex in detail, as
many specifics have to be considered. Not all possible peculiarities (internal and
external events, new information and knowledge sources, feedback circles, etc.) can
be anticipated—due to financial reasons or because it is simply impossible. Thus,
runtime planning and evolving process instances need to be supported. These
planning processes take existing artifacts into account and newly defined ones,
especially knowledge sources and human tasks. Adaptability is needed with com-
pletely new threats, but also when testing changed processes. Information about
business processes is important knowledge, which needs to be included into the
knowledge base. This is only achievable, if people do not need to rely on work
arounds for specific cases.

Activation of task. The process is strongly user-driven, because it is typically
the user who decides for the following activity. However, certain preconditions
(availability of certain data) can be necessary to allow for activation, indicating a
data-centric approach. Furthermore, there are event-driven process initiations, e.g.,
depending on the outcome of the periodic risk calculation or events affecting
running instances, e.g., pest warning needs to be considered immediately.

Communication and collaboration. They are an important part of the scenario.
The vision of building a common knowledge base, which integrates general
farming knowledge, legal sources, market information, environmental factors, as
well as individual, partly private farm-specific information (e.g., FMIS data) and
experience, is the basis not only for knowledge services, but also for specific
communication and collaboration support. Besides the individual farmers and their
teams on the farm, people involved are so-called peers (i.e., farmers who gain
access to defined private information for close cooperation), scouts (inform about
latest relevant events, changes, etc.) and external experts (are consulted with certain
issues).

Creativity. Providing appropriate work support demands for a high level of
creativity already when designing the business processes and providing the
knowledge sources. However, as already discussed with predefinition, creativity is
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also needed during runtime—for adequately evolving the business process within
the current context, deciding for the right tasks, information and knowledge sources
and even developing new processes, tasks and exploiting new information and
knowledge.

Autonomy. Assuming that the farmer is the owner or executive of the agri-
cultural enterprise, the farmer has full autonomy concerning decisions and design of
the business process (within legal and contractual constrains).

Work characteristics concerning knowledge. The disease management pro-
cess asks for routine work such as checking certain information and knowledge
sources (e.g., the results provided by the DSS), decision taking eventually also
based on additional information, but also planning activities. Standard situations are
rather routine, but still certain aspects might have changed, demanding for new
considerations, leading to slight adaptions up to completely re-planning of the
whole process. Thus, also the use of knowledge heavily depends on the situation—
standard situation vs. exceptions and single cases. The same is true for knowledge
producing, knowledge sharing, and needed expertise.

Information and knowledge artifacts. The information and knowledge arti-
facts are produced, managed and owned by individuals, communities or the public.
They can be structured, semi-structured or unstructured. The better structured, the
more predestinated for IT processing, while humans often deal with rather
unstructured artifacts. However, specialized methods and software tools to analyze
semi- and unstructured information sources to gain knowledge, increase in
importance. Information and data sources can be any kind of historic or current
artifact, process model, process instance, measure, assessment, or prediction stored
in text, tables, film, pictures, audio, etc. Thus, the overall knowledge base contains
public up to private knowledge of different kinds, which will be provided to the
users through the knowledge service and specific services built thereupon to be best
integrated into the working processes.

Context. Regarding the disease management process, many contextual factors
are relevant, be it legal, label or market constraints, farm specifics (size, fields,
facilities, etc.), situational aspects such as the status of the growth process, seed,
field specifics, weather conditions and forecasts.

Table 2 gives a brief overview concerning the assessment of the disease man-
agement process.

The case study is not about the highly creative, unstructured, individual process
instance, with rare chance to benefit from the knowledge and experience gained for
future work. The disease management process contains many predefined parts for
standard cases, but needs flexibility and adaptability, a high degree of creativity and
autonomy to deal with special cases. Knowledge is a central factor within this rather
complex work, with standard cases, but especially the specific ones. Evaluation of
existing information and knowledge sources, especially within the context of the
process outcomes, is important to continuously improve the knowledge base not
only for the individual farmer, but also the community and public (if admitted by
the individual farmer).
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Based on these results and further regard to Marjanovic [30] and Isik et al. [25],
we consider this process as a sample of a KIBP.

5 Conclusion

With our case study, we revealed that the selected farming process, the disease
management, is a knowledge-intensive business process (KIBP). By studying this
process, we perceived that this kind of process is heavily increasing in many
domains, not to say in nearly all domains, as more and more information and
knowledge is available and needs to be considered within the context of the
business processes.

The KIBP studied here is characterized by standardized proceedings for standard
situations, but evolving for individual ones. Thus, predefinition, flexibility and
adaptability need to be integrated to profit from available process knowledge and
other information and knowledge artifacts, while being open for dynamically
adapting to new or changed situations, when needed. This supports creativity when
predefined process models and available information and knowledge sources
(knowledge base, decision support systems, etc.) are no longer sufficient, but still
provide the basis and context for this work. As knowledge is a key factor of KIBPs,
we do not only have to consider the process (model, instance), but especially
the involved knowledge—not only its immediate use, but its management and
processing.

Designing an IT system, which provides support for KIBPs as identified here,
results in a set of complex requirements. Currently, many different approaches are
being developed to cope with different aspects and/or forms of KIBPs such as case
management [11, 12], object-aware processes [13] or declarative systems [37].

So far, we are right at the starting point of our consideration of how to build an
appropriate system providing adequate support for this kind of work. Our next step
will be to evaluate existing approaches, not only with respect to flexibility and

Table 2 Overview of the assessment of the KIBP characteristics

Characteristics Assessment

Flexibility low to high flexibility needs

Adaptability low to high adaptability needs

Activation of task user-driven, event-based, data-driven

Communication & collaboration important

Creativity standard case: little; specific case: high

Autonomy high

Work characteristics concerning
knowledge

different kinds of work combined, thus different
knowledge needs

Information and knowledge artifacts different sources, owners, structure, kinds, media

Context complex
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adaptability, but especially concerning the integration of knowledge, which pro-
mises to be crucial for the long-term efficient and effective support of KIBPs.
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Is SAP HANA Useful for Optimization?
An Exploration of LP Implementation
Alternatives

Karl Kurbel and Dawid Nowak

Abstract While SAP HANA is reported to significantly speed up business
information systems that rely on large databases, it is unclear whether HANA has
the same power to impact optimization modules. Optimization problems occur both
in enterprise resource planning and supply chain management. This paper explores
factors influencing the performance of linear optimization programs running inside
and outside HANA. Basic simplex implementations in R, SQLScript, JavaScript,
and Java are used for comparison. A number of test cases from the Netlib library are
employed to evaluate the different approaches and to draw conclusions regarding
further research needs.

Keywords Optimization � SAP HANA � Linear programming � SQLScript �
R � Javascript � Java

1 Introduction

Many problems encountered in business information systems have been, or can be,
formulated as optimization models. In the field of opera-tions research (OR),
decades have been spent on developing, refining and implementing optimization
methods to solve these problems. Examples include master production scheduling,
finite capacity scheduling, sequencing of production orders, vehicle scheduling, and
route optimization.

These types of problems occur, for example, in the fields of enterprise resource
planning (ERP) and supply chain management (SCM) [1]. Whereas solutions
embedded in today’s ERP systems are usually based on simple heuristics, “true”
optimization algorithms, in a mathematical sense, can increasingly be found in
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SCM systems. For example, SAP SCM offers both an optimization approach and a
heuristic approach (called SNP heuristic) for one of its core parts, supply network
planning (SNP) [2].

With the advent of SAP HANA and SAP’s endeavors to base all of their
business software on HANA, the question arises if optimization methods can also
exploit HANA’s power and how in fact this should be done.

Although SAP HANA is often considered a database or a database management
system (DBMS), it is actually an “appliance”, consisting of both hardware (for
hosting and processing in-memory databases) and software—including a DBMS,
an IDE (integrated development environment), and application and web servers,
among other things [3].

Both SAP and customers stress that HANA is very fast. Compared to conven-
tional relational database management systems, accessing data in HANA databases
is by orders of magnitude faster. Plattner reports a performance gain of a factor
100–1000 in comparison to conventional data storage and data retrieval on the
application level [4]. This means that data-intensive applications can run extremely
fast.

Since most business application systems rely heavily on data, major gains in
speed can be expected, and new approaches to known and yet unknown problems
may be developed. As Plattner points out, for example, pre-calculated aggregations
are not necessary any more, as any type of calculation can be done instantly, on the
fly, at an extraordinary speed far beyond that which conventional relational data-
bases would allow [4].

Ideally, the conventional separation of OLAP (online analytical processing) from
OLTP (online transaction processing) could become obsolete, because all analytical
applications would operate directly on the source data (i.e., on transactional data).
This also means that extraction and loading of data into a data warehouse would no
longer be required.

In the next section, the motivation for our work dealing with optimization in
HANA is described. Section 3 outlines different implementations of a basic simplex
algorithms in various languages and settings, while Sect. 4 briefly describes the test
cases and the test environment used for numerical tests. Section 5 goes on to discuss
the test results, with implementations both inside and outside HANA. Finally,
Sect. 6 concludes with a summary of major insights gained and further research
needs.

2 Motivation

With the significant improvements provided by HANA in mind, the question arises
as to whether HANA does open up comparable opportunities for application areas
other than conventional data-based business systems. In this paper, we narrow this
question down to optimization methods, in particular to linear programming (LP).
This is an area in which research has been proceeding for many decades, and
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powerful optimization algorithms have been implemented. Commercial and
open-source toolsets for optimization are available, including Cplex [5], Gurobi [6],
and Lingo [7].

The reason why we are nevertheless exploring HANA’s capabilities for opti-
mization is as follows. HANA applications are fast when they run inside HANA,
avoiding (or minimizing) data transfer from the database to an application server
over a network. To achieve this goal, HANA includes both an application server
and a web server, called XS (extended application services) server, as the outline of
HANA’s architecture in Fig. 1 shows. This means that in principle, applications can
be executed inside HANA, provided that all program code is written in such a way
that the XS engine is able to handle it.

In the case of optimization, invoking one of the above mentioned toolsets from a
HANA based application program (e.g. a program for supply network planning)
would mean that the data making up the optimization model need to be exported in
order to be used outside HANA. In other words, HANA’s speed would not be
exploited. This is only the case if the optimization method is executed inside
HANA.

Fig. 1 SAP HANA architecture [8]
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At the time of writing, no implementations of optimization methods for HANA
have been reported so far, although this is a critical issue for the success of
HANA-based SCM and ERP solutions involving optimization models. Assuming
that SAP SCM will also run on HANA in the future, it appears worth checking,
firstly, whether optimization inside HANA is feasible and secondly, if this approach
performs better than optimization outside HANA (i.e. transferring model data from
HANA to an external optimization server). In this paper, we are focussing on the
first question, exploring different ways of implementing optimization methods
inside HANA.

Answers to this question are by no means straightforward, because HANA is
essentially a database tool, providing only limited algorithmic support. Next to
SQL, the only programming languages directly supported by HANA are SQLScript
and JavaScript. SQLScript is part of the calculation engine, whereas JavaScript can
be used in XS (cf. Fig. 1). Another option is R, a programming language which
primarily supports statistical computations. R is somewhere between being internal
and external to HANA. R procedures can be written in HANA in a similar way to
SQLScript procedures, but executing them requires access to an external R server.

3 Languages and Implementations

To be able to judge the suitability of various implementation alternatives, a number
of test implementations inside and outside were prepared, carried out, and evalu-
ated. For this purpose, several LP problems were employed and solved with the
help of a basic simplex algorithm.

3.1 Implementations Based on HANA

The simplex algorithm was implemented in six different ways, as outlined subse-
quently, using SQLScript, JavaScript, and R as implementation languages.

SQLScript. Creating procedures in SQLScript is the most “natural” way of
programming inside HANA. SQL is the standard language for relational data, with
SQLScript providing procedural extensions. SQLScript has algorithmic control
structures such as loops and conditional statements. However, it is primarily made
for data retrieval and manipulation, not for extensive numeric problem solving.
Restrictions apply, for example, to arrays, which can have only one dimension.
Two-dimensional arrays are not available.

In our first implementation, we used SQLScript, hoping that HANA’s internal
mechanisms speeding up conventional applications would also make numeric
algorithms faster.

JavaScript. The second HANA native language is JavaScript. Although
JavaScript is primarily intended for user-interface tasks, it can also be used to
implement algorithmic tasks of substantial complexity. JavaScript provides not only
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algorithmic control structures but also data structures such as two-dimensional
arrays.

R—internal. Creating an R version of the solution appeared to be a reasonable
choice for two reasons. Firstly, R is the only other language embedded in HANA.
Secondly, due to its main application area—statistical computing—, R compre-
hensively supports array handling. However, while R procedures are created inside
HANA, they are executed on an external R server.

3.2 Implementations Outside HANA

In order to be able to compare execution times in HANA with execution times on a
typical computer users would otherwise employ for their every-day problem
solving, three versions outside HANA were tested. Admittedly, the notion of a
“typical computer” is very vague, but our intention was to gain a basic impression
of how HANA-based optimization algorithms perform in comparison to the same
algorithms running on conventional computers.

Java. One additional version was developed using a state-of-the-art full-fledged
programming language (Java).

R—external-1. The R version mentioned above was implemented once more,
outside HANA, to be run from a desktop computer.

R—external-2. As a side effort, we wanted to see how our simple implemen-
tation of the simplex method compares to a more professional solution taken from
an optimization library supporting R (lpSolve [9]). This solution applies the dual
simplex method instead of the primal simplex. In contrast to the previous version,
the R procedure invokes a library LP function instead of our self-programmed
simplex function.

4 Test Cases and Test Environment

Test cases were taken from the Netlib linear programming library. This is “… a
collection of real-life linear programming examples from a variety of sources,” [10]
available on the Internet. The Netlib library is a common point of reference for
authors wishing to test new methods for solving linear optimization problems.

Table 1 briefly summarizes the test problems. In the Netlib LP library, all
problems have a name. The first column indicates the library problems we used.
The second and third columns specify the numbers of variables and constraints.
“Tableau size” is the total number of numerical entries including zeros. For
example, AFIRO has 60 columns (32 + 27 + 1, for right-hand side) and 28 rows
(27 + 1, for objective function), yielding a product of 60 × 28 = 1,680. The last two
columns, “iterations” (i.e. number of simplex iterations until the optimum is found)
and “optimum,” are just provided as additional information for the reader. The
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“optimum” column is shown here to prove that our implementations actually found
the optimum for the respective problem, as reported in the literature.

The hardware configurations used for testing the above mentioned implemen-
tations inside and outside HANA have the following characteristics:

HANA server: 32 CPUs (2 GHz), 1 TB RAM
R server: 2 CPUs (2 GHz), 16 GB RAM
Local PC: 4 CPUs (2 GHz) Intel Core Quad, 4 GB RAM

5 Test Results

This section shows and discusses the results of the tests using the various simplex
implementations.

5.1 Implementations Inside HANA

As mentioned before, three simplex versions running inside HANA were imple-
mented. The test results (execution times in milliseconds) are shown in Table 2.

Much to our surprise, the SQLScript version performed best, although SQLScript
is more an extension to SQL than a programming language for implementing
computation-intense algorithms. The reason for this good performance is most likely
that the data needed to create the simplex tableau are read from a database table.
Since the HANA database is integrated with the index server (cf. Fig. 1), SQLScript
can access the data very quickly. In addition, it benefits from SQL queries for set
processing, and is therefore parallelizable over multiple processors [8].

JavaScript, even though better suited to implementing algorithmic constructs,
performed two to three times worse than SQLScript. This is due to the fact that
JavaScript runs in XS and needs to access the database form “outside”, meaning
that data must be transferred between the application server in XS and the database.

Table 1 Test cases used for evaluation

Name Variables Constraints Tableau size Iterations Optimum

AFIRO 32 27 1,680 15 −464.75

SC50B 48 50 5,049 50 −70.00

SC50A 48 50 5,049 45 −64.58

SC105 103 105 22,154 117 −52.20

SC205 203 205 84,254 359 −52.20

AGG3 302 501 403,608 150 10,312,115.94

AGG2 302 501 403,608 203 −20,239,252.36
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The R versions performed a good deal worse—in the range of 5–20 times worse
than the SQLScript versions. Although R scripts run inside the index server, exe-
cution requires access to an external R server. The major factor delaying execution
is the need to transfer the tableau data via a network to the R server that finally
solves the optimization problem.

5.2 Implementations Outside HANA

With the goal to explore solutions to linear optimization in HANA in mind, it
appeared reasonable to make comparisons with external solutions to the same
problems outside HANA, on a local computer.

As mentioned before, two versions of the same basic simplex method as used in
Sect. 5.1 were tested (Java and R). In contrast to the HANA-based versions, which
require a database, these versions read the data directly from a CSV input format
into the arrays used in the program code.

The test results (execution times in milliseconds) are shown in Table 3.
Java is probably the best measure to compare a “normal” implementation of an

algorithm with any specific implementation format such as on HANA. For the
smaller problems (AFIRO to SC105), our SQLScript implementation was faster
than the Java version, but for larger problems, Java clearly outperformed
SQLScript. We assume that this is a bias resulting from the larger data volume that
has to be read from the HANA database table. The Java program, on the other hand,
just reads a CSV file to fill the simplex tableau.

The next column shows the execution times of the same basic simplex method
implemented in R, but now running solely on a local computer. This columns
clearly shows the slow-down effect of data transfer to an external R server, which
was discussed in Sect. 5.1. Comparing the last column of Table 2 with the “R (basic
simplex)” column of Table 3, it becomes evident that the local version is around
2–7 times faster than the server-based version, because no data transfer is required.

All versions discussed so far use the same primal simplex algorithm. Insofar, all
results are comparable. However, for “real-life” optimization, much more advanced

Table 2 Test cases used for
evaluation of performance on
HANA

Name SQLScript
[ms]

JavaScript
[ms]

R (on R server)
[ms]

AFIRO 35 47 210

SC50B 58 118 633

SC50A 52 102 668

SC105 240 652 4,646

SC205 2,186 6,152 33,945

AGG3 5,587 17,482 102,674

AGG2 6,943 22,548 138,016
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algorithms would be used. Professional optimization packages usually employ a
dual simplex method and specific techniques to handle sparse matrices. Therefore,
in addition we also wanted to find out how far the simple primal algorithm is away
from a more efficient solution. The test problems were also solved with a dual
simplex method used in the lpSolve package. The last column of Table 3 shows the
results. Obviously, approaches for real-life solutions should employ more advanced
techniques than the one used in our tests.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

The work reported in this paper is research-in-progress, and the results obtained so
far are inconclusive. We were able to identify certain factors that influence the
performance of numeric algorithms—such as the simplex algorithm for linear
optimization—and need further investigation.

Surprisingly, the most native language supported by HANA, SQLScript, per-
formed fairly well, although it is not a primary language for numeric problem
solving. The performance of R was rather disappointing up to this point. The
negative effect of data transfer to an external server seems to overlay all efficient
array handling built into R.

The next steps in our research will be to work on the factors that positively or
negatively influence the performance. For example, different effects are likely to
occur when techniques for sparse matrices are employed. Up to now, all zeros were
explicitly stored, as they are part of the simplex tableau. However, in larger opti-
mization problems, where the majority of the coefficients are zero, only non-zero
coefficients need to be stored. This will reduce the time needed to read the coef-
ficients from the input table and thus speed up the HANA-based versions.

In particular, the SQLScript version will benefit because most of its performance
loss with increasing problem size is due to reading large amounts of data (i.e.
zeros). The R version will also benefit from reading fewer data and all the more so
from sending smaller amounts of data to the external R server. However, it is

Table 3 Test cases used for
evaluation of performance on
a local PC

Name Java
[ms]

R (basic simplex)
[ms]

R (lpSolve)
[ms]

AFIRO 42 31 3

SC50B 134 284 4

SC50A 147 318 3

SC105 286 2,344 6

SC205 530 19,579 17

AGG3 945 39,189 34

AGG2 1,296 47,263 35
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doubtful whether this effect can make up for its slow performance compared with
SQLScript.

With reference to our initial questions—is optimization inside HANA feasible
and is this approach better than optimization outside?—, the answer to the first
question is “yes”. The second question still needs to be investigated. In further
research, we plan to create and test solutions that invoke efficient methods from
external optimization packages such as Cplex, and compare these solutions with the
solutions developed inside HANA.

For SAP, it might be worth considering to enhance HANA by more efficient
native programming languages than SQLScript and R. With appropriate languages,
optimization can definitely be provided inside HANA. This approach promises
much better performance than solutions outside HANA, because it would strongly
benefit from the built-in power of HANA.
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Fact-Based Declarative Business Rule
Modeling for the Static and Dynamic
Perspectives in ERP Applications

Peter Bollen

Abstract The fact-based approach (NIAM, ORM, FCO-IM, CogNIAM) provides
modeling constructs for the data- and process-oriented perspectives for domain
business rules for ERP requirements determination. The event perspective in
business rule modeling has been given less emphasis in the fact-based research
community. In this paper we will define a number of modeling constructs that allow
us to model ‘event-perspective’ business rule semantics in a declarative way that
builds on the existing fact-based modeling constructs for business rules in the data
and process perspectives.

1 Introduction

In most, if not all ERP projects there is a need for capturing the initial user
requirements (business rules). In this article we will focus on the business rule
modeling constructs in the fact-based approach for the the behaviour-oriented
perspective or event perspective. The definition of business rules in the literature
ranges from: ‘business rules are defined as statements about how the business is
done…’ [1, p. 147] to: ‘business rules specify action on the occurrence of particular
business events.’ [2, p. 701].

The fact-based approach contains a small set of very powerful modeling con-
structs that enable analysts to precisely model the data perspective for an appli-
cation subject area as fact types (fact business rules [3, p. 56]) and population
(transition) constraints (constraint business rules [3, p. 56]) using a methodology
that includes a validation process for the in-between modeling results. Some dia-
lects in the fact-based approach (ORM [4], CogNIAM [5, 6]) have introduced
modeling constructs for the process perspectives like derivation rules (derivation
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business rules [3, p. 56]) and exchange rules [5]. In this article we will define
fact-based modeling constructs and methodology for the behaviour-oriented or
event perspective that will enable analysts to better validate the modeling outcome
for this perspective.

2 The Information and Process Perspectives in Fact-Based
Modeling

2.1 The Insurance Application Subject Area

The running example in this article, is a ‘scaled-down’ part of an insurance
application process of a fictive insurance company INSUR. INSUR provides a large
number of insurances for individual clients and businesses. Among these different
types of insurance types are car and health insurance. The insurance application can
be described as follows. An individual request for an insurance policy of a specific
type is directed at INSUR. Depending upon client’s credibility status it is decided to
accept or reject the applicant’s request. The acceptance criterion is as follows. If the
client has at least one order rating in the past that is bad, the application will be
rejected.

An excerpt of the list of definitions for the verbs, entity- and value types for the
application domain is provided (definition business rules [3, p. 56]) in Fig. 1 [7].
Figure 2 shows the content of the fact-based conceptual schema that consists of fact
type diagrams, fact type forms, ground facts and the instances of the population
state constraints. We note in Fig. 3 how the derivation rule pre-condition references
the object types that are specified in the process argument and possibly references
the instances of the (ingredient) fact types that must be contained in the application
information base. We note that the derivation rule post-condition specifies what the
result will be of the execution of the derivation rule, whenever the pre-condition
evaluates to true. We note that the create operator tells us that the fact instance that
will be ‘created’ has subsequently to be inserted to the application’s information
base. The created fact will be added to the information base when the conceptual
information processor (CIP) [8, p. 35] accepts the transaction1 in terms of infor-
mation base consistency. If the projected information base after the proposed insert
transaction violates the application’s conceptual schema (information model) a
created fact will not be added to the application’s information base. The rule-body
of the derivation rule contains the explicit derivation logic that ’computes’ the value
(s) for the ‘derived’ role for the fact instance(s) that will be created and proposed to
the information base.

1We distinguish insert, update and delete transaction types on the information base [5]. We will
further refer to these transaction types as exchange rules [5, 6].
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The rule-body has a name of itself, implying that the same rule-body can be
contained in more than one derivation rule. This allows for declarative derivation
rule logic.

List of definitions for operations management subject: Insurance application
Insurance Application a request from an outside actor to the INSUR insurance company 

requesting to consider issuing an insurance policy
Application Code a unique signification for an [Insurance Application] that enables us to 

identify a specific [Insurance Application] within the set of all [Insurance 
Application]s within the context of the insurance organization INSUR.

Customer an individual that has or is planning to perform an [Insurance Application]
Customer Code a unique signification for a [Customer] that enables us to identify a 

specific [Customer] within the set of all [Customer]s within the context of 
the INSUR insurance organization.

Fig. 1 Excerpt from list of definitions

ApplicationCode InsuranceApplicationInsuranceTypeName Customer

C1 C2c9
C12, C13

C10

C10

C12,C15 C11

InsuranceApplication InsuranceCustomerInsuranceType

Ft2 Ft3Ft1
12346934
95748365
23753930

12346934
95748365

12346934
95748365
23753930

12346934
95748365
23753930

Car
Legal

2: within the set of all insurance
    applications the applicationcode
  <ApplicationCode> identifies a
 specific insurance application

1: within the set of all insurance
    types the insurance type name
         <InsuranceTypeName>
   identifies a specific insurance type

3: The Insurance Application <InsuranceApplication>
     is initiated by Customer <Customer>

1500
2512
2512

1500
2512
3645

1500
2512
3645

InsuranceApplication OrderRating

C4
C14 C5:{bad, good}

Ft6

6: The Insurance Application <InsuranceApplication> 
          has an Order Rating <OrderRating>

bad
good

CustomerCode

C3
C11

Customer

Ft4

4: within the set of all customers the
   customer code  <CustomerCode>
   identifies a specific Customer

InsuranceApplication InsuranceType

C6
C13 C15

ApplicationType ApplicationOrderRating

Ft5

5: The Insurance Application <InsuranceApplication>
    is for an insuarnce of the Insurance Type 
     <InsuranceType>

car
car
car

Customer CredibilityStatus

C7

C8:{credible, 
not-credible}

CustomerCredibility

Ft7

7:      The Customer <Customer> has a 
    current Credibility Status <CredibilityStatus>

non-credible
credible
credible

C14

Dr1

Dr1: {CredibilityStatus (OrderRating)}

Fig. 2 Fact-based conceptual schema and example information base using CogNIAM graphical
conventions

Dr1:  Derive credibility status <(arg1: customer)> 
IF There exists an instance of  Ft3   SUCH THAT FT3.customer = ‘arg1’  
AND There exists at least one instance of Ft6  (where ‘FT6.insuranceapplication’ is SUCH THAT 

there exist an instance  of  Ft3 SUCH that Ft3.customer =’ arg1’ )  [pre-condition] 
THEN Create an instance of fact type Ft7 SUCH THAT Ft7.customer= ‘arg1’ 
AND         Ft7.credibilitystatus=  DRbody1     [post-condition] 
DRbody1:=  IF there exists at least one instance of Ft6 SUCH THAT Ft6.orderrating = ‘bad’ 

THEN ‘ not credible’  
ELSE   ‘credible’

                                                                                 [rule body] 

Fig. 3 Derivation rule DR1 with explicit pre- and post conditions and rule body
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3 The Event-Condition-Action (ECA) Modeling
Constructs in Fact-Based Modeling

Although the execution of the derivation rule is constrained by the pre-conditions
and post-conditions, there still remain degrees of freedom with respect to when and
in what sequence these derivation rules or exchange rules can be executed. The
application event description of a subject area, therefore is needed, to specify when
the instances of derivation rules from the conceptual schema will be executed.
These ‘rule’ executions will be triggered by events. For example the occurrence of
an event instance that an insurance application is created will ‘trigger’ the
derivation rule: derive customer credibility:

ON insurance application is created
THEN derive customer credibility

After the customer has applied for an insurance policy and the customer cred-
ibility has been determined, the insurance application will either be accepted or
rejected. The event ‘insurance application is created’ can be considered a ‘database
event’ [9], ‘data event’ [10, p. 260] or ‘an event based on data sources’ [11, p. 13]
since it coincides with the addition of a fact instance (of fact type Ft2 in Fig. 2) into
the information base (or change in the information base state in general). These
types of events can be easily ‘verbalized’ by using the sentence group verbalization
template in the CogNIAM information model (see Fig. 2). For example inserting a
fact instance of Ft3 in which Ft3.insuranceapplication=‘12346934’ and
Ft3.customer=‘1500’ can be verbalized as:

The fact: ‘insurance application with application code 12346934 is
initiated by customer with customer code 1500’ is inserted into the
information base.

In terms of verbalizing this ‘database event’we can potentially distinguish among
two ‘event object types’, namely customer and insurance application. We can
further group the former verbalization of events and qualify them into the event type.

Definition 1. An event type is a class of events in the application subject area, each
of these events can lead to the execution of one or more derivation rules.

In order to make a distinction into fact types and event types we will model the
‘role(s)’ in an event type as event argument(s). The object type that plays such a
role in an event type in principle is defined in the same way as the object type in the
information perspective. In the case of ‘external event types’ such a specific object
type that is defined in an event type, however, does not necessarily have to be
defined in the application information model of that subject area. We will now
formalize the object types of the event type by structuring these(is) object type(s)
into the event type argument set. We will derive the set of arguments for the event
type by classifying and qualifying a significant set of verbalizations of event
instances, for example:
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An insurance application with application code 257892 is created.
An insurance application with application code 257893 is created.

This will result in the following event type and its argument set:

Insurance application created (arg1: insurance application2)

Definition 2. An event type argument set of a given event type specifies all object
types, instances of which should be supplied at the occurence of an event instance
of the event type.

An event can start the execution of a derivation rule or exchange rule (in some
cases) under (a) condition(s) on the information base. In the population constraints
from the application information model we have modeled the ‘invariant’ business
rules that must hold for every information base state. For example the business rule
that states that every insurance application must state the insurance type. In the
pre-condition of the derivation rule(s), the business rules are modeled that specify
what ingredient fact instances should be available in order to ‘compose’ or ‘derive’
the resulting fact instance(s) in the derivation rule [12, p. 1519]. In the event
perspective we will model the business rules that contain the knowledge under what
condition (on the application information base) an event of an event type will
trigger a specific derivation rule or exchange rule.

Example extension:
In the business subject area for the insurance application it is decided to have

the credibility checked not only when an insurance application is created but also
on a yearly basis for existing customers.

The new event description for the insurance application example will look as
follows:
ON E1: insurance application is created (arg1:

insuranceapplication)
THEN derive customer credibility (arg1:customer)
ON E2: new day (arg1: date, arg2: month)
IF C1: (E2.arg1 = ‘1’ AND E2.arg2 = ‘january’)
THEN FOR ALL customers in Ft3.customer

derive customer credibility (arg1:customer)

The verbalization of these event dynamics is as follows:

E1: If the insurance type for the insurance application is created then the credibility of
its customer must be derived
E2: If a new day begins and that day is January 1st then the credibility of every customer
must be derived

2It is sufficient to only denote the object type in the event argument. The accompanying naming
convention for the object type is captured in the fact-based information diagram (see Fig. 2 for this
example).
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We can see that there exist two different types of events that can lead to the
execution of (different) instances of the same derivation rule (in this case the
derivation rule derive customer credibility). In this example events of two different
event types will lead to the triggering of the same derivation rule. When an event
instance of the first event type (E1) (e.g. An insurance application with application
code 257892 is created) occurs the derivation rule will be ‘triggered’ uncondi-
tionally. When an instance of a ‘pure event source’ [1, p. 13] occurs, e.g. the event
type E2 (e.g. A new day with a date having datecode 15 and a month with
monthname January) occurs a guard condition exists that will only allow those
event instances to trigger whose argument values fulfill the guard condition. The
latter model of event execution can be considered a general case of an
event-condition-action or ECA rule [13, p. 16, 14, pp. 139–140] [15, p. 137].

A guard condition acts as a constraint for the execution of a derivation rule or
exchange rule that is ‘triggered’ by a specific event.

The verbalization of the above ECA rule is as follows:

If the insurance type for the insurance application is created and the insurance appli-
cation is a car insurance then the credibility of its customer must be determined.

We note that the guard condition type in this example can be instantiated into a
guard condition on the information base as follows:

Example

Event type insurance application created (arg1:insuranceapplication)
Event instance insurance application created (arg1: ‘257892’)

Under the condition that the type of insurance is ‘car insurance’, this event should
lead to the execution of the following derivation rule: derive customer credibility
(arg1: customer). A different event occurence of the same type is insurance
application created (arg1: “257892”). Because the type of this insurance applica-
tion is not a car insurance, the event occurence should not lead to the execution of
the credibility checking derivation rule(s). In most business application areas it is
possible to specify these conditions on a type level: “If an insurance application is
created for a car insurance the customer must have a positive credibility rating.” A
condition (or condition instance) of the aforementioned condition type is:

If an insurance application 257892 is created then customer 064567 must have a positive
credibility rating.

The above example illustrates that the instantiation values for the event type can
be used in this case for the instantiation of a condition on the information base:
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ON E1:insurance application created(arg1=‘257892’)
IF C2:Ft5.insurancetype = ‘car’(where Ft5.

insuranceapplication=’257892’)
THEN DR1: derive customer credibility (arg1=’064567’)

Definition 3. A guard condition is a proposition on the information base.
Example

c1 : 9 f2EXT FT1ð Þ f :\r2[ ¼ 0 Piet0½ �

The proposition in the guard condition can contain a reference to one or more
instances of the event argument.

3.1 The Impulse Mapper

In many cases the derivation rules are executed under responsibility of different user
groups in the same organization or different organizations. We will call the effect of
an event occurence into the execution of one derivation rule or exchange rule
(eventually under a condition on the information base) an impulse (instance). It is
this definition of an impulse that allows us to look at an impulse as a specific type of
‘business constraint’ (see the discussion in [16, pp. 112–113]) and does not have to
worry about run-time implementation issues like code generation [17], message
sending [18, p. 132] and software components (e.g. event handler [19]). Events that
do not have the potential to ‘trigger’ derivation rules or exchange rules are not
relevant for the description of the behavioural perspective in a given application
subject area [20, p. 3]. We can now classify all impulses that have the same event
type, the same derivation rule or exchange rule and the same condition type into a set
of impulse instances that belong to the same impulse type. An impulse type contains
an event type, a guard condition type, and a derivation rule or exchange rule.

A construct in the event perspective is now introduced that enables us to derive
the instantiation value for the derivation rule- or exchange rule argument in an
impulse whenever the values of the event type argument set are known. This is the
construct of an impulse mapper which is a mechanism that encodes the business
rules in the subject area that specify how a derivation rule or exchange rule is
instantiated when an event occurs and the condition on the information base is
satisfied.

Definition 4 An impulse mapper is a construct that transforms values of event type
arguments and fact instances from the application information base into instantia-
tion values for the argument set(s) for the derivation rule or exchange rule that will
be instantiated in the impulse.
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The verbalization of the impulse type (including impulse mapper) in Fig. 4 is as
follows:

If the insurance type for the insurance application is created and the insurance appli-
cation is a car insurance then the credibility of the customer who has applied for the
insurance must be determined.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a set of fact-based business rule modeling constructs
for the event perspective in an application subject area. We have thereby explicitly
referenced the application conceptual schema for the models in the data and process
perspectives. The basic modeling construct for the behavioral perspective is the
event (type). The event type interacts with the data perspective in the form of the
impulse-condition, and subsequently it interacts with the process-oriented per-
spective by referencing the derivation rule(s) or exchange rule(s) that must be
executed whenever the impulse-condition is true. The fact-based application con-
ceptual schema (or information model), the application process base and the
application event description in combination constitute the collection of business
rules for an application subject area. The partial business rule models for these
perspectives, thereby easily map to implementation models, e.g. relational tables,
integrity constraints, stored procedures, methods, database triggers, messages
without sacrificing conceptual clarity.

Application 
Information 
Base

Impulse mapper for It1:
‘Dr1.arg1:=Ft2.R2 
(where Ft2.R1=’E1.arg1’) 

 E1:
Insurance

application
created

(arg1:application)

 C1: 
Ft4.R1= 'car'

(where 
Ft4.R2=

'E1.arg1'))

P1
Derive  

Customer credibility   
(arg1:customer)

It1
Fig. 4 Impulse type and
impulse mapper
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Towards a Concept for Enterprise
Systems Landscape Testing

Johannes Keckeis, Michal Dolezel and Michael Felderer

Abstract In this paper, a concept towards productive enterprise systems testing is
presented. Identified challenges, including research gaps derived from literature, are
discussed. These challenges and research gaps can initially be confirmed based on
results of the herein presented survey analysis. Hence, a concept of an enterprise
systems landscape is proposed and combined to the ERP testing stage model.

Keywords Enterprise resource planning � Enterprise systems � Enterprise systems
landscape � Testing � ERP testing � Enterprise systems testing � Software testing �
Survey � Quality assurance � Software quality

1 Introduction

In today’s organizations, ERP systems are an essential and critical part of opera-
tional business. Conventional wisdom defines ERP systems as commercial,
off-the-shelf (COTS), i.e. packaged software [1, 12]. In contrast to custom-build
enterprise software, packaged software is often considered to be thoroughly tested
by vendors. However, such a paradigm is problematic at least for two reasons. First,
in today’s complex and integrated enterprise worlds, full confidence in vendors’
testing process may unexpectedly result in eye-opening moments [13]. Second,
ERP systems must often be tailored to specific needs of individual customers.
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In these situations, appropriate testing processes, assuring adequate testing of
customized parts, must be established by the customer or by a 3rd party.

Recent software engineering research has emerged the topics and concepts of
software ecosystems as an emerging and novel topic [4, 10]. In principle, ERP
systems development is an example of activity conducted within the frame of these
software ecosystems. Software ecosystem can be defined as “set of [software]
businesses functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared market” [10].

But how does the reality of software ecosystems change software testing of
enterprise software? In traditional software development models, the majority of
testing activities are performed by the software vendor. However, if a system had to
be customized for individual needs by a 3rd party, the vendor usually does not
warrant correct functional transactions. Some Vendors even discourage customizing
practice at source-code level. Thus it can be stated that these ERP customizations
“challenge some of the most basic assumptions of software engineering” [3],
because development practices substantially differ from standard development
approaches when a system is built from scratch. This also applies to testing.

Unfortunately, current research literature neither presents adequate empirical
evidence how these ERP-related software processes are executed in real organi-
zations, nor provides conceptual guidelines for these challenges. We argue that in
the end, when enterprise systems go live, their quality is often poor as testing is
done inadequately. This is also a matter of missing systematic approaches and a
missing concept for this type of testing. Therefore, our aim in this paper is to
provide necessary conceptual background concepts as well as initial results from
our survey focused on ERP testing, in order to face issues in this area.

2 Enterprise Systems Engineering

According to SWEBOK’s [8] adopted definition of software engineering, the field
encompasses “the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to
the development, operation, and maintenance of software; that is, the application of
engineering to software.” This definition points out that all three areas, i.e. software
development, operation and maintenance, should be equally presented in the field
as its key themes. We however argue that the field is currently predominated mainly
by software development topics, especially in the context different from typical
enterprise software setting. In this paper, we further examine consequences of this
fact on the problem area of packaged software testing, especially testing in orga-
nizational context and business processes.

In recent two decades, packaged software (COTS software) has gained growing
importance in organizations of all sizes due to various reasons, e.g. costs, risks,
time-to-market, “best of breed” strategies. “In fact, the trend for more than a
decade has been for midsized and larger organizations to purchase (or lease, often
from a service provider) application packages rather than custom develop their
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own solutions with in-house IS personnel, whenever it is feasible and cost beneficial
to do so” [2].

However, in reality the situation is not as straightforward as presented in IS
textbooks like the one referenced above where software is either completely
packaged or completely custom-build. In reality, implemented software resides
somewhere in between those extremes. For example, packaged ERP systems are
often subject to customer-specific modifications due to multiple reasons.

While in the past, “the alternative to reengineering, customizing ERP source
code to meet unique organizational needs, … [was] unacceptable even where
possible” [7] for many enterprises, nowadays the situation seems more ambiguous.
Many enterprises have already recognized that business process reengineering—
forced by implementation of packaged ERP software—is not a universal treatment
for their illnesses, and that reasonable amount of customization/tailoring of an ERP
package can be a reasonable demand. Thus, ERP customization/tailoring became an
important topic for the industry. Dittrich et al. [3] recently performed a survey of
ERP customization practices. They found three categories of ERP customization
activities: (1) simply customizations involving changes in reports, (2) mid-size
customization involving an enhancement of existing system functionality, and
(3) development of new add-ons in form of so-called verticals which represent
“independent complementary functionalities with a limited interface to the standard
system”. In their research activities, they identified testing as one of key corner-
stones for successful ERP implementation when customization is involved.
Similarly, in another seminal paper related to ERP tailoring [1], several tailoring
types were identified.

3 ERP Testing

For some people, (re)-testing of packaged software may seem controversial. “A
common perception held by many people is that since a vendor developed the
software, much of the testing responsibility is carried by the software vendor.
However, people are learning that as they buy and deploy COTS-based systems, the
test activities are not necessarily reduced, but shifted to other types of testing not
seen on some in-house developed systems” [13]. So, at least in the enterprise
systems environment the nature of testing is changing due to customization of
COTS and need for their integration. Testing should not be omitted, not even for
software already tested by vendors, and Rice argues that new “types” of testing are
emerging.

When considering evolving operational context of a software system beyond
traditional development activities, system life cycle [9] can serve as a tool for
conceptualization of respective phases. In software engineering area, SWEBOK
understands software development life cycle (SDLC) as an integrated set of pro-
cesses concentrated around software development activities. That above all means
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to put a software system into organizational context in which this software system
is going to operate.

Software customization for enterprise systems is mostly done in two ways: Code
changes are implemented in isolated parts of the system or they are being “sliced
into the standard code”. According to Dittrich et al. [3], testing of tailored ERP is
very challenging, especially when customization has been done by the second
method. In such cases, code changes which were “sliced into the standard code” can
jeopardize existing functionality. That in fact implies that customization providers
should care also about regression testing of potentially impacted standard func-
tionality. But such complex testing is rarely an option under given circumstances.
Furthermore, it would impose the necessity of considering various data and con-
figuration modes. Therefore, reality shows that the scope of testing often “depends
on the customer’s willingness to pay for the extra effort.”

4 Testing in ERP Projects

In this section, we present first results and trends of the state of the art analysis of
(end user conducted) testing in ERP projects. Based on that analysis, two aspects in
ERP testing are investigated: the system and technical perspective on the one hand
as well as the business perspective of ERP testing on the other hand. The setting
and methodology of the questionnaire is documented in chapter [5]. The number of
responses per question (sample size is max. 97) is provided in the caption of each
diagram.

4.1 End User Specific ERP-System Modifications

Figure 1 presents the usage of different system types; 81.44 % of all used systems in
our sample are vendor-provided ERP systems and 18.56 % of the used ERP sys-
tems are in-house developed systems. In-house developed systems are self-/indi-
vidual developed ERP systems.

Figure 2 shows different areas of possible modifications and the average across
all modifications. Figure 2 additionally differs by whom the modification was
implemented. Based on our survey, in total (sum external and internal), on average
of over 70 % of all ERP customers employ a modified ERP system. This cir-
cumstance is interesting because in total over 80 % of all quoted systems are
vendor-provided COTS and only 18.56 % are in-house developed systems (see
Fig. 1).

Taking main modifications into account, in total (sum of in-house and externally
performed) 88.66 % of the end users modified their systems via customizing and
parametrization. Over 80 % modify documents and reports.
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Focusing on “software-development-driven” modifications, 80.41 % imple-
mented new processes/applications and 76.29 % adapted existing processes in the
used ERP systems. It is also interesting, that over 80 % modified the used ERP
systems concerning interfaces to other systems.

Figure 3 shows the three “software-development-driven” reasons, why end users
modify ERP systems. 57.73 % modified their ERP system due to missing func-
tionalities. Besides the missing functionalities, 57.73 % of the respondents had to
modify the ERP system due to missing or insufficiently implemented interfaces to
other systems. Finally, 51.55 % of modifications are based on newly developed
requirements which accrued during the implementation phase (see Figs. 4 and 5).

Figure 6 shows the satisfaction with modifications. The satisfaction level differs
depending on the modification type. On average, 55.36 % of all end users are either
satisfied or very satisfied with their modification. If we focus on the degree of
satisfaction it can be seen, that on average 21.24 % are very satisfied and 34.12 %

Fig. 1 System type; N = 97

Fig. 2 System modifications; N = 97
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Fig. 3 Reasons for modification; N = 97

Fig. 4 Modifications satisfaction; N = 97

Fig. 5 Test types; N = 41
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are satisfied with the modifications. Focusing on the satisfaction with “software-
development-driven” modifications, it can be concluded that 63.92 % are happy
with the development of new processes/applications and 57.73 % are happy with
the adaption of existing processes. 68.04 % are “happy” with the modifications on
interface level.

4.2 Test Types

In this section, we investigate the used test types. In Fig. 5 the used test types are
presented in detail. Interface tests are performed by 78.05 % (sum of always and
usually) of all participants. Hence, we conclude that nearly 80 % use and work with
a multitude of integrated systems. Migrations tests are conducted by 56.10 %.

4.3 Test Management

In this section, we present the results due to test management. As illustrated in
Fig. 6, test processes are used by 78.08 % (sum of mentioned test processes).
Nearly 37 % use a spontaneous defined test process due to agile software devel-
opment. 16.03 % of the participants use self-defined test processes.
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Fig. 6 Defined test process; N = 73
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The usage of general testing guidelines is illustrated in Fig. 7. It reveals that
39.73 % do not use guidelines, 41.10 % use testing guidelines depending on the
project; and 15.07 % always use guidelines.

4.4 Test Tools

In this section we focus on the usage of test tools in ERP projects. The results are
presented in Fig. 8. It can be observed that the usage of test tools is not that
common in ERP projects since 54.39 % do not use test tools at all. Only 26.32 %
use test tools in some of their projects.

Fig. 7 Usage of general testing guidelines; N = 73

Fig. 8 Test tools; N = 57
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4.5 Test Reports

In this section we focus on test reports, the quality of test cases and bug fixing.
First, we present the results of how bugs are documented.

94.59 % (sum informal, form based and database documentation) of all identi-
fied bugs are documented as pointed out in Fig. 9. This indicates that documen-
tation of the bugs is very important. 43.24 % of all bugs are documented informally,
33.78 % via a bug database and 17.57 % via forms.

The effectiveness of the test cases is illustrated in Fig. 10. 58.11 % evaluate the
effectiveness of the used test cases as high (most bugs are identified) and 5.41 % as
very high (nearly all bugs are identified). Hence, we can conclude, that the quality
of the used test cases seems to be ok. 27.03 % quote that the effectiveness of the
used test cases is moderate (some bugs are identified).

The quality of bug fixing seems to be also very high as shown in Fig. 11.
70.27 % quote, that after deployment of the fix, only a few bugs are still present. It
is interesting, that 16.21 % (sum of some and fatal bugs and too much fatal bugs) of
the bugs are not well corrected.

5 Enterprise Systems Landscape Testing

As shown in Fig. 2, over 80 % modified their ERP systems in order to implement
interfaces to other systems. Thus it can be concluded that the majority of end users
employ at least one additional software system besides their ERP system. We define
these bundles (minimum two) of systems as an enterprise systems landscape. These

Fig. 9 Bug report; N = 74
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different systems are for example financial accounting, ERP, warehousing, and
many more.

Before we present an abstract concept of an enterprise systems landscape, we
provide an excursion to three different systems types (see Fig. 12) including a focus
in the testing domain.

Excursion

The development of new functionalities and/or code changes are usually not per-
formed in one single system [12] but rather on a multitude of connected systems.

Fig. 10 Effectiveness of test cases; N = 74

Fig. 11 Bugs after deployment; N = 744
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Figure 12 schematically presents three system-types and the flow of software
logistics to transport these developments and code changes.

1. Reference System (Core)

A reference system (core system) represents one COTS (packaged software) and
is developed, tested, deployed and provided by software-vendors and depicts a core
system. There are no organizational specifics (end-user-specific) tailored or
customized.

2. Reference System (Adapted)

The adapted reference system represents one COTS and is developed, tested,
deployed and provided by software-vendors (often implementation-partners) and
depicts a core system. Adapted reference systems are usually extended reference
systems (core systems). Such extensions often are:

(1) verticals and/or
(2) branch-specific-modifications and extensions/expansions and/or
(3) new (e.g. vertical and/or branch-specific) functionalities.

There are no organizational specifics (end-user-specifics). We also address such
systems as ‘reference system’.

3. Productive System

A productive system represents one COTS. We define productive systems as
extended reference systems (or adapted). Such extensions often are:

(1) Organizational-specific customizing and parametrization
(2) Organizational-specific modifications
(3) Organizational-specific expansions
(4) Organizational-specific new functionalities.

Productive systems are organizational (customer/end user) specific and contain
all organizational extensions. These systems are often linked via interfaces to other

Fig. 12 System types and
software logistic
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software systems, process live data and business processes. Hence, productive
systems are operational systems on customer side, to process live data and business
processes

Enterprise Systems Landscape Testing

In general, ERP manufacturers, vendors, and implementation partners focus solely
on testing their new developments, improvements, and changes within their pro-
vided core systems (reference and adapted systems).

End users however, focus on testing productive systems within their individual,
customer-specific enterprise systems landscapes. ERP systems are usually the most
essential system within an enterprise systems landscape. This bundle of different
enterprise systems is usually end-user-specific and the set of systems usually
interoperates via interfaces. Figure 13 presents an abstract structure of an enterprise
systems landscape.

Based on customer-specific requirements and business processes, relevant cus-
tomization, adaption/modification, migration, and integration steps are defined for
each system.

Thus, it can be concluded that the testing approach of end users is different to the
testing approach of vendors, because end users focus on the business perspective
and their specific bundle of different systems within an enterprise systems landscape
while vendors focus on new functionalities and adaptions based on their software
development road map.

This means that the end user test process has to be extended from a single
enterprise system to an integrative enterprise systems landscape test process
including the end user specific organizational context and the usage of different
productive enterprise systems.

This end-user-centric-view distinguishes different project—and/or adjustment
types we identified in the literature and as a result of the survey:

• Implementation Project: Implementation of a new enterprise system including
integration in the existing/new enterprise systems landscape

Fig. 13 Enterprise system landscape
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• Adaption/Modification Project: Adaption/Modification of new/existing func-
tionalities including integration in the enterprise systems landscape

• Migration Project: Migration to a new enterprise system including integration in
the enterprise systems landscape.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a concept towards enterprise systems landscape testing.
In general, the SWEBOK knowledge area seems to omit the context in which
testing is performed. For example, the area of systems integration testing is covered
by a SWEBOK’s statement in following manner. “External interfaces to other
applications, utilities, hardware devices, or the operating environments are also
usually evaluated at this [i.e. system] level. “Unfortunately, no further guidelines in
this direction are provided by SWEBOK and the problem of application landscape
(or enterprise systems landscape) testing, i.e. testing “the entirety of all business
applications and their relationships in an organization”, is unclear although one has
several reasons to believe that this type of testing can be considered as a key success
factors in the domain of enterprise application integration [cf. 6]. The influence of
operational and organizational environment is only briefly discussed in Software
Requirements and Software Maintenance in SWEBOK’s knowledge areas. So, we
can conclude that regarding testing in a unique organizational context (including
customization testing of enterprise systems), there is a serious research gap in
current SE/IS literature. This gap could potentially be bridged by research, probing
into specific issues of testing, in the ERP integration domain. However,
testing-specific research seems to be very scarce [11].

Our first analysis of the survey provides an initial confirmation of this research
gap. The first results and trends presented in the state of the art analysis exhibit that
testing in ERP projects is important to end users because over 88 % of the
respondents modified their productive ERP system. Nearly 60 % of the respondents
had to modify the ERP system due to interfaces (to integrate the ERP system to
other systems). The survey also shows, that nearly 80 % perform interface tests.
Thus, we assume that most interfaces are developed customer-specific to integrate
their enterprise systems. Over 50 % identify missing functionalities during the
implementation process. Therefore one can conclude that identifying requirements
ex ante could be improved. Thus, a gap between the business-processes offered by
core systems and the customers’ business-processes seems to exist. “Software-
development-driven” modifications, like implementing or adapting existing func-
tionalities, and the interoperability via interfaces, are the main types and reasons for
modification.

A limitation to the validity of the presented results is the fact that the survey has
not been fully concluded yet. Therefore, we currently offer a preview of the state of
the art analysis based on identified tendencies.
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Future research will present a more profound analysis of state of the art of ERP
project testing once the data gathering and statistical analysis (including validation
of methods is concluded. Hence, we will be able to define the scope of the technical
and the business perspective of testing in ERP projects. Furthermore, we will
investigate other possible influences on the enterprise system landscape. Thus, we
will extend our research approach beside the technical perspective (interfaces) also
to the business perspective (business processes). We will also extend the
ERP-testing stage model presented in [5] with the concept of testing within
enterprise systems landscape.
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Part IV
Software Usability of ERP Systems



Measuring ERP Usability from the Users’
Perspective

Lukas Paa, Felix Piazolo, Kurt Promberger and Johannes Keckeis

Abstract Among several factors, satisfied users have a strong impact on a suc-
cessful implementation and operation of enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems. The software usability can contribute significantly to reduce the
necessary end user trainings and to raise the productivity and satisfaction of users.
Despite the awareness of the impact of the usability on the productivity of users
there still exists a lack of usability testing concerning ERP systems from software
providers and companies as customers. Gathered information of independent
evaluations of the usability of ERP systems can support the decision for or against
certain providers. This article gives some insight on how to measure usability from
the end users’ perspective, and also demonstrates first results conducted by a study
involving ERP system customers.
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1 Introduction

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems are known to be complex, extensive to
implement and difficult for end users to learn [1]. During the last two decades
enterprises, public management institutions and non-profit organizations spent a
huge amount of financial and personal resources on the implementation of ERP
systems. If the potential advertised by ERP providers really benefits the companies
highly depends on the effective use and the satisfaction of end users. That is why
lower complexity of the ERP system, simple adaptability of the user interface and
customized documentation of the software compose critical success factors [2].
Surprisingly companies rarely observe this aspect which forms a considerable
amount of their employee’s daily working routine [3]. “Usability is not a luxury but
a basic ingredient in software systems: People’s productivity and comfort relate
directly to the usability of the software they use” [4]. Therefore usability and end
user training are highly relevant aspects concerning the actual value an enterprise
system is able to create [5]. This study has its focus on the usability of ERP systems
and the different approaches to measure it.

1.1 The Term “Software Usability”

Usability describes the quality of interaction between the human and a human-made
object. This broad definition also includes software. The quality of interactive
software can be described by a vast variety of terms like handling, user friendliness,
ease of use and learnability [6]. Software usability describes the quality of the
interaction with the software experienced by the user. Technical aspects in this
context are only relevant as they have an impact on the use of the software [6]. So
instead of investigating the technical quality of the software, usability is concerned
with the effect on the working space as well as the impact on users. The software is
evaluated concerning the fulfilment of requirements and reliability. ISO defines
usability as “The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified
context of use.” DIN EN ISO 9241-11 uses efficiency (Are the deployed resources
in relation to the results?), effectiveness (Does the software enable the user to solve
his tasks?) and user satisfaction (Is the user satisfied with the results achieved with
support of the software?) as criteria to determine the usability of the software [7].

1.2 Benefits of Usability

An estimated amount of 20 % of working time spent on the PC are not productive
because of avoidable problems the user experiences [8]. Poorly designed software
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not only causes financial loss to the company applying the software, but also to
providers as they suffer from overcrowded support services and a loss of reputation.
In general the benefit of usability composes of three components: raise in pro-
ductivity, reduction of costs and higher competitiveness [9]. Software providers
confirm that the benefits of high usability outweigh the necessary costs to achieve it
by far. According to IBM every Euro spent in improvement of usability saves
between 10 € and 100 € [10]. This benefit justifies the huge share of the software
development budget usually reserved for aspects of better usability which are
estimated to rise from 10 % today up to 20 % in the future [9]. The value of
software usability, which demands for intense and costly development, which is
especially true for ERP-systems, is considerably high.

Higher usability from the customer and user perspective [6]

• increases learnability and thereby reduces training costs
• lowers errors conducted by users
• cuts support costs
• reduces maintenance expenses
• enhances user satisfaction
• raises the overall satisfaction by employees

Higher usability from the provider perspective [6]

• creates new ideas
• results in certainty of success
• enhances predictability
• lowers development costs
• reduces development time
• lowers costs of documentation
• attracts new customers
• increases image and loyalty
• bears advantages in marketing

For both parties, the software vendors and the software customers, an out-
standing usability can result in competitive advantages due to a more effective use
of the ERP system in operation.

2 Usability Testing

Usability testing defines the process of evaluation if the targeted usability is
achieved. Available methods can be categorized in interrogations, observations and
experiments as illustrated in Fig. 1. In 2006 researchers at the University of
Innsbruck developed a survey to measure the usability of ERP systems from the end
users’ perspective [6]. Existing measuring methods which are tested on validity and
comprehensibility like SUMI (Software Usability Measurement Inventory), SUS
(System Usability Scale), ErgoNorm and IsoMetrics were screened by the
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researchers. These will be presented in this paper in order to make the further
proceeding transparent.

2.1 Software Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI)

SUMI is an internationally standardized method to measure the perceived quality of
use (user satisfaction) of software [11, 12]. SUMI not only examines the perfor-
mance but also emotions of users towards the software [13]. The corresponding
survey consists of five dimensions, each of which is measured by ten items [13–17].
Considered dimensions are efficiency, affect, helpfulness, control and learnability.

The items are standardized with the option to answer with “agree”, “don’t know”
and “don’t agree”. Additionally there is a global scale, which consists of 25 of the
50 items, which represents the usability construct most accurately [18].

2.2 System Usability Scale (SUS)

SUS assumes that an overall perception of the software usability is sufficient [19]. It
utilizes ten items. Each item gets rated on a five point Likert scale. Following table
presents the items used to measure the software usability according to SUS
(Table 1).

Fig. 1 Categorization of methods to gather data for usability studies
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2.3 ErgoNorm

ErgoNorm aims at the detection of shortcomings concerning the usability in order
to enhance the quality of the software [20]. The items deployed in the ErgoNorm
testing procedure are designed according the DIN EN ISO 9241-10 [21]. The
process is divided in two parts: the subjective evaluation by users and a testing
procedure conducted by experts [21]. As a result there are 27 selected items, which
the user has to rate according to their relevance in a first step. In the second step the
user describes the task which has to be executed [20].

2.4 IsoMetrics

The survey corresponding to IsoMetrics consists of seven sub-scales with a total of
75 items. For each item the level of agreement and the subjective importance is
scanned. Additionally participants can specify examples which relate to the item.
IsoMetrics is mainly used for software evaluation from the user perspective and also
follows the DIN EN ISO 9241-10 [18, 22–26].

2.5 Usability Testing of ERP Systems

The analysis of the mentioned measuring methods led to an “ERP usability test”
with the dimensions emotion, software handling, efficiency, system support and
learnability which were examined by 53 five point Likert scale items. These are
derived from validated items of the existing surveys (Fig. 2).

Table 1 SUS

SUS items

I I think that I would like to use this system frequently

II I found the system unnecessarily complex

III I thought the system was easy to use

IV I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system

V I found the various functions in this system were well integrated

VI I thought there was too much inconsistency in the system

VII I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly

VIII I found the system very cumbersome to use

IX I felt very confident using the system

X I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system
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3 Investigation

The “ERP usability test” was created and introduced in 2006. Meanwhile several
surveys were conducted involving students and employees of companies gaining
data and information regarding one or two distinct ERP systems or intra-company
views on the running ERP system respectively ex-ante and ex-post evaluations
during implementation projects [6]. The new survey was tested and validated with
students at the University of Innsbruck who had to work with different ERP systems
during their studies [6]. For the presented study the ERP usability test was used to
evaluate the perceived usability from the perspective of users in companies working
with an ERP system. The questions themselves are used without any adaptions
except the change of the data collection method from a paper to an online survey.
The survey is divided in two parts. Part A is capturing general data of an organi-
sation. For example which ERP system is in use, how many users are working with
it and how long the implementation phase lasted. As this data is consistent with all
employees of one organisation, it had to be filled out only once per company. We
contacted CIOs and other people in charge for the ERP system in organisations and
invited them to fill out part A of the survey. They were furthermore asked to
forward a link to part B of the survey together with a code to enable the link
between data of all employees answering part B and the information the CIO
entered in part A. Part B of the survey consisted of demographic data (12 items) and
the ERP usability test itself. The five dimensions were queried by 7–13 items each
with a total of 53 items. Each item asked for the level of agreement (from “strongly
agree” to “don’t agree at all”) and the subjective importance (from “very important”
to “not important at all”) on a five point Likert scale. The survey was sent out to
organisations in southern Germany and Austria by email in August 2014 to 42.222
recipients. A reminder was sent out early September 2014.

Fig. 2 Approach to ERP usability testing
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4 Results

Until November 2014 102 end users (part B) of 74 organisations (part A) partici-
pated in the survey. Involved organisations are located in Austria and Germany, are
active in various sectors and have a broad range of different ERP systems in use. On
average participating organisations have 206 employees. As usual in Austria and
southern Germany most of them are small enterprises as demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Concerning the amount of ERP users per organisation we can observe an
imbalance in favour of less users, as illustrated in Fig. 4. 60 % of the users classify
themselves as key users, the remaining 40 % as end users.

In a first step we calculated the mean evaluation of the five dimensions of the
ERP usability test depending on the amount of users working with the system in the
investigated organizations. The value 1 represents “strongly agree” whereas 5
stands for “don’t agree at all”. The values of negatively expressed items were
converted. Therefore any value in Fig. 5 below 3 indicates a positive evaluation of
the specific dimension of the usability. Higher values illustrate a more critical
evaluation by users, which can be observed in particular for the dimensions
learnability (LEA) and system support (SYS) on average. Participants who work in
organizations with 11 up to 50 ERP users show the best evaluation of all dimen-
sions but LEA. The worst overall estimation of the usability can be observed by
participants who work in companies with 51–150 ERP users. As a trend we can
conclude, that participants of the two groups with less ERP users evaluate all five
dimensions of the usability higher than participants of the other groups.

In a second step we compared the results of the evaluation of the usability and
the subjective importance between the study conducted in 2006 [6] and the recent
data. In 2006 the respondents of the survey were students who had to work with
different ERP solutions for one semester during a lecture in contrast to users who
work with an ERP system at work. The results in Fig. 6 indicate that except for the
dimension system support (SYS) the evaluation of the usability is a lot more critical
by students in 2006.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

up to 9

10 to 49

50 to 249

more than 250

Fig. 3 Amount of employees
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the results in 2006 and 2014
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With respect to the number of participants the reason for this is not clear yet.
There might be a general positive development of the usability of ERP systems
within the last 8 years. But one can doubt that this is the only reason for the partly
significant differences in perceived usability. The difference in the two samples
concerning the length of experience with the system most likely affects the results,
as well as the purpose of the use of the system. Students have to work with the ERP
system to pass an exam whereas workers have to solve actual tasks in their own or
at least their company’s interest with support of the system.

Concerning the subjective importance we can observe that student respondents
estimated the relevance of the items of the dimensions learnability (LEA) and
system support (SYS) higher in comparison to the 2014 sample. The items of the
dimensions efficiency (EFF), software handling (SOF) and emotion (EMO) are
perceived slightly more important by participants in 2014.

In order to compare the evaluation of the overall usability for different ERP
systems we centralized the data by subtracting the mean of each value for the
usability and subjective importance. Figure 7 demonstrates the results, which are
not representative due to the limited amount of participants so far.

The evaluated usability in Fig. 7 is presented on the horizontal axis, the sub-
jective importance on the vertical one. The size of the bubbles represents the
amount of participants who evaluated the specified group of ERP systems. Due to
the number of participants we summarised data of participants who worked with the
same group of systems as demonstrated in Table 2. We are aware that different
versions within the same group may impose considerable differences in usability. In
the interest of clarity however, some evaluated systems have been aggregated into
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Fig. 7 Usability of different ERP system from the users’ perspective [27]
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one item labelled “group” in Table 2. The size of the bubbles indicates the amount
of participants who evaluated the represented group of systems. As listed in detail in
Table 2 the smallest bubbles represent two, the biggest one 21 evaluations. As we
used centralized data, the centre of the axes represents the mean value of all
evaluations. Bubbles positioned on the right side of the vertical axis therefore are
evaluated with a usability above average. Bubbles below the horizontal axis indi-
cate that surveyed users perceive the evaluation of the used items as less important
than the average participant.

5 Conclusion

Due to the large number of system providers as well as various systems and releases
in use a comparison of the perceived usability requires a huge amount of partici-
pants. The study demonstrates one approach to create and conduct a survey to

Table 2 List of evaluated systems

Group Version Amount

GUS OS Suite 5.3 21

OpenERP v7 5

6.1 1

Orlando Release 3.02 Build 461 1

Build 442 1

Sage Sage Classic Line 2015 4.5.0 2

SAGE ERP b7 Rel. 6.1 2

SAP SAP 6.0 EHP5 1

SAP ECC 6.0 EPH5 1

SAP 6 1

SAP 3 1

SAP ECC 6.0 700 1

SAP R/3 ECC 6.0 EHP 0 1

WorxSimply WorxSimply ERP 2014 v4.0.3.2 3

MS Dynamics Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 R2 15

Microsoft Navision 2013 2

infor:com infor:com 7.1 5

BMD BMD 5.5 2

BMD 2014.17.02.96 1

BMD NTSC 2014.17.02.113 1

FAKTMANN V2.2 2

MKS Goliath 4.82B 3

QUIX OFFICE 5.305 3
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measure the usability of ERP systems from the users’ perspective and presents first
results. Further data has to be collected to allow deeper analyses in upcoming
research as well as to provide representativeness. Especially since ERP systems and
their usability are relevant to the efficiency and effectiveness of end users’ work this
should be intensified.
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Part V
Business Intelligence Strategy



Impacts of SAP HANA on Business
Intelligence (BI) Strategy Formulation

Eva-Maria Furtner, Harald Wildhölzl, Norbert Schlager-Weidinger
and Kurt Promberger

Abstract Many organizations are still focusing their BI activities solely on
reporting (descriptive analytics). Since reports inherently provide information that
just results in reactive measures rather than proactive and innovative actions, the
outcome frequently implicate competitive disadvantage through slower discovery
of insights, slower reaction times, and decreased abilities to effectively steer the
company. Hence, the usage of BI technologies in companies should be expanded up
to a point where business users are able to understand “Why” a business event is
happening, instead of just receiving an answer on “What” has happened [1, 2]. With
an effective and efficient BI environment, organizations are able to increase the
value of the business sustainably [3].

1 Introduction and Background

Many companies cannot rely on their reporting and planning systems because they
contain multiple sources of truth. Business analysts are often gathering and pro-
cessing data instead of analysing data because of data quality problems or unclear
business logic. Reasons include the organic growth of a company, BI strategy that
is not aligned with corporate strategy or too little investment in BI toolsets. In order
to realize the objective of a single point of truth, a transparent business logic, a
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strategically aligned management control process and a BI roadmap has to be set
up. These points take into consideration the three dimensions of people, processes
and technology.

2 Business Intelligence

If businesses are able to reach this level of maturity in their BI environment, they
are able to get to the root of the trouble when problems occur or when the business
environment and external requirements change. Consequently, in order to create
value for a business, a BI environment has to achieve a level of excellence where
the different aspects and parts of a company are aligned and run smoothly. The term
“BI Excellence” describes the combined and comprehensive elaboration of strategy,
people, processes, and technologies with the overall goal of creating impact, value,
and effectiveness in the business [4]. A comprehensive approach of strategy (e.g.
development of a strategy map and balanced scorecard), people (e.g. agreement and
strong involvement of senior management and implementation of BI competence
center), processes (e.g. development of a KPI framework to monitor and adjust
processes) and technologies (e.g. implementation of an enterprise data warehouse
that guarantees a single point of truth to support people and processes) is needed in
order to achieve BI excellence [5]. This implies that a BI strategy can only be
successful if it includes all three dimensions, the people, the processes, and the
technology. Issues and tasks that arise within the BI environment always have to be
addressed by all three dimensions, as illustrated in the cube below. This holistic
approach guarantees that end-users will experience significant increases in satis-
faction, which also increases the acceptance of the BI environment. Subsequently,
the BI maturity level of the company will be increased (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Holistic approach of
BI strategy
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3 In-Memory Computing Powered by SAP HANA (High
Performance Analytic Appliance)

SAP HANA is an in-memory data platform that is deployable as an on premise
appliance, or in the cloud. It is a platform, which is best suited for performing
real-time analytics, and developing and deploying real-time applications.

3.1 In-Memory Computing

In-memory computing in general is emerging into an applied field that every
organization should take into consideration when making decisions influencing the
future landscape of its BI and Business Process Management (BPM) environment.
From a technological standpoint, in-memory computing has been available for
decades as the technical foundations were laid in the 1980s [6]. However, positive
developments in the hardware industry in the last few years have made the appli-
cation of in-memory technologies economically viable. Those developments
include increased main memory (RAM) and lower cost computing power [7]. This
explains why in-memory computing, despite the existence of parallel computing
since the mid-1980s, was not a relevant approach for data storage and analysis until
recently [8]. Today, whole enterprise database systems can be permanently moved
to main memory systems, which are called in-memory database management sys-
tems (IMDBMS) [9]. There are five main characteristics of in-memory computing:

• First, instead of storing data on hard drives like relational database management
systems (RDBMS), the data is loaded in its entirety and stored in the internal
main memory of the computer. Since main memory can be directly accessed by
the CPUs, access times are significantly faster [10]. To maximize CPU per-
formance it is necessary to minimize the bottleneck between main memory and
the CPU cache. Cache load can be reduced by using consecutive and sequential
data sets to harness a column-oriented approach, which is also beneficial for
OLAP [11].

• Second, within an IMDBMS both, row- and column-oriented storage can be
used, whereas RDBMS just use row-oriented data storage. Row oriented storage
provides significant advantages when single tuples are read. The column-storage
approach is advantageous when calculations or aggregates are performed on just
a few columns [12].

• Third, in-memory technology uses multi-core CPUs that enable parallel data
processing, increasing the processing of operations and performance exponen-
tially [13]. A multitude of operations can be performed simultaneously when
algorithms and queries are divided across several processing units [14].

• Fourth, column-oriented storage enables compression procedures that consid-
erably reduces data size. Despite fast growing main memory capacities, it is still
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necessary to use data compression techniques to minimize the amount of data.
An experiment by Plattner and Zeier illustrated that it is possible to reduce one
terabyte of customer data on a hard-disk to 100 GB of in-memory storage by
efficiently using compression [12].

• Fifth, IMDBMS exclusively use an insert-only method, meaning that update or
delete actions are not possible. Changes to existing data in the database is
limited to illustrating whether data is valid or invalid based on flags or time
stamps. This method allows the system to track changes and keep a history. This
is often legally required by many countries and it provides more insights for
companies due to better record keeping of company actions over time [15].

3.2 SAP HANA

SAP HANA consists of real-time analytics and real-time applications. With
real-time analytics real-time operational reporting of transaction data is possible. In
Data Warehousing (SAP BW on HANA) the performance is boosted. Queries
should run 10–100 times faster, data loads 5–10 times faster and calculations 5–10
times faster. SAP HANA offers a platform, which can be used for a variety of
applications, not only SAP. Furthermore, it is possible to leverage text analysis on
Big Data.

These real-time analytics are enabled by real-time applications as core process
accelerators, for planning and optimization as well for sense and response apps. The
core process accelerators replicate transactional data into HANA in order to take
advantage of in-memory-computing. The planning optimization app is an appli-
cation which pushes complex requests to the data base and allows a fast compu-
tation for the required results. The sense and response app offers a text search and
mining as well as predictive analytics for data-intensive processes. Earlier perfor-
mance constraints can be solved by SAP HANA [16].

4 Case Study

In a cooperation with an Austrian manufacturing & engineering company the
University of Innsbruck conducted a case study in order to assess the impact of
SAP HANA on BI strategy formulation and execution. Therefore, a data set was
exported from the company’s SAP ERP system (COPA = Controlling &
Profitability Analysis Module) and stored in flat files (.csv). Just the fact table
consisted of more than six million rows, over two hundred columns, and more than
six gigabytes of data.

The main focus of the study was the utilization of SAP HANA to compute a
contribution margin calculation. The fact and dimension tables were loaded into the
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SAP HANA environment in order to create a functional prototype to demonstrate
whether or not SAP HANA has an impact on the setup and modelling of a BI
project, on the acceptance rate of BI within a company, and its influence on
planning activities. The prototype was implemented in a cloud environment hosted
by Amazon Web Services. The SAP environment consisted of the following: a fully
operational SAP HANA appliance, the data management and modelling tool SAP
Business Warehouse, various data presentation tools from SAP Business Objects
like Design Studio to create dashboards, Web Intelligence to build flexible intuitive
ad hoc reports, Crystal Reports to generate pixel-precise standard reports, and
finally Predictive Analysis software, a planning and forecasting tool. The case study
aimed to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 Does SAP HANA change the setup of a BI project?
RQ2 Does SAP HANA increase the acceptance rate of BI during the implemen-

tation process and when operating?
RQ3 How does SAP HANA effect the modelling of BI projects? Does SAP

HANA increase the cycle time of a BI implementation project?
RQ4 How does SAP HANA affect the architecture of a classical EDWH?

4.1 Setup of a BI Project with SAP HANA (RQ1)

The data set of the company’s ERP system (COPA) was loaded directly into
SAP HANA without using SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW) data objects. The
aim was to simulate rapid prototyping in an early stage of the BI project, to gather
information about the data quality and semantic coherences. As a result the extent
of necessary business transformations could be derived and a dialogue with busi-
ness departments could be accomplished on a practical basis in consideration of the
real database. The involvement of the stakeholder could be assured. Despite the
practical approach, all three dimensions process, people and technology still needed
to be addressed. On closer inspection of the three dimensions different challenges
were identified. Regarding the process dimension the challenge of not drawing
attention to definitions is even higher due to the practical approach. Results can be
achieved very quickly and the focus on long-term architecture can easily move to
the background. Nonetheless in order to reach standardization and a single point of
truth, organizational as well as technical definitions are necessary. For example with
the people dimension, the inclusion of BI stakeholders in an early stage improves
communication processes, but these processes have to be emphasized actively in
order to avoid challenges in later stages of the project. Taking a closer look at the
technology dimension, it can be deduced that the establishment of an EDWH-
approach is still needed and specific features of DWH environments have to be
taken into account. Definitions regarding business transformations and DWH-
architecture have to be precisely determined. Another challenge, especially when
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considering SAP BW on HANA, is the toolset orchestration. In particular, the
interaction of SAP BW and SAP HANA toolsets has to be taken into account in
order to find the right technological approach and toolset for each requirement
ranging from highly-conformed key figure models to flexible near-time BI. The
toolset options range from Netweaver based BEx (Business Explorer), the SAP
Business Objects toolset to SAP Lumira, SAP Fiori components and so on.

4.2 Acceptance Rate in Implementation Process (RQ2)

The study showed that with SAP HANA rapid prototyping is possible as immediate
value could be derived from the loaded data and provided to BI stakeholders. These
stakeholders were able to confirm the validity of reports so that information quality
could be verified at an early stage. Misunderstandings were avoided as the data
quality was assured very early. The acceptance rate of SAP HANA rose consid-
erably when the reports were presented. The complexity could be hidden as cal-
culations moved to the database layer and queries which could not be executed
earlier due to performance restrictions could be executed with SAP HANA. The
data management and integration was very flexible, which is favourable on the one
hand, but on the other hand it has to be controlled closely as not everybody should
have the opportunity to manage data in their own way in order to guarantee a single
source of truth. As direct access to data is possible (without the introduction of
further layers) complexity diminishes. Only the interchange of the tools leads to
higher complexity as the user has to define the demanded toolset in advance.

4.3 Modelling of BI Projects (RQ3)

The early integration of stakeholders mentioned previously as well as the assurance
of data quality from the beginning allowed very fast reaction to data quality
problems. Reports can be built in early stages of a project. Therefore, it was
necessary to define a virtualization layer to determine a single time that did not
change throughout the project. It was very important for the manufacturing &
engineering company to have a single point of truth in reporting and management
control across the company. In order to fulfil this requirement, additional layers had
to be added as the following figure shows.

Figure 2 can be interpreted as a process model for reaching a single point of truth
in a company. The data can be confirmed and reviewed in an early stage by just
loading data in SAP HANA tables and views (as seen on the left side of the figure).
By adding step-by-step supplementary data layers, the conformity of data rises and
a single point of view can be achieved by definition and usage of conformed
dimensions as well as predefined business transformations and unified definitions of
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key performance indicators. In the implementation process agile process models
can be used. This leads to a reduced cycle time in the BI implementation project due
to assessments and assurance of data quality and definitions.

4.4 Architecture of BI Project (RQ4)

BI projects should not only be considered as reporting activities, planning and
forecasting has to be taken into account. SAP HANA offers a combined use of data
for reporting and planning and thereby supports the management controlling pro-
cess. In SAP HANA, new virtual modelling objects like Analytic Views,
Calculation Views, Composite Provider, Open ODS Views and Transient Provider
are introduced. The SAP BW objects, which are physical modelling objects,
remain. This leads to the consideration of when to use virtual versus physical layers.
In order to reach conformity of data and a single point of truth, it is necessary to
pursue the LSA++ concept as well as an Enterprise Data Warehouse approach.

In the past years, the front-end-tools of SAP have been further developed. With
regards to reporting and planning this means that DesignStudio and Analysis for
Office can now be used for reporting and planning. This results in a necessity to
define tools used within the company. In conclusion it can be said that clear
definition is needed in order to leverage the offered objects and tools optimally for
the company.

Fig. 2 Layered scalable
architecture LSA++-concept
[17]
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5 Conclusion

The strategic focus of SAP is put on SAP HANA, not only as the database but also
as a platform for all further development. It is a change in architecture like R/2 to
R/3 was. The case study showed that the (Enterprise) Data Warehouse approach is
still needed. SAP HANA offers a greater flexibility, which has to be populated by
company guidelines. The new SAP HANA objects have to be subsumed into an
architectural construct. Therefore, guidelines are essential, which consider the
interplay between virtual and physical data management. In projects with
SAP HANA, improvements in development cycle times can be identified, leading
to a higher acceptance of stakeholders through early adoption. Data quality issues
can be recognized early. In order to leverage these opportunities, a change in project
management is essential. Project management will change from waterfall process
models to an agile form of project management, like rapid prototyping. It can be
concluded that organizational requirements still exist, leading the necessity of a
top-down modelling (defining key figures and conformed dimensions overall in a
first step), as well as a single point of modelling.
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Sequence of Contracts as a Means
of Planning in ERP-Systems

Bjoern Kemmoona

Abstract In local government planning, nether the single department nor politi-
cians do exactly know, which financial planning data they can really decide on and
what decision will bring which (direct and indirect) financial and legal aftermath.
Governmental tasks and subsequently actions as well as resources are widely
predetermined by legal, technical and commercial norms—especially in local
authorities. The actions resp. the therefore needed resources are provided by con-
tracts. From these contracts, finanical planning data can be derived. The presented
concept of “contract based planning” shows, how these connections can be used for
governmental planning and how ERP-Systems can support this logic.

Keywords Contracts � Public sector � Planning support � Enterprise resource
planning

1 Introduction

The research attempt of this paper is to outline a new methodology (supported by
ERP-systems) of financial planning in local authorities, using the knowledge of
juristical connections between the elements of planning. It will be shown, that by the
usage of legal, technical and commercial norms—combined with the information
that can be derived from contracts connected to the elements of planning—
a local authority can get knowledge of (a) which actions and resources to be used and
(b) what the (direct and indirect) financial effects of those actions and resources are.

To develop this methodology, the juristical environment and its appearance
within the planning process of local authorities is presented (Chap. 2). Based on this
environment, the paper shows the basic conceptual elements of the planning
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methodology (Chap. 3) and outlines the architecture of an ERP-implementation
(Chap. 4). At the end, a short conclusion with a set of further research question will
be given (Chap. 5).

2 Planning in Local Authorities—An Environment
of Legal Restrictions

The tasks of local authorities1 are differentiated as follows [3, pp. 246 ff., 20,
pp. 35 ff.]:

• imperative compulsory tasks:2 no decision whether “if” or “how” the task has to
be done (for example elections, population census, etc.)

• compulsory tasks: no decision about “if” it has to be done, but free to decide
“how” (for example offering schools, clarification plants, etc. but also com-
pulsory risk prevention like flood prevention, local disaster control, etc.)

• voluntary tasks: free to decide “if” and “how” it has to be done (for example
theaters, awarding club grants, etc.).

These tasks are restricted by legal (e.g. local, regional and federal law), technical
(e.g. DIN standards [8]) and commercial norms (e.g. “Construction Contract
Procedures”—VOB [6]). These norms define which actions are to be taken3 and
which resources to use (in terms of quality and/or quantity).4

Without regarding any targets, the yearly governmental planning is already
limited by these restrictions. A special restriction is the requirement of a balanced
budget (on a longterm-view within the planning-periods—refer to [5, 17, 18] for
more detail) at the end of the planning process. The finance department and the
local politicians define the financial high-level parameters at the beginning of the
planning process [20, p. 276]. Afterwards, the other departments (e.g. school
administration department) start their (decentralised) planning that results in a
document containing financial values for each product (-group) provided by the
department—aggregated by payment category.[2, p. 96, 21, pp. 113 ff.] This
document is then to be discussed and approved by political boards (Fig. 1).

In some forms of local government management, [18] the planning document
additionaly provides targets as an agreement between the department and politics.5

The (mostly abstract) targets (e.g. “introducing new media in secondary schools”)
can be reached by different actions (e.g. “introducing digital whiteboards in all

1We are going to take the local authorities in Germany—especially NRW—as an example.
2These orders come from either the regional government authority or the federal administration—
sometimes turning European law into local tasks.
3See Sect. 3 for a more sophisticated view.
4The restrictions coming from contracts are added in Sect. 3.
5The reason is to let the politics decide about the “what” and the department about the “how”.
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rooms”, “installing media-corners in every main classrooms”, etc.). All these
actions (whether they are explicitly named in the planning document or not) bring
different (direct or indirect) aftermath by other actions and/or resources required by
legal, technical or commercial norms. It might also be, that the aftermath conflicts
with other restrictions brought by compulsory/voluntary tasks or derived from other
targets of the same/another department to be discussed and approved by the
same/another political board. Figure 2 presents an example of possible aftermath for
the “introduction of new media in secondary schools’’.

The priorisation and weighting of these (sometimes competing [13]) targets is
one of the main parts of the discussion within the political boards (especially in the
“main and financial committees” and the city council). As a prerequisite, the
department as well as the politicians need to know their scope of planning in
terms of:

1. What elements of the financial planning are predetermined?

(a) What are predetermined (direct and indirect) actions and resources (due to
the type of task and/or legal, technical and commercial norms)?

(b) What financial values derive from these actions and resources?

2. What are the financial and legal effects of implementing political targets?

(a) What are possible and predefined (direct or indirect) actions and resources?
(b) Which financial values derive from these actions and resources?
(c) Do they juristically conflict with other predefined or planned actions and

resources?

Fig. 1 Restrictions on local governmental planning [4]
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In the following section, we outline the basic principles of “contract based
planning” to introduce a planning-methodology that can help to give an answer to
these questions.

3 Contract Based Planning as a Means of Transparency

The above mentioned governmental tasks and/or targets can have varying legal
consequences which are in a sophisticated status, depending on time and/or other
conditions:

• an obligation can exist (e.g. inclusion of handicapped kids in schools, but not
before 2014) or be active (e.g. obligation of special cleaning of media corners in
schools, due to the technical norm DIN 77400 [9]). An obligation can be fol-
lowed or violated (without legal consequence if not active).

• a prohibition can exist (e.g. the prohibition of putting photos of kids on the
schools website) or be active (e.g. the prohibition of putting photos of kids on
the schools website without permission of the parents). A prohibition can also be
followed or violated (without legal consequence if not active).

• a right can exist (e.g. inclusion of handicapped kids in schools) or be exercisable
(e.g. inclusion of handicapped kids in schools after the beginning of 2014).
A right can also be exercised or become extinct. As a right is “everything that is
not prohibited” [14], not all imaginable rights are relevant for governmental
planning. We restrict the analysis to those rights, that are explicitly mentioned in

Fig. 2 Part of targets aftermath (example)
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legal, technical or commercial norms or that have been successfully proved by
other organizations, especially other local authorities.

These legal consequences determine sequences of actions and resources such as:
“When you are implementing media corners in schools (action), there is an existent
obligation of building them accessable to disabled persons which is active since
2014. The action also results in the obligation of special fire protection (active by
the action of implementing media corners) which implies the obligation of peri-
odical inspections (active by the action of special fire protection). These inspections
need to be done by resources with a defined qualification and quantity (also active
obligation)”.

Resources (like the qualified resources of the above example) are normally
provided through contracts (e.g. employment contract, framework contract). They
define the resources (goods and services) provided (in time, quantity and quality) as
well as the subsequent future payments (time and amount) [11, p. 10, 19, pp. 409 ff.].
So contracts can operate as a link between actions, respectively their required
resources and the financial planning values. Contracts themselves can lead to legal
consequences by their own clauses (e.g. need of external inspection in the buying
contract of digital whiteboards) or by subsequent legal aftermath because of legal,
technical or commercial norms. These consequences might again lead to actions
and/or resources that will be provided by other contracts or might conflict with legal
consequences of other contracts and/or norms. The result is a tree of actions and
resources with legal consequences as branches and contracts as leaves (Fig. 3).

The local authority is bound by these contracts at least for a certain time, [11,
p. 10] specified within the contract (e.g. cleaning services) or a subsequent legal
norm (e.g. employment contract). So the financial values within this timeframe are
fixed (e.g. salary in the next period of notice—which can be a long time for public
officals). These contracts and the resources they provide can only be utilized for

Fig. 3 Tree of actions,
resources and contracts
(extract)
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other (similar/dissimilar) tasks, but they cannot be exchanged by other contracts.
After the next period of notice, the contract (and the subsequent financial payments)
can be withdrawn. But there is a necessity of a new contractual agreement as far as
the underlying legal requirement is still active. Contracts can only be withdrawn
without substitute if there is no (direct or indirect) legal consequence, demanding
the provided resources. The legal consequences can change over time, as well as the
organizational and political responsibility for the affected actions, resources and
contracts.

So the process of planning is no more a process of financial forecast by the
department, but a process of planning actions, resources and contracts according to
legal restrictions. The amount and complexity of legal, technical and commercial
norms as well as the legal consequences of the contracts within a local government
is too large and widespread to be handled by a department on its own. ERP-Systems
that are already the technical instrument for governmental planning can help by
providing a logic according to the concept of contract based planning.

4 Implementing Contract Based Planning
into ERP-Systems

Two elements are essential for implementing the logic of contract based planning
into ERP-Systems:

• a reference model that contains all the above mentioned elements and their
connections

• a central business object “contract” that provides information about provided
resources, derived financial values and periods of notice

The reference model [24, S.5, 10, S. 131, 22, S. 66, 69–74, 1, S. 90, 25, S. 31–
38] contains legal, technical and commercial norms as well as affected reference
elements of (abstract formulated) targets, actions, resources and contract types. It
also incloses the above mentioned connections between these elements. Targets,
actions, resources and contracts can be “instantiated”, i.e. connected with an
existing element within the ERP-System and connected to legal restrictions (Fig. 4).

At the end of the instantiation, the ERP-System can verify e.g. whether all
neccesary resources (defined by norms relevant for the defined tasks and targets) are
provided by an existing contract, if there are more contracts needed or if there are
contracts providing resources not needed for the planned actions. It can also check,
if there are any juristical conflicts within the aftermath of chosen and/or derived
actions. After the instantiation is completed, financial planning data can be derived
from the contracts and be transferred into the planning structure [11].

To do this efficiently, a central business object “contract” is needed, which has to
be at least able to represent which resources it provides (time, quality and quantity)
and what financial data it generates. The result is financial planning data of three
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categories (Fig. 5). The first one is the financial minimum, based on what the
government has to do due to legal, technical and commercial norms (derived by the
providing contracts). The second one is that minimum plus the irreversible financial
data due to contracts in general (no matter if they are used or not). The third one is
the minimum plus irreversible plus the additional legal consequences (not already
existent in the minimum) due to voluntary targets/actions.

Fig. 4 Instantiating an action with a legal restriction (example)

Fig. 5 Categories of derived financial planning data
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5 Conclusion and Requirements

With the implementation of contract based planning in ERP-Systems, it is possible to
provide information to the local authority about which part of the financial planning
is predetermined and what the (financial and legal) effects of political targets are.
This demands technically the implementation of a central contract-object and the
integration of a reference model. The organizational perspective also seems to be
challenging as

1. the initial process of instantiating the reference model and its updates is labo-
rious and it requires the will to make the reasons for financial planning data
transparent

2. the reference model has to be built, delivered and updated.

The first challenge depends on the will for transparency by the local government.
The second challenge can be an opportunity for the suppliers of ERP-Systems
that can

• establish a standard format for exchanging legal, technical and commercial
norms and the elements of the reference model [4, 7, 12, 15, 16, 23].

• bring together possible publishers of knowledge relevant to the reference model
(local authorities, their unions as well as providers of legal, technical and
commercial norms).

More research needs to be done if this logic can also be transferred to the industrial
sector, especially in international scenarios where different (country-specific) types of
connections between the elements of the reference model can exist.
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